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Chalcogenide passivation of III–V semiconductor surfaces
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Experimental studies of chalcogenide passivation~by sulfur and selenium atoms! of III–V
semiconductor surfaces are analyzed. The characteristic features of chemical-bond formation, the
atomic structure, and the electronic properties of III–V semiconductor surfaces coated with
chalcogenide atoms are examined. Advances in recent years in the application of chalcogenide
passivation in semiconductor technology and trends and prospects for further development
of this direction are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00111-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

III–V Semiconductors are now widely used to produ
fast electronic and high-power microwave devices as wel
infrared- and visible-range optoelectronic devices. In se
conductor electronics the active regions of devices have b
steadily decreasing in recent years. As a result, surfaces
interfaces have a larger influence on device characterist

In the ideal case a surface or interface is a sharp ba
making it possible to delimit clearly the interior regions or
establish the outer boundaries of devices. Most III–V se
conductor surfaces are characterized by a high densit
surface states in the band gap. This results in rigid pinning
the Fermi level, whose position at the surface is essenti
independent of the nature of the adsorbed atoms. This
cumstance has a negative effect on the operation of m
micro- and optoelectronic devices, impeding full disclosu
of the high potentials of these semiconductors.

To eliminate the undesirable effect of the surface on
vice properties, the direction called ‘‘passivation’’ is bein
actively developed in technology. In this direction, differe
surface-treatment methods involving the deposition of diff
ent coatings on surfaces are being developed. Semicond
surface passivation technology must solve three problem1

First, it must prevent a semiconductor from reacting with
atmosphere during the entire lifetime of the semiconduc
device~chemical passivation!; second, it must eliminate in
terfacial states from the band gap and prevent their forma
~electrical passivation!; and, third, it must provide an ad
equate barrier to prevent the semiconductor electrons f
being lost in the passivating layer. The term ‘‘passivatio
signifies that a semiconductor surface becomes less ch
cally active and in the process fewer active recombinat
centers form on the surface and~or! these centers themselve
become less active.

Work on passivation of III–V semiconductor surfaces
following mainly two directions. The first one is depositio
of relatively thick ~thickness ranging from several tens
nanometers to several microns! insulator layers. In this pro-
1141063-7826/98/32(11)/16/$15.00
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cess, a semiconductor–insulator heterojunction, whose p
erties depend largely on the density of states at the interf
which in turn depends on the method used to produce
heterojunction and to prepare the semiconductor surface
formed. This direction includes passivation by the native o
ide layer, obtained by methods such as thermal or plas
oxidation, anodization, and recently epitaxy, as well as p
sivation by a layer of a foreign insulator. The second dire
tion is modification of the atomic structure of the surface
foreign atoms which changes the electronic structure of
semiconductor surface. This method is often used to prep
a surface for subsequent deposition of an insulator mate
This direction includes passivation by group V–VII atom
In this review article we shall not dwell on questions co
cerning passivation technology using thick insulator lay
and modification by group-V and -VII atoms. The reader c
find the required information in the literature.2–7

Chalcogenide passivation~modification by sulfur or se-
lenium atoms! enables both chemical and electronic passi
tion of a surface and is therefore a promising method
III–V semiconductor technology. On the one hand, chal
genide passivation makes it possible to decrease substan
the density of surface states in the band gap, to decreas
surface recombination velocity and, as a result, to impro
many characteristic features of diverse devices. On the o
hand, it makes it possible to slow down considerably
oxidation of a semiconductor surface in the atmosphere.
development of this method started in the mid-1980s, a
there are now more than 500 papers on chalcogenide p
vation and interaction of sulfur and selenium atoms w
III–V semiconductor surfaces. The obvious progress mad
improving the characteristics of semiconductor devices
the enormous interest shown in this problem by investiga
from many countries have motivated the present review
ticle, which examines the physicochemical aspects of ch
cogenide passivation of III–V semiconductors and devi
based on them.
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF CHALCOGENIDE
PASSIVATION TECHNOLOGY

2.1. Passivation from solutions

Broad development of chalcogenide passivation was
tiated by Sandroffet al.,8 who proposed a method for im
proving the characteristics of AlGaAs/GaAs bipolar trans
tors. In their variant of the method, an aqueous solution
sodium sulfide~Na2S:9H2O! with concentration 0.5–1.0 M
was deposited on a semiconductor structure, after which
structure was spun in a centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 60
~spin-on method!.

Aqueous solutions of another inorganic sulfide — a
monium sulfide (NH2)2S, which is most often used eve
today — were first used in Ref. 9. Almost simultaneousl
Fan et al.10 employed aqueous solutions of ammonium s
fide to which 6% excess sulfur was added. After passivat
the structures were washed with deionized water and drie
a dry nitrogen flow. Such treatment, in contrast to pass
tion in sodium sulfide solutions, did not leave any visib
film on the semiconductor surface.

In Ref. 11 P2S5 /NH4OH solutions were used to pass
vate a GaAs surface. Treatment in such solutions mad
possible to improve the stability of the luminescence prop
ties after holding a sulfidized semiconductor in air for t
days than treatment in a sodium sulfide solution. La
P2S5/(NH4)2S solutions were used.12,13 Such a solution
made it possible to obtain passivated GaAs, whose phot
minescence intensity was much higher than that of the G
control sample, passivated in pure (NH4)2S, and was like-
wise characterized by a higher stability. The characteris
of Al– and Au–GaAs Schottky barriers, prepared using
semiconductor sulfidized in a P2S5/(NH4)2S solution, were
likewise noticeably better.

Later, GaAs surfaces were passivated in aqueous s
tions of K2Se as well as in the solutions Na2S1RuCl3,14

Na2Se/NH4OH,15 SeS2,16 S2Cl2,17 and Se/NH4OH.18 To in-
crease the effectiveness of passivation it was suggested
sulfide treatment be performed in aqueous solutions with
semiconductor illuminated by white light while heating th
solution.19 In addition to inorganic sulfides and selenide
complicated sulfide-containing organic compounds were a
used for GaAs surface passivation: thiols dissolved in n
aqueous solvents20,21 and @CH3(CH2)17#2NCSSNa.22 Such
treatment made it possible to obtain a GaAs surface no w
than that obtained by passivation in sodium sulfide solutio
The surface was characterized by high stability against h
ing and standing in the atmosphere.

The technology of sulfide passivation from solutions a
vanced further after electrochemical deposition of sulfides
a semiconductor surface came into use. This method
first used to sulfidize InSb to improve the quality of MI
structures.23 Both aqueous solutions of ammonium sulfi
and solutions of sodium sulfide in ethylene glycol ahve be
used for such passivation.24,25 Electrochemical sulfide pass
vation has made it possible to obtain a relatively thick sulfi
coating on a GaAs surface, such that the properties of G
are not degraded by intense laser radiation,26 and has found
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practical application for improving the characteristics
AlGaInP-based laser diodes.25

Another promising direction of sulfide passivation is su
fidizing in alcohol solutions. Sodium sulfide and ammoniu
sulfide solutions in ethanol, isopropanol, butanol, and tr
butanol have been used. In Refs. 27 and 28 it was shown
decreasing the permittivity of the solvent greatly increa
the photoluminescence intensity of sulfidized GaAs, wh
did not decrease even after the semiconductor was irradi
for 0.5 h with intense laser light. In addition, passivation
alcohol solutions of sodium sulfide has made it possible
increase considerably the threshold of catastrophic opt
degradation of InGaAs/AlGaAs lasers.29,30

2.2. Passivation from the gas phase

The interaction of III–V semiconductor surfaces wi
chalcogenide atoms adsorbed from the gas phase has
actively studied since the end of the 1970s. Initially, fresh
prepared semiconductor surfaces placed in a ultrah
vacuum were the objects of investigation. In Ref. 31 t
adsorption of various molecules, including H2S, on a freshly
cleaved~110! GaAs surface was studied. In Ref. 32 adso
tion of H2S on the surface of strongly dopedn-GaAs ~100!,
grown immediately prior to the experiment by molecula
beam epitaxy, was investigated.

In Ref. 33 a special preparation of a GaAs surface, c
ered with a layer of the native oxide, was used for deposit
sulfur and selenium from the gas phase. Accordingly, Ga
was immersed in a freshly prepared soluti
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O ~4:1:1! to remove mechanical damage o
the surface. The semiconductor was then immediately pla
in a ultrahigh-vacuum chamber. X-ray photoelectron sp
troscopy of the surface showed that a thin~8–10 Å! oxide
layer remained on the surface after such treatment. In Ref
this layer was removed by heating the semiconductor up
550 °C under vacuum conditions. The semiconductor surf
cleaned in this manner was placed in a vacuum at ro
temperature near an open quartz cell, which was filled w
highly pure sulfur or selenium. The sulfur and selenium we
evaporated by heating the cell. Sysoevet al.34 conducted het-
erovalent substitution of surface arsenic with selenium ato
in order to produce an insulating coating on a GaAs surfa
The experiments were performed in preevacuated cells.
substrate temperature was maintained above the sele
temperature, which determined the selenium partial press

In Ref. 35 sulfidization of both GaAs~100! and InP
~100! was performed. Chemically polished semiconduc
wafers were annealed in a hydrogen atmosphere at 55
~GaAs! or 300 °C~InP!. Sulfidization was performed withou
contact with air. A H2S/H2 mixture, obtained by decompos
tion of copper sulfide in hydrogen, was used as the sulfid
ing gas. The chemical potential of sulfur in the gas w
monitored by varying the decomposition temperature. In R
36 thermal sulfidization was used. It was perforemd in
hydrogen sulfide atmosphere by repeated cycles of hold
GaAs at a low temperature~90–95 K! followed by heating to
600 K.
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In Ref. 37 a plasma method was suggested to be use
passivation of an InP surface. A corona discharge was
duced in a hydrogen sulfide flow. As a result, relatively th
~140–350 Å! sulfide layers were obtained on the semico
ductor surface. Later, a similar method was also used
passivation of GaAs.38 In Ref. 39, a mixture consisting o
atomic hydrogen and hydrogen sulfide molecules, was
composed by means of a microwave discharge, which
sulted in the production of atomic sulfur that was adsorb
on the GaAs surface at 60–70 °C. As a result of such tr
ment, the sulfur was bonded exclusively with gallium atom

In Refs. 40 and 41 sulfur adsorption on a GaAs surfa
was performed using a solid-state electrochemical sou
Ag/AgI/Ag2S/Pt, from which molecular sulfur S2 effluxed.
In Ref. 42 polyphenyl–sulfide, which was deposited on
substrate by vacuum sputtering, was used for passivatio
GaAs.

In Ref. 43 irradiation of the semiconductor with an Ar
excimer laser under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions was u
as a means to prepare a GaAs surface for gaseous pas
tion. This was followed immediately by sulfide treatment
the semiconductor, also during irradiation with this laser i
H2S/H2 atmosphere. Surface preparation and treatment w
both conducted at room temperature. A photostimulated p
cess was also used in Ref. 44, where a capsule containin
allotropic modification of sulfur S8 was used as the source
sulfur and an UV mercury lamp was used as the light sou

3. FORMATION OF CHEMICAL BONDS ON III–V
SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACES DURING CHALCOGENIDE
PASSIVATION

3.1. Mechanism for the formation of a passivating coating

We shall examine sulfide passivation as an example
the formation of a passivating coating. In the passivat
process the semiconductor is placed in contact with a sulfi
containing solution or gas for a certain time. The proc
leading to the formation of a passivating coating on III–
semiconductor surfaces can be conventionally divided
two stages. At the first stage the oxide layer is removed fr
the surface~Fig. 1!. This layer consists of a mixture of dif
ferent phases of oxides of the semiconductor compone
several tens of angstroms thick. During sulfidization in so
tions ~specifically, in aqueous and alcohol solutions of ino
ganic sulfides and in solutions containing sulfur monoch
ride! the oxide layer is etched directly by the passivati
solution. In the case of sulfidization from the gas phase,
ditional surface preparation measures must be taken in o
to deposit a passivating coating — for example, hig
temperature annealing (T.600 °C! in an ultrahigh
vacuum33 or UV radiation.43

The chemical reaction leading to the formation of a s
fide coating from solutions of inorganic sulfides can be w
ten in the general form45,46

AIIIBV1HS21R-OH→

~AIII !x8Sy81~BV!x9Sy91R-O21H2↑. ~1!
for
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HereR is either a hydrogen atom~for aqueous solutions! or
an alkyl group~for alcohol solutions!. In general, the sto-
ichiometric coefficientsx8(x9) and y8(y9) can assume val-
ues from 1 to 5~for example, GaS, In2S3, and Sb2S5) and, as
a rule, after sulfidization a mixture of different sulfides~and
also oxosulfides24! is present on the surface.

Since the degree of oxidation of the semiconductor co
ponents and of the hydrogen ion changes in the course o
sulfidization reaction~the semiconductor oxidizes and hydr
gen is reduced!, this reaction, an oxidation-reduction rea
tion, can be written in the form of two half-reactions:45

AIIIBV→~AIII !311~BV!3116e2, ~2a!

6H116e2→3H2↑. ~2b!

We shall examine in greater detail the physical proces
occurring during the oxidation-reduction reaction. Each at
in the crystal lattice of zinc blende possesses four bon
each of which is formed by two electrons. At the same tim
each AIII or BV atom in the sulfide compound formed on th
surface forms three chemical bonds.47 This means that in the
sulfidization process one bond becomes extraneous an
form a passivating coating~Fig. 1c! the electrons localized
on this bond must either enter the solution or recombine w

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the processes occurring during the forma
of a sulfide passivating coating: a — Rupture of bonds between III and V
atoms, removal of oxide layer, and dissociation of HS2 ions; b — transfer of
electrons from the semiconductor into the solution; c — formation of chemi-
cal bonds between semiconductor and sulfur atoms.
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a hole ~Fig. 1a!. Absorption of light with photon energy
greater than the band gap of the semiconductor~Fig. 1b! can
serve as the source of energy required to transfer an elec
into the conduction band or to the level of a surface sta
The outflow of electrons into the solution~entry of holes into
the semiconductor! can occur via either the conduction ban
of the semiconductor~valence band! or the levels of surface
states.

Since the reaction forming a sulfide coating is a pho
electrochemical reaction, the rate of formation of a passiv
ing coating on the surface of an-type semiconductor shoul
be much higher than on the surface of ap-type semiconduc-
tor. In addition, the formation rate of a passivating coat
should increase with increasing treatment temperature, l
intensity incident on the semiconductor/electrolyte interfa
and concentration of sulfur atoms in the solution and w
decreasing pH of the solution~the fact that a decrease of th
pH below a certain limit can stop etching of the oxide lay
must be taken into account!.

In Ref. 48 it was observed that in the process of s
fidization of GaAs the position of the surface Fermi lev
changes, and the rate of motion of the Fermi level inn-GaAs
is always much higher than inp-GaAs. Activation of the
sulfidization process by illumination of a semiconduct
electrolyte interface was demonstrated in Ref. 49 for the
ample of sulfidization of InAlAs in aqueous solutions of am
monium sulfide. Moreover, it should be noted that etching
an oxide layer and formation of a sulfide coating on a se
conductor surface are more efficient in solutions of a sulfi
of a strong base~for example, Na2S! than in solutions of a
sulfide of a weak base@for example, (NH4)2S#.46

3.2. Chemical bonds on a passivated surface

3.2.1. Gallium arsenide

The natural oxide on a GaAs surface is an amorph
mixture of oxides. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy o
GaAs surface coated with a natural oxide layer revealed
presence of elemental arsenic and the oxides As2O, AsO,
As2O3, Ga2O, GaO, and Ga2O3 on the surface,50 in agree-
ment with the diagram of phase equilibrium in the syst
Ga–As–O.51

3.2.1.1. GaAs/S

Sulfidization of a surface in solutions results in an a
preciable decrease and often complete vanishing of the o
layer,52–55 and oxides are more actively removed as the p
mittivity of the sulfide solution decreases.28,46 In the process,
however, physisorbed oxygen~aqueous! and carbon remain
on the surface. Sulfidization from the gas phase requires
liminary treatment of the semiconductor surface to remo
the oxide layer.33,43,56

X-ray photoelectron spectra show that after a GaAs s
face is held in sulfur vapor the As3d peak acquires compo
nents with a chemical shift~D! of about 2 eV~which corre-
sponds to the chemical shift characteristic of the compo
As2S3! and the Ga3d peak is broadened by a small amount
a result of the appearance of gallium sulfides on
surface.33 The sulfide layer was estimated to be about
on
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Å thick. Holding GaAs in the mixture H2S/H2 resulted in
sulfur adsorption on the surface, arsenic depletion of the
face, and gallium enrichment in an approximately 10-Å-thi
layer.35

Modern x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data on s
fidized GaAs surfaces attest to the presence of various
and As sulfides on the surface and, in addition, a large qu
tity of elemental arsenic remains on the surface~here, mainly
the spectral lines Ga3d and As3d are investigated; the low
binding energy makes these lines accessible for investiga
by the most surface-sensitive synchrotron radiation with p
ton energy of about 100 eV!. Most often, As–S bonds with a
1.7 to 2.0-eV chemical shift~which corresponds to the com
pound As4S4) and Ga–S bonds with a 0.6–0.7 eV chemic
shift ~corresponding to the compound Ga2S! are observed on
the surface.53,55 These bonds have been observed with s
fidization both in Na2S,53 (NH4)2S,55 and P2S5 ~Ref. 13!
solutions and in gases, for example, H2S ~Ref. 57!, or in a
molecular sulfur flow.58 In addition, if the sulfidization was
performed at temperatures close to room temperature,
number of As–S bonds was always greater than the num
of Ga–S bonds. This attests to the fact that surface ars
atoms are chemically very active.

In the case of sulfidization in ammonium sulfide sol
tions, besides these components, an As–S component w
2.5-eV chemical shift56 and a Ga–S component with
1.7-eV chemical shift55,56 have been observed. Detaile
quantitative investigations of chemical bonds on GaAs s
faces sulfidized in different solutions made it possible
identify other gallium and arsenic sulfides also.59,60 In the
case of sulfidization of a surface in an atomic sulfur flow39

all adsorbed sulfur is bonded with surface gallium ato
only. Surface passivation by a H2S plasma61 and in a H2S
atmosphere under the action of ArF excimer laser radiatio43

led to the appearance of only a small number of As–S bo
on the surface, while Ga–S bonds were not observed,
passivation in thiol solutions did not lead at all to the appe
ance of sulfides on the semiconductor surface, although
photoluminescence intensity did increase.20

Sulfidization of a GaAs surface by hydrogen sulfide
low temperature (T5150 K! leads to adsorption of sulfur on
arsenic atoms, while sulfidization at high temperatures~280–
450 °C! results in adsorption of sulfur on gallium atoms.62

Sulfidization from the gas phase~holding at room tempera
ture in a H2S atmosphere followed by annealing at 400 °!
removes the surface arsenic atoms and results in the fo
tion of a GaSx sulfide phase.63

Bonds with a large chemical shift have been observed
the case of electrochemical passivation of a GaAs surfac26

Ga–S bonds with chemical shifts 1.65 eV and 3.25 eV a
As–S bonds with shifts 1.8 and 3.5 eV.

Cleaving a GaAs~110! surface in alcohol solutions o
sodium sulfide resulted in the formation of only Ga–S bon
on the surface.64 At the same time, a large number of As–
bonds was observed on the surface in the case of sulfid
tion of a GaAs~110! surface in an aqueous solution of s
dium sulfide.65

Sulfidization of a AlGaAs~110! surface in ammonium
sulfide solutions, just as in the case of a GaAs surface,
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sulted in a decrease in the quantity of oxides on the sur
and the formation of sulfides on the surface. In addition,
layers with a high aluminum content (X50.78) the sulfur
was bonded predominantly with aluminum atoms.66

Annealing of a sulfidized surface in ultrahigh vacuu
results in a substantial redistribution of the chemical bo
on the semiconductor surface. When a sulfidized gallium
senide surface is heated, sulfur transfers from arsenic to
lium atoms,67 and at 360 °C the As–S bonds vani
completely56,58,67 and only Ga–S bonds remain on the su
face, while the total amount of sulfur on the surface rema
virtually constant. This shows that Ga–S bonds are m
stable than As–S bonds, which agrees well with data on
heat of formation of these sulfides.

It should be noted that the bonds with a large chem
shift ~As–S,D52.5 eV and Ga–S,D51.7 eV!, observed in
Refs. 55 and 56, are less stable against heating than th
dinary bonds As–S~D51.8 eV! and Ga–S~D50.7 eV!.

Desorption of sulfur from a GaAs surface starts at hig
temperatures (T.580 °C). The desorption temperatureTD

is different for faces with different orientations and correla
well with the coordination number of sulfur on semicondu
tor surface as well as with the Ga–S binding energy ca
lated in Refs. 68 and 69 :TD(111)A,TD(100)
,TD(111)B.67 For the ~111!A and ~111!B faces, a pre-
desorption state was observed at temperatures 50 °C b
the desorption temperature: A Ga–S component appea
the x-ray photoelectron spectra at even lower energy, at
ing to electron transfer from Ga to S immediately preced
desorption of sulfur.67 We also note that two sulfide compo
nents have been identified in the Ga3d spectra of a~111!A
face sulfidized by a molecular beam and annealed at t
peratures above 360 °C: One is associated with sulfur b
into the skin layer of GaAs at the location of arsenic ato
and the other is associated with sulfur adsorbed on
surface.70

Desorption of sulfur from a sulfidized GaAs surface a
occurs as a result of exposure to vacuum-UV radiation.71 In
this case, the sulfur is desorbed in the form of neutral m
ecules and the amount of elemental arsenic on the sur
increases.

The thickness of the sulfide coating estimated from
x-ray photoelectron spectra was, as a rule, 0.5–2.0 mono
ers, but an approximately 15-Å thick sulfide coating w
obtained by electrochemical passivation.26 The thickness of a
sulfide coating on a surface depends on the orientation
just as the desorption temperature, correlates with the G
bond energy.72

3.2.1.2. GaAs/Se

In one of the first studies of the chemical bonds on
GaAs surface treated in solutions of sodium selenide in
monium hydroxide, selenium on the surface was manifes
at least in three different forms: selenates (Se41), elemental
selenium (Se0), and selenides (Se22).15 After such a surface
was treated in sodium sulfide solutions, the bulk seleni
was removed, and the chemisorbed selenium in all its fo
remained unchanged. Therefore, the GaAs–Se surface b
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are stronger than GaAs–S bonds. As a aresult of roo
temperature treatment, selenium bonded with arsenic and
ter heating selenium bonds with gallium were formed. It h
also been observed73 that, in contrast to a sulfide coating
prolonged washing of a semiconductor with water does
remove a selenium coating.

Treatment of a surface in a solution of selenium sulfid16

had the effect that selenium was present on the surface
in the form of selenides, specifically, As2Se3. A small quan-
tity of sulfur has also been observed in the x-ray photoel
tron spectra, although the bonds in which sulfur participa
could not be identified. It has also been noted that As2Se3

remains stable upon heating to 300 °C. In addition, su
treatment resulted in virtually complete removal of the oxi
layer from the semiconductor surface. The native oxide la
has also been removed by using other selenium soluti
specifically, Se/NH4OH.18

The temperature at which a surface is treated by a m
lecular selenium beam determines the chemical compos
of the GaAs surface.74 Treatment at room temperature led
the formation of only As–Se bonds, while treatment
550 °C led to the formation of only Ga–Se bonds. Just a
the case of sulfidization, as temperature increases, sele
transfers from arsenic to gallium, but the activation energy
this process is appreciably higher than for the case of
fidization. After GaAs is treated with a molecular seleniu
beam at high temperatures, for which there are no As–
bonds on the surface, the Se3d peak decomposed into tw
components:75 One was due to selenium absorbed on
surface and the other was due to selenium occupying ars
sites in the volume of the semiconductor near the surfac
was also observed that the amount of arsenic on the sur
decreases after treatment with selenium. The penetra
depth of selenium in the skin layer of GaAs depends on
orientation of the semiconductor surface.74 This dependence
in turn was correlated with the temperature at which se
nium desorbs from the surface: The lower the desorpt
temperature, the deeper selenium penetrates into the vo
of the semiconductor. The orientation dependence of the
lenium desorption temperature is the same as the depend
of the sulfur desorption temperature, but selenium desorb
higher temperatures than sulfur. Substitution of selenium
arsenic in the skin layer about 5 monolayers thick has a
been observed accompanying treatment of the surface
H2Se flow,76, but in this work the components due to th
chemical bonds Ga–Se and As–Se were absent in the x
photoelectron spectra, although a Se3d peak was observed.

3.2.1.3. Oxidation of a passivated GaAs surface

Since the passivation effect degrades with time whe
surface is allowed to stand in the atmosphere, the oxida
of a sulfidized semiconductor surface and the accompan
change in the chemical bonds on the surface were stu
extensively. Experimental studies of the oxidation of a Ga
surface sulfidized in a (NH4)2S solution showed that neithe
allowing a surface to stand in oxygen in the dark nor illum
nation of the surface with light in vacuum influences t
chemical bonds on a sulfidized surface.53 At the same time,
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even a 40-min holding period in oxygen~at 200 Torr! in the
presence of illumination produced appreciable oxidation
the surface, the x-ray photoelectron spectra became the s
as for presulfidization GaAs coated with the native ox
layer. Moreover, it has been observed72 that a passivated
GaAs surface oxidizes more slowly than a surface imme
ately extracted from the epitaxial system after growth, an
has also been shown that the rate of oxidation of a sulfidi
surface depends strongly on the orientation of the surf
@the ~100! surface oxidized most rapidly# and that gallium
oxidizes more rapidly than arsenic. The slower oxidation o
sulfidized surface as compared with a nonsulfidized surf
has also been observed in Ref. 77.

In an investigation of the degradation of a selenium co
ing, it was observed that the selenium bonds are more st
against photooxidation than bonds with sulfur.15,16 Investiga-
tion of different stages of oxidation in the atmosphere o
GaAs surface modified by a molecular selenium be
showed that first oxygen is physisorbed and then rapid
dation of gallium occurs~in several minutes!. Just as on a
sulfidized surface, arsenic oxidizes much more slowly~after
a 1-h holding period!, and in the process the oxide As2O3

forms first and then transforms into As2O5. Selenium oxi-
dizes even more slowly.78 First, a peak due to the appearan
of a bulk selenium layer on the surface appears in the
composition of the photoelectron spectrum~after a 16-min
holding period!. Selenium oxide appears only after the su
face is allowed to stand in the atmosphere for 3 h.

3.2.2. Indium phosphide

The structure of the native oxide layer on an InP surfa
differs from the structure of the oxide on a GaAs surfa
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of an InP surface coa
with a native oxide layer shows that primarily In2O3 is
present on the surface and there are only small trace
InPO3 and InPO4,79 even though the oxide InPO4 is in ther-
modynamic equilibrium with the InP surface.51 The InPO4

content increased with thermal and photostimulated ox
tion of the surface. In contrast to GaAs, on whose surf
elemental arsenic is almost always observed, elemental p
phorus has not been observed on an InP surface.

Sulfidization in solutions~both sodium sulfide and am
monium sulfide! results in removal of the native oxide laye
and, as a rule, the formation of a sulfide coating, which c
sists only of In–S bonds, on the surface.80–84The absence o
P–S bonds was attributed to the good solubility of ph
phorus sulfides in water81 ~in contrast to arsenic sulfides
which are present in large quantities on the surface of G
sulfidized from solutions!. Virtually complete removal of
physisorbed carbon was also observed.84

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy using measurem
which are more surface-sensitive made it possible to inv
tigate in detail the chemical bonds on an InP surface
fidized from solutions. It has been observed85 that sulfur is
present on the surface in at least four chemical states, w
are manifested in the decomposition of the peak S2p in the
form of four components with energies 161.3, 162.1, 163
and 168.4 eV, respectively. These components were at
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uted to indium monosulfide~In–S bond!, indium and phos-
phorus polysulfide~compound of the type InPO4), elemental
sulfur, and sulfur oxide, respectively. Similar componen
~except for the latter, which is associated with oxide! have
been observed in Refs. 86 and 87. In those studies, howe
the first two components were identified with sulfur whic
replaces phosphorus in the second subsurface monolaye
with sulfur adsorbed on the surface~sulfur bonded with In
atoms!.

Washing with water an InP surface sulfidized from so
tion completely removed elemental sulfur and sulfur oxi
from the surface.88 Annealing of a sulfidized surface a
125 °C in an ultrahigh vacuum did not change much
shape of the S2p line,86 while after annealing at 250 °C th
component due to elemental sulfur vanishes, and after
nealing at 320 °C the bonds characteristic of polysulfid
vanished on the surface and only the In–S bon
remained.86,88Desorption of sulfur from the surface occurs
460 °C.89,90

The chemical bonds formed on an InP surface dur
sulfidization in the gas phase are, in general, similar to
bonds formed during sulfidization from solutions;86 the only
difference is that the P–S bonds are more pronounced.91–93

Moreover, the presence of physisorbed sulfides has b
observed,93 and in a number of cases~for example, when
cleaving the crystal in a H2S/H2 atmosphere! only
physisorbed sulfides were present on the surface. It shoul
noted that annealing~200 °C! converts physisorbed sulfu
into chemisorbed sulfur.

Mass-spectrometric investigations of desorption from
InP surface sulfidized in the gas phase have shown94 that
when the surface is annealed at 300 °C hydrogen, sulfur,
and H2S desorb from the surface. As temperature increa
to 400 °C, phosphorus also starts to leave the surface.

3.2.3. Indium arsenide and solid solutions based on it

According to a thermodynamic analysis,51 the composi-
tion of the native oxide layer on an InAs surface should
similar to that of the native oxide layer on a GaAs surfa
i.e., it should contain both elemental arsenic and various
dium and arsenic oxides.

Sulfidization of an InAs surface in solutions results
etching of the oxide layer and the appearance of adsor
sulfur on the surface.95,96 Sulfur is present on the surface i
three different states,95 which are similar to the states o
sulfur on a sulfidized InP surface:86 monosulfides, polysul-
fides, and elemental sulfur. Moreover, after sulfidization
amount of elemental arsenic on an InAs~111!B surface
decreases.96

Sulfidization of an InAlAs surface in ammonium sulfid
solutions also removes the native oxide layer, decreases
amount of elemental arsenic on the surface,49,97 and leads to
the appearance of In–S, Al–S, and As–S bonds. In addit
it has been observed that the surface becomes enriched
indium and, correspondingly, with depleted aluminum49

When a sulfidized surface is annealed in vacuum, the c
position of the surface depends on the anneal
temperature.97 Investigation of a surface as the temperatu
is raised has shown that atT5300 °C As–S bonds vanish
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from the surface and the thickness of the sulfide coating
creases. Further, atT5400 °C the In–S bonds vanish an
the thickness of the sulfide coating again decreases. Fin
at T5600 °C the Al–S bonds vanish and sulfur is no long
detected on the surface.

Chemical bonds on an InGaAs surface sulfidized in
hydrogen sulfide atmosphere were studied in Ref. 98. It
found that such passivation removes a thin oxide layer
arises when the sample is transported from the growth ch
ber used in molecular epitaxy into the analytical chambe
the photoelectronic spectrometer.

3.2.4. Gallium phosphide

There are very few studies in which chemical bonds
sulfidized GaP surfaces were investigated. Nonetheles
has been shown99 that, just as for other III–V semiconduc
tors, sulfidization of gallium phosphide in solutions remov
the oxide layer from the surface and forms a thin~approxi-
mately 1 monolayer thick! sulfide coating on it.

Sulfur on GaP~100! and~111! surfaces bonds only with
gallium atoms. Sulfur bonds with phosphorus have not b
observed with sulfidization from either solutions99,100 or the
gas phase.101 We note that two components with energi
161.9 and 163.2 eV, which correspond to two different sta
of sulfur on a GaP~001! surface, have been identified in th
spectra of the S2p line of GaP sulfidized by hydroge
sulfide.101

In the case of hydrogen-sulfide sulfidization of a G
~110! surface prepared by cleaving a crystal in vacuum102

P–S bonds appeared on the surface, but these bonds
unstable and vanished from the surface even with heatin
to 50 °C. For a longer holding period in hydrogen sulfi
Ga–S bonds appeared on the surface. These bonds stab
the P–S bonds that remained on the surface even afte
nealing at 200 °C.

4. ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
OF III–V SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACES COATED
WITH CHALCOGEN ATOMS

4.1. Atomic structure of a surface coated with chalcogen
atoms

4.1.1. Gallium arsenide

Treatment of a GaAs~100! surface in sulfide solutions
leads to the appearance of an amorphous sulfur layer on
surface. This layer has been observed by direct investiga
of electron diffraction by the sulfidized surface103,104and by
indirect investigations — reflection anisotropy105 and work
function106 spectra. A number of investigations have sho
that beneath this sulfur layer there is present an ordered
fide coating with~131! structure, where each sulfur atom
bonded with an arsenic atom.103,105,107

Annealing of a GaAs~100! surface sulfidized in solution
led to the removal of an amorphous sulfur layer and to
formation of a ~231! dimer structure on the
surface.103,105,107,108Dimers forming a~231! structure are
thought to consist of two sulfur atoms bonded both with o
another and with lower-lying arsenic atoms.53 It was noted in
Ref. 104, however,that the existence of such dimers sho
e-
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lead to undesirable accumulation of charge on the surf
and, correspondingly, make it impossible to explain the p
sivating effect of a sulfide coating. For this reason, an al
native model was proposed for the dimer structure o
surface,104 according to which each dimer consists of a G
atom and a S atom which are bonded with lower-lying G
atoms. This model is supported by the fact that annea
removes virtually all As–S bonds from the surface, leavi
only Ga–S bonds, and by the circumstance that there sh
be no charge accumulation on such a surface. Moreover
possibility for the existence of arsenic dimers on the surf
has also been discussed.109

Annealing of a surface atT.600 °C resulted in the re
moval of sulfur from the semiconductor surface and to
formation of a~431! structure with excess gallium.108

Different configurations of S–Ga bonds have been
served on GaAs surfaces of different orientations which w
sulfidized from a solution of ammonium sulfide and annea
at 500 °C.110 Sulfur atoms on a~111!A surface are located
2.27 Å directly above gallium atoms. Sulfur on a~100! sur-
face is bonded with two gallium atoms in a bridge config
ration; the distance between the sulfur and gallium atom
2.31 Å. Finally, sulfur on a~111!B surface replaces the uppe
arsenic atom and is located 2.34 Å from each of the th
nearest gallium atoms.

A ~236! structure has been observed when a pure G
100! surface was treated in sulfur vapor.111 This structure
appeared after a sulfidized surface with~231! structure was
annealed up to 370 °C. The~236! structure formed as a
result of desorption of As atoms from the surface, leav
only S–S dimers on the surface.

Diffusion ~131! reconstruction appears when a pu
GaAs ~111!A or GaAs ~111!B surface with~232! recon-
struction is sulfidized in sulfur vapor at room temperature70

As the temperature is raised, this reconstruction become
creasingly more pronounced. As sulfur desorbs from a Ga
~111!A surface, the initial~232! reconstruction is restored
and when sulfur desorbs from a GaAs~111!B surface a
~131! reconstruction characteristic of a sulfidized surface
mains.

Selenium on a GaAs~100! surface, just like sulfur,
forms a ~231! structure after annealing.112 As selenium is
deposited on a pure GaAs 100! surface, the~436! structure
of the surface changes gradually from~436! to ~433! and
then to ~233!, and finally a stable~231! surface is
obtained.113

4.1.2. Indium phosphide

The atomic structure of a sulfidized InP surface is fu
damentally different from that of a sulfidized GaAs surfac
An InP 100! surface sulfidized in a solution of ammoniu
sulfide possesses~131! structure, which remains even afte
the surface is allowed to stand for three days in air.84 Sulfur
forms a bridge bond with two surface indium atoms in t
direction@011# with an In–S–Inangle of 100°.114 It has been
shown by dynamic low-energy electron diffraction115 that the
distance between the layer of sulfur adatoms and the se
conductor surface is 1.445 Å, i.e. somewhat less than
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interplanar distance in bulk InP, and both sulfur adatoms
surface indium atoms havesp3 hybridization and are bonde
with one another by covalent bonds.

Theoretical analysis116 has shown that the lowest energ
sulfidized InP~100! surface is a surface with~232! recon-
struction, where the sulfur atoms are displaced from po
tions characteristic of bridge bonds and thereby form lo
and short dimers that belong to two different atomic plan
It was shown subsequently117,118that several stable structure
with ~232! reconstruction can exist on a sulfidized InP~100!
surface. The experimental results obtained in Refs. 116 –
by Raman and photoemission spectroscopies are consi
with the theoretical calculations.

A study of the structure of a sulfidized InP~110! surface
showed119,120 that the sulfide coating has a~131! structure,
and sulfur occupies the location that phosphorus would
cupy in the next monolayer after the surface. The deviat
of the sulfur position from the ideal phosphorus position w
0.04 Å in the~001̄! direction, 0.02 Å in the~1̄10! direction,
and 0.10 Å in a direction normal to the surface.

4.2. Electronic properties of a surface coated with chalcogen
atoms

An appreciable increase in the photoluminescence in
sity of a semiconductor,121 resulting from a large decrease
the nonradiative surface recombination velocity, which
equal to the nonradiative recombination velocity on an id
GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction,122 was observed even in th
first studies of the passivation of a GaAs surface in sulfi
solutions. The increase in the photoluminescence intensit
GaAs after sulfidization depends largely on the degree
doping of the semiconductor~Fig. 2! and on the rate constan
of the reaction that forms a sulfide coating during sulfidiz
tion ~i.e., on the thickness of the sulfide coating formed p
unit time divided by the sulfur concentration in the solutio!
~Fig. 3!,123,124 as well as on the conditions of subseque
annealing.125 Electronic passivation of a GaAs~100! surface
becomes more efficient as the rate constant of the reac

FIG. 2. Increase in the intensityI PL of photoluminescence of GaAs pass
vated in aqueous sulfide solutions relative to the intensityI PL

0 of the photo-
luminescence of nonpassivated GaAs as a function of the degreen of doping
of the semiconductor according to data from various studies~the references
are indicated!.
d
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forming a sulfide coating in aqueous and alcohol solutions
sodium or ammonium sulfides increases.46 The decrease in
the surface recombination rate after the surface is trea
with chalcogen atoms was attributed to a decrease in
density of surface states in the band gap of the semicon
tor and to a change in the surface bending of bands of
semiconductor.

4.2.1. Effect of chalcogen atoms on surface states in the
band gap in III –V semiconductors

Two peaks due to surface states are observed in the b
gap in the spectrum obtained for the surface states ofn-GaAs
by analyzing the dark capacitance–voltage characteristic
metal–insulator–GaAs structures: one 0.6 eV from
conduction-band bottom and the other 0.3–0.5 eV from
valence-band top.10,126The density of states in these peaks
about 1013 cm22

• eV21. Treatment in an aqueous solutio
of ammonium sulfide decreases the density of surface st
near the center of the band gap by approximately an orde
magnitude. It was shown at the same time127 that such treat-
ment causes the height of the Schottky barrier on a sulfidi
GaAs surface to depend on the work function of the me
used for preparing the barrier contact. This also attests
decrease in the density of surface states in the band gap
result of sulfide treatment. It was noted that sulfidization
aqueous solutions leads primarily to a decrease in the den
of deep surface traps, while the density of shallow surfa
traps even increases slightly.128

Theoretical investigations of the sulfidized surfac
GaAs ~001! — ~131!,68 GaAs ~001! — ~231!,129,130 and
GaAs~111!69 have shown that adsorption of sulfur results
the surface states being shifted out of the band gap of
semiconductor~especially with formation of Ga–S bonds!.
Later, analysis of other possible atomic structures on a G
~001! surface131 established that the adsorption of sulfur i
creases the surface band gap, i.e., the gap between the
est filled and lowest vacant surface states.

Sulfidization of an InP~100! surface prior to deposition
of an insulator made it possible to decrease the density
states at the InP/insulator boundary by two orders of mag

FIG. 3. Increase of the photoluminescence~PL! intensity relative to the
intensity of a nonsulfidized semiconductor~1! and height of the surface
barrier ~2! of n-GaAs (n5131018 cm23) passivated in different solutions
as a function of the rate constant of the reaction forming a sulfide coat
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tude. The density of surface states on such a heterojunc
has been estimated as 73109 cm2

•eV21 ~Ref. 132!. The
metal–insulator–semiconductor structures produced by
fide treatment had hysteresis-free capacitance–voltage c
acteristics, essentially with no frequency dispersion in
range from 10 kHz to 5 MHz.

Investigation of the photoluminescence of lightly dop
InP at liquid-helium temperatures showed that sulfide pa
vation decreases the radiative recombination via surf
states.133 Treatment of an InP~100! surface~with carrier den-
sity n5431016 cm23) in an aqueous solution of sodium
sulfide tripled the room-temperature photoluminescence
tensity of the semiconductor.134 The photoluminescence in
tensity of InP~100! (n5331018 cm23), treated in a aque
ous solution of ammonium sulfide, at liquid-nitroge
temperature quadrupled and subsequent annealing incre
the photoluminescence intensity ninefold over that of a se
conductor with a nonsulfidized surface.135

4.2.2. Effect of chalcogen atoms on band bending at the
surface in III –V semiconductors and position of the energy
levels at the surface

The band bending at the surface and the position of
energy levels at the surface~surface Fermi level, ionization
energy, and electron affinity! are the most important param
eters characterizing the electronic structure of a semicon
tor. Since band bending is one of the factors responsible
surface recombination, it is not surprising that investigatio
of the electronic structure of passivated semiconductors h
focused on investigations of the surface barrier and the
sition where the Fermi level is pinned at the surface.

In previous studies of sulfidized semiconductors the s
face barrier was investigated mainly by indirect metho
Even in one of the first studies of sulfide passivation
GaAs,136 it was established that inn-GaAs the band bending
at the surface decreased when a sodium sulfide layer
deposited on the surface. Raman spectroscopy of a sulfid
semiconductor showed that the intensity of the peak du
scattering by longitudinal optical~LO! phonons is lower than
for a nonsulfidized semiconductor. Since the peak associ
with LO phonons is due to a depleted region on the se
conductor surface, the intensity of the peak~measured as the
ratio to the intensity of the peak associated with scattering
a paired phonon–plasmon mode in the volume of the se
conductor on free carriers! characterizes the depth of the d
pleted region of the semiconductor. The sulfidizatio
induced decrease in the intensity of the peak associated
LO phonons attests to a decrease in the depth of the dep
region. Assuming that sulfidization does not result in t
accumulation of excess charge on the surface, and using
on the barrier height for nonsulfidizedn-GaAs, which were
obtained by photoemission investigations in Ref. 1
(f050.78 eV!, the authors of Ref. 136 calculated the surfa
barrier of sulfidized GaAs (n5131018 cm23) to be
0.48 eV.

However, it was shown later, first by measuring the s
face conductivity138,139 and then by photoemissio
measurements,54–56that sulfidization of GaAs~100! in aque-
ous solutions of sodium sulfide or ammonium sulfide do
on
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not change the band bending at the surface and the pos
of the Fermi level at the surface. Annealing of a sulfidiz
n-GaAs surface at about 360 °C decreased the surface
bending by 0.3 eV.55,56 Investigation of the position of the
surface Fermi level inp-GaAs by anisotropic reflection
showed125 that the observed shift in the direction of the co
duction band by 0.8 eV as a result of vacuum annealing
270 °C is due to desorption of a passivating coating t
possess negative charge. Further annealing results in the
mation of dimers on the surface and causes the Fermi lev
return approximately to its initial position.

Sulfidization of an-GaAs ~100! surface from the gas
phase, specifically, in a sulfur flow from an electrochemi
cell, decreased even at room temperature the band ben
by 0.2 eV, which decreased by another 0.3 eV as a resu
annealing at 360 °C.56 Additionally, the observed decrease
the surface band bending after annealing depends on th
construction of the initialn-GaAs ~100! surface:58 The sur-
face band bending at the surface withc ~238! reconstruction
sulfidized by a sulfur flow does not change on anneal
even to 500 °C, while for the initial surface with~431! re-
construction and sulfidized in a similar manner the surfa
band bending decreases as a result of annealing to 500 °
0.3 eV. Upon annealing to 570 °C, i.e., to complete deso
tion of sulfur from the surface, the Fermi level returns to
initial position in the nonsulfidized semiconductor.

In the case of sulfur adsorption from the gas phase o
n-GaAs ~111! surface, the band bending at the surface a
correspondingly, the position of the Fermi level at the s
face change in a different manner.70 The Fermi level on a
pure GaAs~111!A surface lies 0.45 eV above the valenc
band top, and room-temperature sulfur adsorption shifts it
0.2 eV in the direction of the conduction band. Annealing
to 450 °C shifts the Fermi level by 0.1 eV, so that the resu
ing decrease of the band bending is 0.3 eV, while the Fe
level becomes pinned near the center of the band gap.
nealing of a sulfidized GaAs~111!A surface up to complete
desorption of sulfur from the surface returns the Fermi le
to its initial position characteristic of the nonsulfidized sem
conductor. The Fermi level on a pure GaAs~111!B surface
lies 1.0 eV above the valence-band top and the adsorptio
sulfur at room temperature shifts it by 0.1 eV in the directi
of the conduction band. However, subsequent annea
shifts the Fermi level by 0.3 eV in the opposite direction,
that the Fermi level is pinned near the center of the band g

Investigation of sulfur adsorption onn- andp-type GaAs
~110! surfaces cleaved in vacuum40 showed that as the hold
ing time of the surface in a sulfur flow increased, the Fer
level on then-GaAs~110! andp-GaAs~110! surfaces shifted
from a position coinciding with the position in the interior o
the semiconductor to a position shifted by approximat
0.35 eV from the valence-band top. Further holding in t
sulfur flow has the effect that the Fermi level in bothn- and
p-GaAs ~110! is pinned in a position 0.85 eV above th
valence-band top. At the same time, the ionization energ
the semiconductor increases by 0.92 eV.

Other methods of sulfidizing GaAs also change the
sition of the surface energy levels. Specifically, sulfidizati
of n-GaAs ~100! in alcohol solutions of inorganic sulfide
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~sodium or ammonium sulfides! decreases the surface ba
bending,124,140,141and the shift of the surface Fermi lev
increases as the dielectric constant of the sulfide solution
the rate constant of the reaction forming the sulfide coa
decreases~Fig. 3!. In the process, the ionization energy
the semiconductor increases. The increase was accele
with decreasing dielectric constant of the solution142 ~Fig. 4!.
For example, for sulfidization ofn-GaAs~100! in an aqueous
solution of ammonium sulfide the Fermi level remained
sentially in place and the ionization energy increased
0.2 eV, while with sulfidization in a solution of ammonium
sulfide in isopropyl or tret-butyl alcohol the Fermi lev
shifted by 0.53 eV in the direction of the conductio
band140,141and the ionization energy increased by 0.75 e

Treatment of a GaAs~100! surface with selenium atom
also changed the surface band bending. It has been sh
that band bending at an-GaAs ~100! surface decreases t
0.1–0.15 eV as a result of treatment in aqueous solut
containing Se15 and as a result of holding of an atomical
pure, nonoxidizedn-GaAs ~100! surface in H2Se at 425 °C
~Ref. 76! and in a Se2 flow.112 The position of the Ferm
level relative to the edges of the semiconductor bands, wh
is characteristic of differentn-GaAs ~100! surfaces covered
with chalcogen atoms, is shown in Fig. 5.

Sulfidization of InP~100! changes the position of th
Fermi level at the surface relative to the band edges of
semiconductor. It has been shown93 that treatment of ap-InP
~100! surface in the gas mixture H2S/H2Sn at room tempera-
ture pins the Fermi level in a position 0.5–0.6 eV above
valence-band top. Annealing of this surface shifts the Fe
level in the direction of the conduction band, and an incre
of annealing temperature increases the shift. Thus, at an
nealing temperature of 300 °C the Fermi level is pinned i
position 0.9–1.2 eV above the valence-band top; i.e., inv
sion of the conduction type is observed at the semicondu
surface. Further annealing~at 400 °C! shifts the Fermi level
back to its initial position. The same type of treatment o
n-InP~100! surface does not change the position of the Fe
level ~which is pinned 1.2 eV above the valence-band to!
even after annealing.

FIG. 4. Position of the surface Fermi levelEFS , conduction-band edgeEC ,
and valence-band edgeEV with respect to the vacuum level forn-GaAs~100!
(n5131018 cm23), nonsulfidized and sulfidized in different solutions as
function of the reciprocal of the dielectric constant« of the sulfide solution.
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Inversion of conduction type of thep-InP ~100! surface
has been observed when the surface was held in H2S at room
temperature91 and in H2S plasma,92 and also in the case o
sulfidization in an aqueous solution of ammoniu
sulfide.86,143 It should be noted that in the case of sulfidiz
tion of n-InP ~100! in an aqueous solution of ammonium
sulfide, the Fermi level shifts by 0.1 eV in the direction
the valence band.86,143

It has recently been shown that adsorption of seleni
on an atomically pure InAs~100! surface shifts the surfac
Fermi level by 0.4 eV, which is pinned in a position 0.5 e
above the conduction-band bottom; i.e., anomalously h
band bending is observed at the surface.144

5. APPLICATION OF CHALCOGENIDE PASSIVATION IN
SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY

5.1. Passivation of semiconductor devices

5.1.1. Bipolar transistors

Bipolar transistors based on GaAs/AlGaAs heterostr
tures are widely used in high-frequency analog and dig
integrated circuits. To increase the working frequency a
decrease the power requirements, devices must be mad
small as possible. However, because of the high surface
combination velocity characteristic of GaAs, a substan
fraction of the electrons injected into the base is lost, wh
results in a sharp decrease in gain as device size decre
For this reason, to obtain small working devices surface
combination must be reduced substantially.

Passivation with chalcogen atoms was first used to
prove the characteristics of a GaAs/AlGaAs bipo
transistor.8 Treatment of the transistor in an aqueous solut
of sodium sulfide increased the current gain sixtyfold at l
collector currents. It was shown subsequently145 that such
passivation considerably improves the ideality of the emi
junction ~passivation decreases the nonideality coefficienn
from 1.7 to 1.03!. This made it possible to obtain high cu
rent gain with higher collector currents.

Later, to improve passivation stability, after sulfidizatio
in ammonium polysulfide solutions a GaAs/AlGaAs bipol
transistor was covered with a layer of either As2S3 ~Ref.

FIG. 5. Position of the surface Fermi levelEFS relative to the conduction-
band edgeEC and the valence-band edgeEV of n-GaAs~100! with different
chalcogenide passivations according to data from various studies: Ref
— untreated surface; Ref. 56 — treatment in aqueous sulfide solut
~1! and annealing at 360 °C~2!; Ref. 58 — treatment in S2 flow ~3!
and annealing at 500 °C~4!; Ref. 140 — treatment in the solution
(NH4)2S 1 t-C4H9OH; Ref. 112 — treatment in a Se2 flow.
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146! or SiNx .147 Such treatment appreciably decreased
base current at low collector currents and increased the g
In addition, these characteristics of the transistor remai
stable for at least several months.

Another application of sulfide passivation for bipol
transistors is suppression of the dependence of the cu
gain on the emitter size.148 Treatment of a GaAs/AlGaAs
bipolar transistor in an ammonium sulfide solution not on
increases the gain but also makes it virtually independen
the emitter size for dimensions ranging from 12312 to
434 mm2.

5.1.2. Devices based on Schottky barriers and MIS
structures

The properties of surfaces and interfaces are among
most important factors which are taken into account in
design of field-effect transistors. The corresponding para
eters are the Schottky barrier height in Schottky-barrier fie
effect transistors, the position of the Fermi level at the s
face, and the density of surface and interfacial states in M
transistors. The possibility of producing states of inversi
depletion, and enrichment with a transition through a fl
band state, as well as the possibility of shifting the surfa
potential from its equilibrium value by applying a voltage
the gate,are also of interest.

Sulfide or selenide treatment of a semiconductor p
to the formation of a Schottky barrier substantially d
creases the leakage currents in metal–semicondu
structures.12,149–152Other achievements were a considera
increase of the barrier height in Au/n-InGaAs structures,149

an increase in the photosensitivity of Al/p-GaP~Ref. 99! and
Au–AlGaAsSb~Ref. 150! Schottky diodes, and a decrease
the density of interfacial states in Au–n-GaAs and Au–n-
InGaP Schottky contacts.153 In addition, it has been show
that the characteristics of GaAs-based, high-power, fie
effect transistors are substantially improved by treatmen
an ammonium sulfide solution.154 In particular, the leakage
currents between the gate and drain decreased conside
~by a factor of 15! and the breakdown voltage between t
source and drain doubled.

The high density of surface states in the band gap, c
acteristic of real III–V semiconductor surfaces, leads to ri
pinning of the Fermi level at the surface. This prevents c
trol of the surface barrier and therefore makes it difficult
produce such devices based on these semiconductors.
fidization of n- and p-GaAs surfaces in ammonium sulfid
solutions decreases the density of surface states in the
gap of the semiconductor, and this in turn leads to less r
pinning of the Fermi level at the surface and hence the b
rier height becomes dependent on the work function of
metal.127,155The same dependence has been obtained fon-
GaAs pretreated in selenium vapor.156 Later, the dependenc
of the barrier height on the work function of metals was a
observed for other passivated III–V semiconductors: I
GaP, AlGaAs,157 AlGaAsSb,150 and InGaP.158

The large decrease produced in the electron densit
states of a semiconductor by chalcogenide passivation m
it possible to use this method in MIS structure technology
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Refs. 10 and 159 a substantial decrease of the densit
states was achieved at a GaAs/SiOx interface ~to
1.231011 cm22

• eV21) after GaAs treatment in a solutio
of ammonium sulfide and the thermal stability of th
semiconductor/insulator boundary was increased. Treatm
of GaAs in selenium vapor prior to deposition of SiO2 made
it possible to produce MIS diodes with a low-frequency d
persion of the capacitance for any bias.160 Sulfide passivation
has also been used to improve the high-frequency chara
istics of GaAs-based MIS structures.161

Besides simple passivation, a relatively thick~about
300 Å! sulfide coating grown by plasma technology has be
used as a subgate insulator on an InP surface.37 The result
was a substantial decrease in the leakage currents and de
of interfacial states. Moreover, in these structures it was p
sible to obtain both depletion and enrichment regimes,
well as a hysteresis-free capacitance–voltage characte
at room temperature. Subsequently, sulfide passivation m
it possible to improve the electrical characteristics and th
mal stability of InP-based MIS diodes.162 Treatment of a
n-InP surface with gas-phase polysulfides prior to deposit
of the insulator made it possible to produce diodes in wh
an inversion regime was realized.163

5.1.3. Semiconductor p–n structures

The decrease in the surface recombination velocity
to chalcogenide passivation has made it possible to impr
substantially the characteristics ofp–n structure phototrans
ducers. Even in large-area GaAs homostructu
(0.25 cm2), after treatment in sodium sulfide and amm
nium sulfide solutions the edge recombination current
creased threefold and the shunting leakages in the pres
of a small forward bias virtually vanished.9 Similar results
were later obtained on even larger-area structures~up to
16 cm2).164

Sulfide passivation of GaAs homostructure solar ce
with thin emitters~several hundreds of nanometers! consid-
erably increased the photocurrent, improved the photose
tivity, especially in the short-wavelength region of the spe
trum ~for example, the photosensitivity at 400 nm of a dio
with a 600-nm-thick emitter was 4.5 times higher after pa
sivation!, and decreased the saturation current.14 These ef-
fects are attributable to a passivation-induced decrease in
surface recombination velocity from 53106 to 103 cm/s.
Subsequently, it was shown that the short-wavelength ph
sensitivity can be increased in AlGaAs-basedp–n hetero-
structures with a relatively thick~several microns! emitter.165

Sulfide passivation appreciably improves the dark c
rent in mesadiodes based on GaAlSb,166 InAsSb,167 and
GaSb/GaInAsSb/GaAlAsSb168 and increases the photosens
tivity, the external quantum yield, and the detection power
InAsPSb/InAs infrared photodetectors.169

5.1.4. Semiconductor lasers

Sulfide passivation has been used to improve the qua
of a buried interface during the fabrication of AlGaAs/GaA
heterolasers. Passivation of an AlGaAs/GaAs mesastrip l
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structure in an ammonium sulfide solution prior to buryi
with an AlGaAs layer decreases threefold the threshold c
rent of such lasers.170,171

Treatment of microdisk-shaped AlGaAs/GaAs structu
in ammonium sulfide solutions has made it possible to ob
lasing in these structures.172,173 In addition, coating of the
sulfidized structures with a SiNx layer made it possible to
decrease the degradation of these lasers considerably
correspondingly to increase their service life.

Treatment of InGaAsP lasers in an aqueous solution
ammonium sulfide makes these lasers much more reli
with respect to voltage overloading,174 and passivation of
InGaAsP/InP mirrors~at wavelengthl51.55 mm! in an al-
cohol solution of sodium sulfide strongly decreases the lo
frequency noise in these devices~by 30 dB at 1 kHz!.175 The
threshold of catastrophic optical degradation of AlGaInP
sers ~l50.67 mm! has been increased by 25% by elect
chemical sulfide passivation.25 Passivation of the mirrors o
high-power InGaAs/AlGaAs~l50.98 mm! lasers in alcohol
solutions of sodium sulfide made it possible to increase t
threshold for catastrophic optical degradation
25–50%,29,30 and the increase in the threshold of ca
strophic optical degradation depends on the rate consta
the reaction forming the sulfide coating~Fig. 6!, which cor-
relates with the increase in the photoluminescence inten
of sulfidized GaAs~Fig. 3!. Treatment of similar lasers in
aqueous solutions of ammonium sulfide increased the thr
old for catastrophic optical degradation by 10–20%.176

5.2. Application of chalcogenide passivation in the
technology for burying structures

To fabricate many modern semiconductor devices, s
as lasers or devices with quantum wires, it is often neces
to bury different semiconductor structure which have be
subjected to different technological procedures. The bury
operation must allow performing multistep technologic
processing~etching, annealing, photolithography, and so o!
with the structure removed from the growth chamber, a
then continuing epitaxial growth with the structure return

FIG. 6. Increase of the threshold for catastrophic optical degradatio
SQW-InGaAs/AlGaAs~3 mm 3 800 mm, 300 K! laser diodes29,30 with
passivation in different sulfide solutions as a function of the rate consta
the reaction forming the sulfide coating.DP/P0 — Relative change in the
threshold power of the laser.
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into the growth chamber. Such a process opens up the
sibility of producing many new devices if the interface o
tained by burying is of acceptable quality.

In GaAs and other III–V semiconductors it is difficult t
perform high-quality burying because of the high density
surface states on a surface held under ordinary room co
tions. Chalcogenide passivation of GaAs, first, removes
native oxide layer from the surface and, second, decre
the density of surface states. For this reason it is promis
for preparing a surface for the burying operation.

Burying a GaAs surface, treated in an ammonium sulfi
solution, with a GaAs layer (n5231016 cm23) by
molecular-beam epitaxy gave a high-quality interface,
though a small accumulation of donors as a result of imb
ding of residual sulfur atoms was observed on it. The ac
mulation decreases with increasing epitaxy .177 On the other
hand, imbedding of residual sulfur atoms is accompanied
compensation of interfacial carbon and oxygen impuriti
which makes it possible to decrease the contact resistanc
the heterojunction.178 Burying a GaAs layer, treated in so
dium selenide solutions, with GaAs and Al0.5Ga0.5As layers
in the process of molecular-beam epitaxy leads to the for
tion of a layer consisting of selenides and selenates on i179

A ~131! reconstruction was observed on a selenium-trea
surface, indicating that the quantity of residual oxides is v
small. Transmission electron microscopy showed that the
terface obtained after burying is atomically sharp and defe
free. Photoluminescence investigations showed that the
tensity of the photoluminescence of a buried AlGaAs/Ga
structure is virtually identical to that of a AlGaAs/GaA
structure grown in a single process without interruption
the growth process. This shows that burying a GaAs surf
modified with selenium atoms gives an interface of hi
electronic quality.

For epitaxy from organometallic compounds, the sem
conductor surface can be prepared by chemical gas etc
in a reactor immediately prior to burial. However, such etc
ing is undesirable for burying structures with thin layers.
particular, a carrier density peak at the forming interface c
radically change the form of the potential in the device. It
therefore very important to obtain a good interface witho
etching.

An appreciable improvement of interface quality acco
panying InP epitaxy has been obtained by treating the
face in an ammonium sulfide solution before final burial
epitaxy from organometallic compounds.180 It was found that
in a nonsulfidized sample the carrier density in the interfac
layer is approximately three orders of magnitude higher th
in the surrounding layers, while in a sulfidized sample t
carrier density at the interface is 531015 cm23, which cor-
responds to the density in the growing layers.

Chalcogenide passivation makes it possible to bury l
ers of solid solutions containing aluminum. Ordinarily, th
process encounters serious difficulties because of the
rate of oxidation of the layers. In Ref. 171, an Al0.3Ga0.7As
mesa structure was buried by an Al0.1Ga0.9As layer by epi-
taxy from organometallic compounds. This made it possi
to decrease considerably the interfacial recombination ve
ity on the walls of the mesa structure and produce lo

of
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threshold lasers. Subsequently,181 Al xGa12xAs layers with
high aluminum content(0.3,x,0.8), held in air for 1 day
and then treated in a sulfide solution, were buried by liqu
phase epitaxy.

An interesting experiment was performed in Ref. 18
where GaAs microcrystals were grown on a GaAlAs surfa
covered with selenium atoms. The average size of the mi
crystals obtained was 45 nm; the deviation from the aver
size did not exceed 12%. The distance between the mi
crystals was about 200 nm. It should be noted that pass
tion in an ammonium sulfide solution has been used
GaAlAs surface preparation~before loading the surface int
a molecular-beam epitaxy chamber for deposition of a t
selenium coating and for GaAs epitaxy!.

Chalcogenide passivation has also been used to pre
GaAs and InP surfaces for epitaxial growth on them of wid
gap semiconductors and insulator layers, specifically, G2

and BaF2 ~Refs. 183 and 184!, as well as ZnS and ZnS
~Ref. 185!.

5.3. Degradation of passivated structures

For many applications of passivation the most import
question is to ensure long-time stability of the improv
electronic properties of passivated heterojunctions and
vices. Even in the first successful application of sulfide p
sivation to improve the characteristics of a GaAs/AlGa
bipolar transistor,8 high gain was observed for several da
after sulfidization. However, the photoluminescence cha
teristics of GaAs passivated in an aqueous solution of
dium sulfide degraded when exposed to radiation
0.5 h.139 These results agree with the conclusion drawn
Ref. 53 that photooxidation is the main mechanism lead
to the degradation of the properties of a sulfide coating.

A high stability of the properties of a passivated Ga
surface has been achieved by electrochemical passivat26

and passivation in alcohol solutions.28 The photolumines-
cence properties of a surface sulfidized by these meth
remain stable even under the action of intense laser radia
and laser mirrors become more stable against catastro
optical degradation. Another method of increasing the sta
ity of the properties of passivated devices is shielding of
passivated surface with an insulator layer. For exam
microdisk-shaped GaAs/AlGaAs laser structures sulfidi
in an aqueous solution of ammonium sulfide emitted fo
min before completely degrading, while emission remain
stable for the entire period of investigation~about 2 h! when
the surface of these layers was protected with a SiNx layer.173

Other semiconductors are characterized by the hig
degree of stability of the properties of the sulfide coating. F
example, the photoluminescence characteristics of InP
fidized in aqueous solutions of sodium sulfide essentially
not degrade under the action of the exciting radiation from
He–Ne laser.134 The characteristics of a GaAsSb photodio
treated in an aqueous solution of ammonium sulfide
mained stable for one year after sulfidization without t
surface being protected by an insulator layer.166
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental study of the chemical and electronic p
sivation of III–V semiconductor surfaces by chalcogen
oms that has been recently conducted undoubtedly prov
both a deeper understanding of the surface properties
semiconductors and promotes further advancement of s
conductor technology. However, much remains unclear
this field.

What paths exist for further advances in this direction
In the first place, the possibilities of controlling the su

face properties of III–V semiconductors must be clarifie
Today our knowledge of the properties of semiconduc
surfaces modified by foreign atoms does not permit obta
ing surfaces with a prescribed electronic structure, i.e., w
the desirable band bending and density of surface states
the same time, the chemical state of an atom prior to ads
tion can largely determine the electronic structure of the s
face, and therefore it is important to determine the system
features underlying the chemical processes that effect
electronic properties of surfaces.

Second, further advancement of chalcogenide pass
tion is impossible without better experimental methods
studying the atomic and electronic structure to clarify t
interrelation of chemical processes and the effectivenes
electronic passivation of III–V semiconductor surfaces.

Finally, new applications of chalcogenide passivation
semiconductor electronics will stimulate further investig
tions of the interaction of III–V semiconductor surfaces w
chalcogen atoms.
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Scanning electron microscopy of long-wavelength laser structures
V. A. Solov’ev, M. P. Mikha lova, K. D. Moiseev, M. V. Stepanov, V. V. Sherstnev,
and Yu. P. Yakovlev
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New possibilities of scanning electron microscopy, using secondary- and reflected-electron
signals, for determining the position of heteroboundaries in long-wavelength laser structures are
reported. The formation of the indicated signals in structures of mid-infrared-range lasers
of a new type based on type-II GaInAsSb/InGaAsSb heterostructures as well as in the conventional
InAsSb/InAsSbP heterostructures is analyzed. The observed characteristic features of the
formation of secondary- and reflected-electron signals in these structures as compared with the
well-studied AlGaAs/GaAs structures are explained. The results obtained are necessary
for accurate determination of an important laser parameter — the position of thep–n junction. It
is shown that it is best to use the reflected-electron signal. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00211-7#
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The great interest in mid-infrared~IR! range (3 – 5mm)
diode lasers based on narrow-gap III–V semiconductor c
pounds is due to the fact that the absorption bands of m
industrial and natural gases lie in this spectral range. Infra
lasers operating at room temperature are very important
problems of laser diode spectroscopy, laser ranging, and
logical monitoring.1 However, until now the maximum
working temperature of conventional diode heterolas
based on InAs and its solid solutions has not exceeded 1
200 K in the pulsed regime, while for GaInSb/InAs superl
tice based injection lasers grown by molecular-beam epit
a temperature of 250 K has been achieved.2,3 New and un-
conventional approaches to producing mid-IR lasers us
type-II heterojunctions and quantum-well structures based
the system GaSb/InAs/AlSb have also been proposed in
cent years. Radiative recombination in such structures is
primarily to indirect ~tunneling! optical transitions at the
type-II heterojunction and radiation arises near
interface.2–6 Thus a new tunneling-injection laser structur
produced by the liquid-phase epitaxy, with a GaInAsS
InGaAsSb broken-gap type-IIp–n heterojunction in the ac
tive region has been proposed and implemented in Ref.
This laser structure operated in the pulsed mode up
T5205 K. Thus, both conventional and unconvention
long-wavelength lasers based on narrow-gap III–V co
pounds still cannot operate at room temperature. The
called quantum-cascade unipolar lasers proposed by Cap
et al. are the only exception.8 Thus, the development o
room-temperature lasers for definite wavelengths, 5.2
8 mm, has been reported.9 However, the technology and con
struction of such lasers are quite complicated.

Further improvement of the characteristics of mid-IR
sers grown by liquid-phase epitaxy~lower threshold current
higher working temperature! requires the development o
1151063-7826/98/32(11)/5/$15.00
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better multilayer laser structures with high-quality hete
junctions and low carrier-leakage currents. In turn, this
quires the development of diagnostic methods, specifica
methods for monitoring the parameters of the internal geo
etry of a structure~thickness of the epitaxial layers, shar
ness of heterojunctions, position of thep–n junction, and
others!. The latter parameter is especially important, since
strongly influences the threshold current in injection hete
lasers.

Scanning electron microscopy~SEM! is widely used for
investigation of semiconductor lasers, including lasers ba
on submicron heterostructures.10 Because of the possibility
of detecting a variety of signals simultaneously — second
electrons, reflected electrons, current induced by the e
tronic probe, microcathodoluminescence, and others11 —
they possess high spatial resolution and high informat
content. For example, secondary- or reflected-electron
nals make it possible to identify and measure the thicknes
layers with different chemical compositions. Computer sim
lation of the reflected-electron signal makes it possible
lower the limit of the measurable layer thickness right do
to several nanometers.12 The induced-current signal can b
used effectively to determine the position of ap–n junction
in semiconductor structures.13

An attempt to use conventional scanning electron m
croscopy approaches to investigate laser structures base
the narrow-gap semiconductors GaSb and InAs and t
solid solutions encounters a number of problems. Spe
cally, as a rule, such structures possess substantial lea
currents at close to room temperatures, which in most ca
makes it impossible to detect at a given temperature the
rent signal induced in them by the electron probe. To ov
come this problem we have proposed14 that the measure
ments be performed at low temperatures, close to the liq
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nitrogen temperature. Another problem is the following.
contrast to homogeneousp–n structures, where it is suffi
cient to know the depth of thep–n junction, i.e., its distance
from the surface, in the case of multilayer heterostructure
becomes important to determine accurately the position
thep–n junction relative to definite heterojunctions. For th
purpose, simultaneous detection of induced-current
reflected-electron signals~or induced-current and secondar
electron signals! is most often used in SEM. Then, to inte
pret correctly the experimentally obtained profiles of a s
cific signal it is necessary to study the formation of t
signals for the heterostructure under investigation. The
mation of a reflected-electron signal for AlGaAs/GaAs h
erostructures, which are widely used in optoelectronics,
been investigated in detail.12,15We know of no similar inves-
tigations of heterostructures based on narrow-gap GaSb/
semiconductors. As will be shown below, the problem
identifying and accurately determining the position of h
erojunctions in such structures by means of SEM is n
trivial.

In summary, our objective in the present work is to i
vestigate the characteristic features of the formation
secondary- and reflected-electron signals in laser structu
both new structures based on type-II GaInAsSb/InGaA
heterojunctions and in the conventional InAsSb/InAsS
double heterostructures, especially since these signals
also used to measure the thicknesses of layers with diffe
chemical compositions.

SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Heterostructures based on the quaternary solid solut
Ga0.83In0.17As0.22Sb0.78 and Ga0.17In0.83As0.8Sb0.2 ~type-A
structure!, whose compositions are close to GaSb and In
respectively, as well as double heterostructures based o
solid solutions InAsSb0.15P0.30 and InAsSb0.04 ~type-B struc-
tures! were investigated. All structures were grown b
liquid-phase epitaxy on InAs~100! substrates. Some type-A
structures contain, in addition, the solid solutio
InAsSb0.12P0.26 as the first cover layer.

The linear profiles of the secondary- and reflecte
electron signals were measured by scanning the elec
probe over a cleavage surface of the experimental samp
a direction perpendicular to the epitaxial layers. The char
teristic features of the formation of secondary- and reflect
electron signals were studied on freshly cleaved structu
before contacts were deposited on them; in addition, clo
to-crystallographic cleavage surfaces with the minimal nu
ber of defects were chosen for this. The experiments w
performed on an automated setup based on a CamSca
ries 4-88 DV100 scanning electron microscope. In our
periments the accelerating voltage wasU510215 kV and
the probe current wasI b5(125)310210 A. The signal-to-
noise ratio was increased by analog filtering of the detec
signals and by repeated~20–100! linear scanning of the elec
tron probe over a chosen section of the sample followed
averaging of the data.
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FORMATION OF SECONDARY- AND
REFLECTED-ELECTRON SIGNALS

Type A structures ~based on Ga0.83InAsSb0.78/
Ga0.17InAsSb0.2 heterojunctions!.

A characteristic feature of structures of this type is th
the average atomic numbers (Z) for neighboring epitaxial
layers differ very little~for GaSb and InAs compounds the
are simply identical!. As is well known, the reflected
electron yield for individual chemical elements is propo
tional to Z.11 Thus, in the reflected-electron regime the
should be no contrast between epitaxial layers with differ
compositions. However, contrast is observed experiment
in both the secondary- and reflected-electron regim
~Fig. 1!.

It was established that contrast is unstable in
secondary-electron regime. For a single scan of a sec
which has not been irradiated beforehand, strong cont
with sign opposite to that in the reflected-electron regime
observed~compare curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2!. For multiple
scanning it decreases, changes sign, and becomes simi
the contrast in the reflected-electron regime~Fig. 2, curve3!.

Such behavior is explained by the formation of a co
tamination film on the cleavage surface during irradiation
the surface by an electron beam.11 As this film grows, the
difference in the yield of the secondary electrons themselv
i.e., the electrons produced by scattering of the primary e
trons, for layers with different composition is lost. Such se
ondary electrons leave a thin (;10 nm) surface region and
their number in the irradiated structure will be determin
mainly by the material of the contamination film and not t

FIG. 1. Linear profiles of the reflected-electron~1! and secondary-electron
~2! signals for a MK-539 structure~type A!. The letters mark the hetero
junctions: a — InAs~substrate!/Ga0.83InAsSb0.78; b, d — Ga0.83InAsSb0.78/
Ga0.17InAsSb0.2; c — Ga0.17InAsSb0.2/Ga0.83InAsSb0.78.
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epitaxial layers. Therefore, the fraction of secondary el
trons, produced by the reflected electrons,11 and the contras
associated with them increase in the irradiated section.

A so-called voltage–contrast, due to the presence of
gions with different types of doping in the structure~transi-
tion f in Fig. 2!, is also observed in the secondary-electr
regime. This contrast can be used to determine the pos
of thep–n junction, but only if thep–n junction is separated
from the heterojunctions by at least;0.5 mm. Otherwise,
the voltage–contrast is strongly distorted and can van
completely under the influence of the contrast associa
with the variation of the chemical composition at a hete
junction. For example, in the structure shown in Fig. 1~tran-
sition d! the p–n junction coincides with the heterojunctio
and the voltage–contrast is suppressed.

In contrast to the secondary-electron regime, the pro
of the signal in the reflected-electron regime remains es
tially unchanged with repeated scanning of the cleavage
face of the experimental structure. As one can see from F
1 and 2, the reflected-electron yield for layers with comp
sition close to InAs is higher than the reflected-electron yi
for layers with composition close to GaSb. Her
the reflected-electron signal varies nonmonotonically wh
heterostructures of this type are scanned. The lin
reflected-electron profiles, similarly to AlGaAs/GaA
heterostructures,12 have a maximum and minimum intensi
on different sides of the interface, although they are l
pronounced. The observed feature is due to the anisotrop

FIG. 2. Linear profiles of reflected-electron~1! and secondary-electron
~2, 3! signals obtained by single~2! and fiftyfold ~3! scanning for a
MK-542 structure ~type A!. The letters mark the heterojunction
a — InAs~substrate!/InAsSb0.12P0.26; b — InAsSb0.12P0.26/
Ga0.83InAsSb0.78; c, e — Ga0.83InAsSb0.78/Ga0.17InAsSb0.2; d —
Ga0.17InAsSb0.2/Ga0.83InAsSb0.78; f — p-Ga0.83InAsSb0.78/
n-Ga0.83InAsSb0.78.
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the reflected-electron energy spectrum at a heterojunct
This effect appears because of the fact that near a hetero
tion some of the reflected electrons produced in material w
one value ofZ move toward the surface through neighbori
material where the value ofZ and correspondingly the stop
ping power for electrons are different. For a sharp hete
junction the coordinate of the maximum of the derivative
the reflected-electron signal corresponds to the position
this heterojunction~by a sharp heterojunction we mean
heterojunction with a wide transitional region much smal
than the diameter of the electron beam, i.e., less than 10
~Ref. 15!.

To make an accurate determination of the position
heterojunctions in type-A structures, the reflected-elect
regime should be used. It is more stable than the second
electron regime, simpler to interpret, and gives sharper in
sity differentials at the interfaces~compare the secondary
and reflected-electron profiles for the heterojunctionsa,b,c,
andd in Fig. 1 andc,d, ande in Fig. 2!. It should be noted
that the reflected-electron contrast in the structures inve
gated is quite low and does not exceed 1.5 rel. %. For co
parison, in Al0.4Ga0.6As/GaAs structures it equals 5 rel. %
Therefore, the quality of the cleavage surface must be m
higher. To eliminate artifacts and to make an accurate de
mination of the positions of heterojunctions, the investig
tions should be performed on fresh, high-quality cleava
surfaces, which should be close to an ideal crystallograp
plane and defect-free.

Type-B structures~based on InAsSb0.15P0.3/InAsSb0.04

heterojunctions!.
In type-B structures the difference in the average atom

numbers between neighboring epitaxial layers is also sm
As a result, the contrast in the reflect-electron regime is w
~less than 1.5 rel.%!. Just as for

type-A structures, the contrast in the secondary-elect
regime for type-B structures is not constant, and for a sin
scan the sign of the contrast is opposite to that observe
the reflected-electron regime~Fig. 3!. The reflected-electron
yield for InAsSbP layers is greater than for InAs or InAsS
However, the profile of the reflected-electron signal obtain
on sharp InAsSbP/InAsSb~or InAsSbP/InAs! heterojunc-
tions differs substantially from the reflected-electron profi
for the GaInAsSb/InGaAsSb~Fig. 1! and AlGaAs/GaAs15

systems and has the form of a zig-zag curve~Fig. 4!.
To explain the observed features we shall make a co

parative analysis of the formation of the reflected-elect
signal for the systems mentioned above. In the case tha
electron beam approaches a AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction
the GaAs side~where the average atomic number is larg
and correspondingly the reflected-electron yield is hig
than in AlGaAs!, the intensity of the reflected-electron sign
increases. This occurs because some of the reflected
trons produced in GaAs move toward the surface throu
AlGaAs, where the rate of energy loss of electrons is l
than in GaAs, while the detector signal is determined
only by the number but also the energy of the reflec
electrons.15

The picture is exactly the opposite for the syste
InAsSbP/InAsSb in the situation similar to that examin
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1160 Semiconductors 32 (11), November 1998 Solov’ev et al.
above. As the electron probe moves over the layer of
solid solution InAsSbP, where the reflected-electron yield
greater than in InAsSb, at first the reflected-electron sig
drops off gradually as the probe approaches the inter

FIG. 3. Linear profiles of reflected-electron~1! and secondary-electron~2!
signals for a S202 structure~type B!. The letters mark the heterojunction
a — InAs~substrate!/InAsSb0.15P0.30; b — InAsSb0.15P0.30/InAsSb0.04; c —
InAsSb0.04/InAsSb0.15P0.30.

FIG. 4. Linear profile of the reflected-electron signal near
InAsSb0.15P0.30/InAsSb0.04 heterojunction marked by the letter b in Fig. 3
e
s
al
ce

~left side of the reflected-electron profile in Fig. 4!. This
attests to the fact that the rate of energy losses by electron
InAsSb is higher than in InAsSbP. A section where t
reflected-electron signal increases sharply is present ne
the heterojunction~the section is marked by arrows in Fig
4!. This section corresponds to the transmission of the e
tron beam, which has a Gaussian profile along the cross
tion and is characterized by probe diameter;30240 nm for
the currents used in the experimentsI b5(125)310210 A,
through the interface. As is well known, the entire reflecte
electron flux consists of the truly reflected electrons, wh
are produced as a result of the direct scattering of prim
electrons next to the point of incidence of the electron bea
and reflected electrons whose yield is determined by mult
scattering, while the generation region constitutes;1 mm.12

Therefore, the jump observed in the reflected-electron sig
at the heterojunction attests to an increase in the numbe
truly reflected electrons at the transition from the InAsSbP
the InAsSb layer. Thus, despite the fact that the to
reflected-electron yield is higher in InAsSbP than in InAsS
the fraction of truly reflected electrons in the total reflecte
electron flux is less than for InAsSb. Of course, all arg
ments and conclusions are also valid for InAsSbP/InAs h
erojunctions.

It should be noted that the zig-zag form of the reflecte
electron profile with a jump at the heterojunction is chara
teristic of abrupt interfaces~with a less than 10-nm-wide
transitional region!. The less abrupt the heterojunction, th
smaller and flatter is the jump in the reflected-electron sign
This jump is completely absent~Fig. 5! for smooth~diffused!
heterojunctions with a transitional region greater than 1
nm wide.

FIG. 5. Linear profile of the reflected-electron signal near
InAs~substrate!/InAsSb0.15P0.30 heterojunction marked by the letter a in Fig
3.
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In Ref. 16 the reflected-electron signal was used to
construct the profiles of asymmetric diffused CdHgTe/Cd
heterojunctions. It was shown there that the distortio
induced effects similar to those observed in AlGaAs/Ga
~in the form of minima and maxima of the reflected-electr
signal near the heterojunction! vanish on the side of the laye
with a diffusion composition profile. It can be asserted on
basis of these results that the heterojunction in Fig. 5 is a
asymmetric, and that the diffusion profile is located on
InAsSbP layer side.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, in the present paper the possibilities of
ing scanning electron microscopy in the secondary-
reflected-electron signal regimes to solve the problem of
termining the positions of the heteroboundaries in lon
wavelength laser structures were studied. The formation
the indicated signals in mid-IR laser structures of a new t
based on type-II GaInAsSb/InGaAsSb heterojunctions an
conventional InAsSb/InAsSbP heterostructures was a
lyzed. The characteristic features observed in the forma
of secondary- and reflected-electron signals in these st
tures, as compared with the well-studied AlGaAs/Ga
structures, were explained. It was shown that it is prefera
to use the reflected-electron signal.

This work was supported in part by the Russian Minis
of Science as part of the program ‘‘Physics of Solid-St
Nanostructures’’~Project No. 96-1010!, the Russian Fund
for Fundamental Research~Project No. 96-02-17841a!, and
the EC INCO program~Contract IC15-CT97-0802!.
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Formation of Se 2 quasimolecules in selenium-doped silicon
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The kinetics of the formation of impurity complexes associated with selenium is investigated.
The stationary density of complexes is obtained as a function of temperature and the
density of selenium atoms that occupy silicon lattice sites. It is established that in the process of
interconversions of electrically active complexes in the temperature range 670–1000 °C the
total number of atoms participating in complex-forming reactions remains unchanged at any point
of the spatial distribution of the impurity. The kinetics of accumulation of centers with
ionization energy 0.2 eV is satisfactorily described by a scheme of quasichemical reactions leading
to the formation and decomposition of Se2 quasimolecules. In the ideal, strongly dilute
solution approximation the binding energy of a Se2 quasimolecule is 1.35 eV. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00311-1#
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INTRODUCTION

The behavior of dopants in silicon at high concentratio
is characterized by the existence of the so-called ‘‘solubi
limit,’’ usually taken to mean the maximum density of im
purity atoms occupying substitution positions.1,2 A variety of
characteristic features in the redistribution of dopants h
been observed near this density level,3–7 specifically, the for-
mation of impurity complexes — quasimolecules consist
of several close-lying impurity atoms.

In the case of the main dopants~B, P, As, Sb! in silicon,
the low ionization energies make it difficult to observe d
rectly levels associated with impurity complexes. Moreov
the density of these impurities in substitution solutions c
be so high that possible distortions of the band structu
including also the formation of an impurity band,8 must be
taken into account in the transport phenomena, which ma
the interpretation of the electrical measurements must
reliable.

In this respect, selenium dissolved in silicon is dist
guished by the comparatively low limiting density in subs
tution positions@not greater than 131017 cm23 ~Ref. 9 !#.
As follows from theoretical estimates10,11 and experimenta
data12 obtained thus far, isolated selenium atoms occupy p
dominantly sites in the silicon lattice and in this position th
are doubly charged donors with ionization energies of
and 0.59 eV. It is also known that when silicon is doped w
selenium, centers with ionization energy 0.2 eV are form
and in a number of cases centers with even lower ioniza
energies~of the order of 0.1 eV! are also formed.13,14 The
nature of these centers has not been definitively establis
although in the literature it has been repeatedly hypothes
that isolated selenium atoms can combine to form more c
plicated complexes. Specifically, the formation of a cen
with ionization energy 0.2 eV is associated with the form
tion of a Se2 quasimolecule consisting of two interactin
selenium atoms that occupy neighboring lattice sites.15,16
1161063-7826/98/32(11)/6/$15.00
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Experimental data, which are still lacking, on the kine
ics of accumulation of centers associated with selenium
data on the temperature dependences of their stationary
sities would shed light on the nature of these complexes
would make it possible to use selenium-doped silicon
study complex-formation of charged impurities at close
maximum densities. A difference of the order of 0.1 eV
the ionization energies of the centers associated with s
nium atoms in silicon will make it possible to determin
reliably the contribution of each center to the electrical pro
erties of the samples.

Our objective in the present work is to determine t
composition of impurity complexes associated with seleni
by investigating the kinetics of their formation and by dete
mining the dependences of the density of the complexes
the temperature and the density of isolated selenium at
occupying lattice sites.

EXPERIMENT

Silicon was doped by implantation of 125-keV seleniu
ions in the dose range 100– 400mC/cm2 in a KDB-20 silicon
wafer. The initial diffusion profiles of the selenium distribu
tion were formed by heat treatment at 1200 °C for 6, 24,
76 h in a nitrogen atmosphere.

The formation of complexes associated with seleni
atoms was investigated in the initial samples prepared in
manner by means of heat treatment in the range
–1000 °C. The temperature interval and duration of the h
treatments were chosen so that the diffusion distribution
selenium atoms produced beforehand in the initial samp
would not change much.

The spatial distribution of electrically active centers w
monitored by measuring the temperature dependences o
Hall voltage and the electrical conductivity with success
etching off of silicon layers. The etching was performed in
HF:HNO3 ~1:20! solution. The backside of a sample wa
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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coated with chemically stable lacquer, and the thickness
the etched-off layer~as a rule, not less than 10– 15mm) was
determined from the change in the sample thickness
within 60.5 mm.

The densities of electrically active centers and their m
croscopic parameters~ionization energy, degeneracy facto
and so on! were determined by measuring the temperat
dependences of the Hall voltage and the electrical conduc
ity in the range 80–370 K. The magnetic field intensity w
2500 G.

The parameters of the centers were determined by s
ing an optimization problem — searching for the minimu
discrepancy between the experimental and computed
perature dependences of not only the in-layer densities
also the mobilities of the free charge carriers, with allowan
for the scattering by lattice phonons and by charged
neutral impurities. The nonuniformity of the spatial distrib
tion of the electrically active centers in a doped layer w
taken into account when calculating the temperature dep
dences of the in-layer density and mobility.14,17

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The typical temperature dependences of the in-la
conduction-electron density after heat treatment at temp
tures in the range 680–1200 °C are shown in Fig. 1. The
agreement between the experimental dependences~points in
Fig. 1 and the computed dependences~solid lines in Fig. 1!
for all measured samples is obtained for the same se
microparameters~ionization energies and degeneracy fa
tors! that characterize the electrically active centers. T

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the in-layer electron density after
treatments in the temperature range 680–1200 °C. Implantation d
400mC/cm2. Heat-treatment regimes:1 — Diffusion spreading at 1200 °C
6 s; 2 — diffusion spreading 900 °C, 4 h;3 — diffusion spreading 680 °C,
4 h.
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computed values of the ionization energies of donor cen
C1 , C2 , and C3 , which correspond to a transition from
neutral state of the donor into a singly charged state,
0.30, 0.20, and 0.13 eV, respectively, which agrees well w
the existing experimental data.13

The contribution of each of these centers~the total num-
ber of centers in a sample per unit area! to the experimental
curves depends on the heat-treatment temperature, as s
in Fig. 2 for one series of samples.

A complete set of analogous data obtained in the impl
tation dose range 100–400mC/cm2 shows that the following
are characteristic of all series which we investigated:

The total number ofC1 centers decreases and at t
same time the number ofC2 andC3 centers increases as th
initial heat-treatment temperature 1200 °C decreases to lo
subsequent heat-treatment temperatures.

At any temperature the quantity

Ns1123Ns2133Ns35Ns0' const, ~1!

to within 10–15%. HereNs1 is the total amount ofC1 cen-
ters (atoms/cm2), andNs2 and Ns3 are the numbers ofC2

andC3 centers, respectively.
The repeated short-time~no longer than 5 min! anneal-

ing at 1200 °C of the samples which have undergone lo
temperature treatments restores the temperature depend
of the Hall voltage and the electrical conductivity and the
fore restores the initial relative numbers of observed do
centers.

eat
e:

FIG. 2. Variation of the stationary in-layer density of the observed cen
as a function of heat-treatment temperature in a series of samples
maximum implantation dose 400mC/cm2 ~diffusion spreading 1200 °C, 6
h!: 1 — C3 centers,2 — C2 centers,3 — C1 centers,4 — Ns1123Ns2

133Ns3 .
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In the course of the intertransformations noted abo
the relative contribution ofC3 centers to the Hall depen
dences depends on the implantation dose used for the in
doping. Under fixed diffusion spreading conditions, the do
decreases with decreasing contribution. This made it poss
to investigate the kinetics of intertransformations of only tw
centers —C1 and C2 , using for this a series of sample
which were initially doped at an implantation dose not e
ceeding 200mC/cm2. For theC1 andC2 centers observed in
this case~Fig. 3!, a relation similar to Eq.~1! holds approxi-
mately at any moment in time:

Ns1123Ns25Ns0' const, ~2!

where in the course of heat treatment the distribution of
centers becomes close to stationary~in the case at hand a
670 °C in 4 h!.

To determine the relative densities~in atoms/cm3) with
the formation of the observed complexes, successive etc
was used to obtain profiles of their spatial distribution in t
initial samples from different series as well as for a num
of stages of low-temperature treatments.

The initial distribution profiles of the centers and th
profiles obtained after heat treatment at 670 °C for 1 h for the
samples from one series (D5200 mC/cm2, T51200 °C ,and
t56 h) are compared in Fig. 4.

It is obvious that despite the mutual changes in the d
sities of theC1 and C2 centers as a result of annealing
relation of the type~2! holds, within the limits of the experi-
mental error, at each point of the spatial distribution:

N1~x!123N2~x!5N0~x!, ~3!

FIG. 3. Kinetics of intertransformations ofC1 andC2 centers in selenium-
doped layers at 670 °C: 1 –Ns1123Ns2 , 2 — C1 centers, 3 –C2 centers.
Implantation dose: 200mC/cm2: diffusion spreading regime — 1200 °C
6 h.
,

ial
e
le
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e
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whereN1(x) is the density ofC1 centers,N2(x) is the den-
sity of C2 centers, andx is the distance from the sampl
surface.

It is also important to note that the spatial distributio
N0(x) does not change appreciably during the entire dura
of low-temperature treatments.

DISCUSSION

Since the relations~1! and ~2! hold at any moment in
time and at all temperatures in the range investigated,
logical to assume that the conserved quantityNs0 in these
expressions is the total number of selenium atoms in
sample, whileNs1 corresponds to the number of single se
nium atoms, andNs2 andNs3 correspond to the number o
complexes consisting of two and three, respectively, s
nium atoms.

Then the process leading to the redistribution of se
nium atoms between the states which we observed can
associated with the following scheme of quasichemical re
tions leading to the formation and decomposition of the c
responding complexes:

Se1Se⇔
b

a
Se2, ~4!

Se1Se2⇔b1

a1
Se3 , ~5!

where a, a1 , b, and b1 are phenomenological constan
that account for the rates of the forward and reverse react
and do not depend on the reagent densities. The scheme~4!–
~5! presupposes successive attachment of the mobile com

FIG. 4. Profiles of the spatial distribution of the centers in the initial sam
~1 — initial total density of centers (N1123N2), 2 — initial densityN1 of
C1 centers,3 — initial densityN2 of C2 centers! and after annealing atT
5670 °C for 1 h~4 — total density of centers (N1123N2), 5 — density
N1 of C1 centers,6 — density N2 of C2 centers!. Implantation dose:
200mC/cm2. Diffusion spreading regime — 1200 °C, 6 h. The solid lin
are the computed curves.
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nent — selenium atoms occupying lattice sites. The react
~4! and ~5! are written in a reversible form, since, as not
above, short-time heat treatment at 1200 °C returns the
purity subsystem under study into the initial state. Moreov
taking into account the decomposition ensures for
scheme~4!–~5! the existence of stationary states in acc
dance with the experimental data~Figs. 3 and 5!.

In the case where theC2 centers are predominantl
formed, the stationary state is provided by only the react
~4!. The corresponding kinetic equation in the combinato
kinetics approximation18 has the form

]N1~x,t !

]t
5D

]2N1~x,t !

]x2
22~aN1

2~x,t !2bN2~x,t !!,

~6!

]N2~x,t !

]t
5aN1

2~x,t !2bN2~x,t !, ~7!

N1~x,t50!5N1
0~x!, ~8!

N2~x,t50!5N2
0~x!, ~9!

whereN1(x,t) is the density of isolated selenium atoms o
cupying substitution positions,N2(x,t) is the density of the
quasimolecules Se2 consisting of two interacting selenium
atoms,a is the probability of an elementary event of form
tion of a Se2 quasimolecule per unit time, the so-called ra
constant of the reaction;b is the rate constant of the reactio
by which Se2 quasimolecules decompose; andN1

0(x) and
N2

0(x) are the corresponding densities in the initial profile
the impurity. Moreover, from Eq.~3! follows a limit on the
reagent densities:

N1~x,t !12•N2~x,t !5N0~x!. ~10!

FIG. 5. Experimental~dots! and computed~solid lines! dependences of the
density of Se2 quasimolecules versus time during heat treatment at 670
on different sections of the impurity profile with different selenium densit
~in 1016, cm23): 1 — 3.5,2 — 4.7,3 — 6.2,4 — 8.0,5 — 9.7. The dashed
curves were calculated for the monomolecular reaction forming SeY.
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e
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As follows from the experimental data~Fig. 4! and esti-
mates made using the known values of the diffusion coe
cient of selenium in silicon,9 the heat-treatment temperatur
are low enough that the broadening of the initial profile d
not exceed the experimental error. In this case the diffus
term on the right side of expression~6! can be disregarded
and the problem~6!–~9! can be solved in analytic form as

N1~x,t !5N0~x,t !22N2~x,t !, ~11!

N2~x,t !5
z1~x!B~x!2z2~x!A~x!exp$2v~x!t%

B~x!2A~x!exp$2v~x!t%
, ~12!

where

A~x!5z1~x!2N2
0~x!, B~x!5z2~x!2N2

0~x!,

z1~x!5
N0

2
1N* 2

v~x!

8a
, z2~x!5

N0

2
1N* 1

v~x!

8a
,

v~x!5bF11
N0~x!

N*
G 1/2

, N* 5
b

8a
.

Therefore, for any fixed selenium atom densityN0(x)
corresponding to a certain point of the spatial distributi
~Fig. 4! the form of the kinetic curvesN1(x,t) andN2(x,t)
should be determined uniquely by only two parameters
the values of the rate constantsa andb for the forward and
reverse reactions, respectively. The same values of these
rameters correspond to the computed curves, presente
Fig. 5, of the accumulation ofC2 centers~solid lines! for
different values of the selenium atom densityN0(x): a59
310221 cm3/s andb53.531025 s21.

However, if it is assumed that theC2 centers form via a
reaction of the type

Se1Y⇔
by

ay

SeY, ~13!

where the componentY is not a selenium atom~for example,
Y is a dopant atom,9 an oxygen or carbon atom!, then the
values obtained in this case for the rate constants for
formation and decomposition of theC2 centers can satisfac
torily describe the kinetics of accumulation ofC2 centers
~dashed curves in Fig. 5! only for one point of the spatia
distribution. For example, for the top curve in Fig. 5 we ha
an agreement withay54310222 cm3/s and by55.5
31024 s21. However, for these values ofay andby a sub-
stantial discrepancy is observed between the experime
and computed values ofN2(t) for other sections of the pro
file and correspondingly for other values ofN0 . Therefore,
the kinetics of accumulation ofC2 centers in different sec
tions of a profile cannot be described in a self-consist
manner by means of the reactions~13! — the corresponding
values ofay andby become coordinate-dependent.

The above-noted features of the kinetics of accumulat
and decomposition of centers, specifically, the absence
macroscopic diffusion broadening of the initial doping pr
file and the reversibility and existence of the relations e
pressing the conservation of matter in the presence of r
tions, in our view, suggest that the stationary st
established in time at each point of the spatial distribut

C
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can be described as locally equilibrium state. In this case
relative densities of the investigated centers correspond
functional relation between the thermodynamically equil
rium values.

Then the functional relation for stationary densitiesN1
`

and N2
` of single and double, respectively, complexes m

correspond to the law of mass action for the reaction~4!

N2
`

~N1
`!2

5K~T!, ~14!

whereK(T) is the equilibrium constant of the reaction~4!,
which does not depend on the concentration of the reage
Figure 6 shows~points! the values of the equilibrium con
stant of the reaction~4! as a function of the reciprocal of th
temperature that correspond to the relation~14! for the sta-
tionary densities ofC1 and C2 centers obtained in sample
from different series.

The explicit form of the equilibrium constant in ou
model of the formation of selenium complexes can be
tained by analyzing the Gibbs thermodynamic potential
the system in the ideal, strongly dilute solution approxim
tion.

For constant temperatureT and constant pressureP, dis-
regarding the change in volume in the complex-format
reactions, the condition that the change in the Gibbs poten
be minimal is equivalent to the condition that the change
the free energy of the system be minimal:

DGd~N1 ,N2!5DU~N1 ,N2!2TDS~N1 ,N2!, ~15!

FIG. 6. Equilibrium reaction constants for the reaction Se1Se�Se2 versus
the reciprocal of the temperature for samples from different series:1 —
Implantation dose 100mC/cm2. Diffusion spreading regime — 1200 °C,
h; 2 — implantation dose 400mC/cm2, diffusion spreading regime — 1200
°C, 6 h;3 — implantation dose 200mC/cm2, diffusion spreading regime —
1200 °C, 24 h;4 — implantation dose 400mC/cm2, diffusion spreading
regime — 1200 °C, 76 h.
e
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whereDU andDS are, respectively, the change in the inte
nal energy and entropy, respectively, per unit volume, a
N1 andN2 are the densities of isolated and double seleni
atoms, respectively.

We have for the change in the internal energy of t
system

DU~N1 ,N2!5W1N11W2N21DE, ~16!

whereW1 andW2 are the changes in the internal energy
the system which are due to the replacement of one Si a
by one Se atom and two neighboring Si atoms by two
atoms, respectively, andDE accounts for the change in th
energy of the electronic subsystem.

For a strongly dilute solution (N1 , N2!ML), ignoring
the vibrational contribution, the entropy change is det
mined by the configurational contributionDSconf due to
atomic rearrangements and rearrangements in the elect
subsystemDSel :

DSconf5k lnF NL!

~NL2N1!!

~2NL!!

~2NL2N2!!N2! G1DSel , ~17!

whereNL is the total number of lattice sites, andk is Boltz-
mann’s constant.

Minimizing the Gibbs potential with respect to indepe
dent variables, with allowance for the charge states~see, for
example, Ref. 19! of the initial and final products of the
reaction~4!, we obtain

K~T!5
2

NL
eDU/kT

•m~T!, ~18!

whereDU is the change in the energy of the crystal due
the formation of a Se2 molecule,

m~T!5
g2

0

~g1
0!2

n2~n21nQ2
11Q2

1Q2
11!

~n21nQ1
11Q1

1Q1
11!2

, ~19!

Qi
1 and Qi

11 are the Shockley–Read factors which a
known from the statistics of the multiply charged centers,gi

0

are degeneracy factors, andn is the electron density in the
conduction band.

In the coordinates log(K)21/kT ~Fig. 6! the experimen-
tal values ofK(T) are fit well by a straight line with slope
DU51.35 eV. In the approach considered here, the slop
this straight line corresponds to the binding energy of
‘‘quasimolecule’’ Se2 . The point of intersection of this
straight line with the ordinate also agrees well with the va
of the preexponential factor in the expression~18!.

In summary, the quasichemical approach makes it p
sible to describe satisfactorily the main laws of the int
transformations of electrically active complexes associa
with selenium in silicon.

It should be noted that comparing the computed cur
of the kinetics of accumulation of Se2 quasimolecules with
the experimental values ofN2(t) shows the following sys-
tematic discrepancies:

1. For all points of the profile shown in Fig. 4, at th
initial stage of heat-treatment (t<15 min! the C2 density is
less than the computed value~Fig. 5!.
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2. For the section of the profile with the density of se
nium atoms less than 131016 cm23, the density ofC2 cen-
ters which is obtained by annealing at 670 °C for 1 h is
systematically lower than the computed value~dashed curve
in Fig. 4!.

3. The quantityNs1123Ns25Ns0 during annealing at
670 °C is still not conserved~Fig. 3, top curve!, but rather it
decreases, though very little, by not more than 10%.

The first two circumstances could be due to the fact t
the change in the spatial distribution of the reagents in
course of the reaction is neglected in the scheme of q
sichemical reactions.

In the first place, as is well known~see, for example
Ref. 20!, the computed complex-formation rates are too h
because of instantaneous random distribution of the reag
which is implicitly incorporated in the quasichemic
scheme.

In the second place, at low atomic selenium density o
the quasimolecules Se2 , whose components were located
distances comparable to the diffusion length, have eno
time to form during annealing.

The observed very small decrease in the total numbe
selenium atoms during annealings could be due to the e
tence of channels parallel to the reactions~4!–~5!, for ex-
ample, reactions leading to the interaction of selenium w
oxygen or carbon, whose products are electrically neu
centers. This circumstance can be easily taken into acc
in the phenomenological scheme examined above by in
ducing an additional reaction of the type~13! leading to the
absorption of atomic selenium, which, of course, will chan
the absolute values of the obtained ratesa andb of forma-
tion and decomposition, respectively, of Se2 quasimolecules
but does not influence their ratio. In this sense, the val
obtained for the equilibrium constants of the reaction~4!
were determined more reliably.

CONCLUSIONS

In the process of intertransformations of electrically a
tive complexes formed in selenium-doped silicon, at all he
treatment temperatures in the range 670–1000 °C the
number of impurity atoms participating in comple
formation reactions remains unchanged at any point of
spatial distribution.

Repeated annealing of samples which have underg
low-temperature treatment, at the initial temperature of d
fusion spreading~not more than 5 min at 1200 °C! restores
the initial relative densities of the observed donor center

The kinetics of accumulation of the center with ioniz
tion energy 0.2 eV is described satisfactorily by the sche
of quasichemical reactions of formation and decomposit
-
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of Se2 quasimolecules with the same values of the rate c
stantsa andb of the forward and reverse reactions, respe
tively, throughout the entire extent of the spatial distributi
of the impurity.

The observed stationary states of the impurity syst
can be described well on the basis of the ideal, stron
dilute solution approximation. The relative stationary den
ties of the components of the quasichemical reactions g
1.35 eV for the binding energy of the Se2 quasimolecule.
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Experimental study of the transverse Ettingshausen–Nernst effect and thermoelectric
power in the presence of a large temperature gradient
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The transverse Ettingshausen–Nernst effect and the thermoelectric power of compensated
germanium with electron densityn5231011 cm23 are investigated as a function of the
temperature gradient in the range 221.53103 K•cm21 at average temperature 350 K. It
is shown that the mechanism of charge-carrier scattering does not depend on the temperature
gradient, while the Benedick thermoelectric power is due to heating of the current carriers
by the heat field. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00411-6#
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In Ref. 1 it is shown that investigation of transport ph
nomena in the presence of a large temperature grad
~LTG! makes it possible to take into account the contribut
of the nonequilibrium minority current carriers that arise
the process. Here a large temperature gradient means a
perature gradient such thatLD.LT , whereLD is the diffu-
sion length of minority current carriers, andLT5T/¹T is the
reduced length. If the lengthDx of the minimal section of the
sample whose ends have different temperatures (T1ÞT2) is
comparable toLD , then the conditionLD.LT becomes
DT.T. This latter inequality is the condition under whic
the system of electrons is far from being in thermodynam
equilibrium with the lattice.2 The conditionLD.LT implies
that the LTG depends on the material in which a tempera
gradient is produced.

It is well-known that the presence of a LTG is indicat
by the appearance of Benedick’s thermoelectric power du
nonequilibrium minority current carriers.3,4 In Ref. 4 it is
shown that the inequalityLD.LT holds in germanium and
therefore the Benedick thermoelectric power appears
the presence of a temperature gradient of the order
103 K•cm21.

In the present work we investigate the mechani
of scattering of nonequilibrium current carriers and t
behavior of the thermoelectric power and transve
Ettingshausen–Nernst~E–N! effect under conditions fa
from thermodynamic equilibrium.

We have accordingly measured the transverse E–N
fect and the thermoelectric power of compensated electr
germanium (n5231011 cm23) as a function of the tem
perature gradient~TG!. The latter was varied in the rang
221.53103 K•cm21 with a constant average samp
temperatureT̄5350 K.

Slow variation of the TG in the above-indicated interv
with constant average sample temperature

T̄5~Th1Tc!/2
1161063-7826/98/32(11)/2/$15.00
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was effectuated by the method described in Ref. 4 . HereTh

andTc are the temperature of the heater and cooler, resp
tively. At first, holding the cooler~soldered to one end of th
sample! in liquid-nitrogen vapor, we switched on the heat
~soldered to the opposite end of the sample! at very low
power. This is the starting point of the experimental curv

with ¹T52 K•cm21 and T̄5350 K ~see Fig. 1!. Next,
gradually immersing the cooler in liquid-nitrogen vapor~and
then in liquid nitrogen! and increasing at the same time th
power of the heater, we produced experimental conditi

corresponding to¹T.10 K•cm21 and T̄5350 K. When a
temperature gradient¹T.102 K•cm21 was produced, liq-
uid helium was used to cool the refrigerator and the pow
released in the heater reached 2 kW.

Figure 1 shows curves of the transverse E–N coeffici
Q1 and the differential thermoelectric powera as functions
of the temperature gradient¹T, which were measured in

n-Ge at T̄5350 K. The coefficientQ1 was measured in a
10-kOe magnetic field, corresponding to the condition t
the field for measuring the E–N effect in electronic germ
nium at the indicated average sample temperature is we

The measurements ofQ1 , performed by the standar
method5 under conditions such that the positive TG is d
rected along the positiveX axis, while the magnetic field is
directed along the positiveZ axis, showed that under thes
conditions a field directed along the negativeY axis appears
as a result of the transverse E–N effect~right-hand coordi-
nate system!; i.e., the coefficientQ1 is negative. As one can
see from the figure~curve2!, the signQ1,0 remains in the
entire interval of TGs. The coefficientQ1 decreases sharpl
in absolute magnitude as the LTG region is approach
i.e., when the temperature gradient is of the order
103 K•cm21.

We can say the following about the functionQ1(¹T) in
the presence of a LTG. Since the sign ofQ1 remains nega-
tive in the entire interval of TGs, the minority nonequilib
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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rium current carriers~holes!, just as the majority carriers, in
the region of intrinsic conductivity ofn-Ge are scattered b
acoustic phonons.5 The sharp decrease inQ1 in the presence
of a LTG as Q1;(¹T)23 ~curve 4! can be qualitatively
explained by a decrease in the effective mobility accom
nying the appearance of nonequilibrium current carriers.1

It is evident from Fig. 1 that the thermoelectric power
constant for small TGs and increases for TGs close
103 K•cm21. The variation of thermoelectric power in th
presence of a LTG~curve1! is compared with the theoretica
curve ~curve 3! obtained using the formula from Ref. 3 fo
the case that the current carriers lose energy on aco
phonons and momentum on ionized impurities:

aB5
57kB

3~DT!2t i
3~T01T1!

ueu~m* !2v3
2~Dx!2T0

2T1
2

, ~1!

FIG. 1. Thermoelectric powera ~1! and Ettingshausen–Nernst coefficie
Q1 ~2! versus the temperature gradient¹T for electronic germanium

(n5231011 cm23) with average temperatureT̄5350 K. Dashed line3 —
theory of thermoelectric power, dot-dashed line 4 shows the proportion
uQ1u;(¹T)23 in the region with a large temperature gradient.
-

o

tic

whereT1 and T0 are the temperatures of the hot and co
ends of the sample, respectively;DT5T12T0 ; t i is the mo-
mentum relaxation time on impurity ions;Dx is the sample
length;v3 is the speed of sound;kB is Boltzmann’s constant
m* is the effective mass; ande is the electron charge. We
see that the observed increase in the thermoelectric pow
the LTG region~curve1! agrees qualitatively with the theo
retical curve3.

Two mechanisms leading to the appearance of the Be
dick thermoelectric power are known. The first one, cal
the Tauc mechanism,1 operates whenLD.LT . If LT

2. l «
2

holds in addition toLD.LT ( l «5ADt« — cooling length,
t« — energy relaxation time!, then the Benedick thermoelec
tric power appears as a result of the heating of the cur
carriers by the heat field — the so-called heati
mechanism.3

In germanium with electron densityn5231011 cm23

the conditionsLD.LT andLT
2. l «

2 for T̄5350 K hold with
¹T.83102 K•cm21. Therefore, the observed change
the thermoelectric power is explained by the heating mec
nism of Benedick’s thermoelectric power. We note that t
formula used to obtain curve3 is derived in Ref. 3 for the
case of the heating mechanism of the Benedick thermoe
tric power.

1J. Tauc,Photo and Thermoelectric Effects in Semiconductors~Pergamon
Press, N. Y., 1962; Inostr. Lit., Moscow, 1962!.

2V. L. Bonch-Bruevich and S. G. Kalashnikov,Semiconductor Physis
@in Russian#, Nauka, Moscow, 1977.

3L. P. Bulat and R. B. Ladyka, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 24, 1221
~1982! @Sov. Phys. Solid State24, 691 ~1982!#.

4M. M. Gadzhialiev inPlasma in Semiconductors@in Russian#, Makhach-
kala, 1984, p. 21.

5I. M. Tsidil’kovski�, Thermomagnetic Effects in Semiconducto
~Academic Press, N. Y., 1962; Fizmatgiz, Moscow, 1960!, p. 290.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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Nonlinear waves of interacting charge carriers in semiconductors
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Siberian Physicotechnical Institute, 634050 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted February 2, 1998; accepted for publication April 29, 1998!
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Nonideality effects of charge carriers in semiconductors have been theoretically demonstrated,
being derived from the equation of state in the hydrodynamics approximation. The
nonlinear terms in the density in the equation of state are conditioned by the Coulomb interaction
and lead to the existence of solitary and periodic waves for perturbations of the charge-
carrier density. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00511-0#
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The ideal gas model for charge carriers in semicond
tors is the dominant model for equilibrium and nonequil
rium phenomena. This representation is naturally based
the small magnitude of the mean potential energy^V&
5e2n1/3/« (n is the density, and« is the dielectric constant!
in comparison with the mean kinetic energy^T&. For a clas-
sical gas^T&5kT and for a quantum~degenerate! gas ^T&
5(3/5)@(3p)2\2n2/3/2m* # (m* is the effective mass!.
Therefore, the criterion of ideality holds only in the region
low densities of the charge carriers for a classical gas
only in the region of high densities for a quantum gas. For
other values of the density it is important to take into acco
the interaction between the charge carriers~the case of tight
binding!. There has been no progress in the analysis of
tight-binding case for quite some time now, and the state
the problem, as identified in Ref. 1, remains as true toda
when first enunciated. Realization of the traditional progra
in which the excitation spectrum is found on the basis of
Hamiltonian and the theory of equilibrium and nonequili
rium phenomena is constructed on this basis, has prove
be fraught with difficulty.

Let us consider a macroscopic manifestation of noni
ality, for definiteness in the classical electron gas of a se
conductor. In the macroscopic case, deviations from idea
can be taken into account via the the equation of state.
microscopic treatment it follows that in addition to the k
netic pressure, there exists a pressure due to the intera
between the electrons, defined by the expression2

Pint5E ~s¹s!
e2

«s
g2~r,s,t !ds,

whereg2 is the momentum-averaged two-particle correlat
function. Since calculation of the correlation function for
Coulomb system is difficult, we will make use of the conce
of a local equilibrium state, which is a necessary attribute
the hydrodynamic description. At equilibrium the interacti
pressure is given byPint52]F int /]V, whereF int is the free
energy of the interaction. In this expression the hydro
namic variables~for the case under investigation these
duce to the densityn) are functions of the spatial coordinate
and of time. In what follows, we will make use of the e
pansion of the free energy of the interaction in the den
1171063-7826/98/32(11)/3/$15.00
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obtained in Ref. 3 using the Matsubara technique. This
pansion includes the self-consistent Debye–Hu¨ckel correc-
tion and the following correlation correction. For the sumP
of the kinetic pressure and the interaction pressure we h

~kTn0!21P[p5n~12Apan1/2/3!

2
p

6
a2n2~ ln 4pa2n11!, ~1!

wherea5(e2n0
1/3/«kT)3/2 is the nonideality parameter,n0 is

the mean equilibrium electron density, which follows fro
global electrical neutrality, and we use the dimensionl
densityn→n/n0. For a nonideal classical electron gas in
semiconductor we solve the system of equations of the
drodynamic approximation

5
dp

dn
¹n52nE1

J

en0D
,

div E5k2~12n!, k254pe2n0 /«kT,

]n

]t
2

1

en0
div J50,

~2!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient and we use the dime
sionless potentialw→ew/kT. We consider the equilibrium
state after setting the current densityJ in Eqs. ~2! equal to
zero. In this case the dependencen(w), which for an ideal
gas is the standard Boltzmann distribution, is found from
equation

dp

dn

dn

dw
5n ~3!

with the additional conditionn(0)51. The solution of Eq.
~3! has the form

w5 ln n1aAp~12An!2
p

3
a2~nln nA2 ln A!, ~4!

where A5(e1/34pa2)3/2, and e is the base of the natur
logarithms. At the pointn5ne, defined by the equation

dp

dn
50, ~5!
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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w(n) reaches its maximum. The solution of Eq.~5! defines
the boundary of stability of the homogeneous state.4 The
analysis that follows is made for the one-dimensional ca
System~2! is integrated once; the arising integralH is

H5
E2

2
1V~n!. ~6!

It is natural to call this integral the Hamiltonian. Equatio
~1! and~2! yield the following expression for the ‘‘potentia
energy’’ V(n):

V~n!5k2@w~n!2p~n!#. ~7!

The first two equations of system~2! are Hamilton’s equa-
tions of motion arising from the Hamiltonian defined by Eq
~6! and ~7! if the variable

t52E nS dp

dnD 21

dx ~8!

is assumed to be analogous to time. Analysis in the ph
plane (E,n) shows that there are two singular points: t
hyperbolic pointn51 and the elliptical pointn5nc . Figure
1 plots the dependencesw(n) andV(n), and the phase dia
gram of the system. The valueH5V(1) defines the separa
trix. The solution on the separatrix is a static solita
wave—a soliton; forH,V(1) nonperiodic solutions exist—
these are general results of the nonlinear dynamics of Ha
tonian systems.5 In light of the complexity of expression~7!
we use the extrapolation

FIG. 1. Dependence of the potentialw ~a! and ‘‘potential energy’’V ~b! on
the normalized electron density; phase diagram of the system~c!.
e.

.

se

il-

V~n!5V~1!16@V~1!2V~nc!#

3F2
1

2S n21

nc21D 2

1
1

3S n21

nc21D 3G . ~9!

This expression approximates expression~7! well in the in-
teresting region of electron densities and also coincides w
the analogous quantity in the stationary KdV theory.5 We
can at once write out solutions for the nonlinear waves.
the static soliton we have

n511
3

2

nc21

cosh2g~t2c!
, ~10!

where the position of the solitonc is determined by the
boundary conditions and the variablet(x) is given by an
expression following from Eq.~8! using the extrapolation
~9!,

2

3
gt2tanhgt5

k2

6g
x. ~11!

The width of the solitong21 is given by

g5
1

nc21
A3

2
@V~1!2V~nc!#.

In the caseH,V(1) a periodic solution exists

n5n31~n12n3!dn2S tAn12n2

nc21
@V~1!2V~nc!#,sD , ~12!

wheren1.n2.n3 are the roots of the equationH5V(n),
and dn is the Jacobi elliptical function with moduluss2

5(n12n2)/(n12n3). The period of the nonlinear periodi
wave is equal to 4K(s)A(nc21)/@V(1)2V(nc)#(n12n3),
whereK(s) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind

Let us turn now to the nonequilibrium case, in whic
there is a current densityJ. To search for stationary solution
in system~2! we introduce the wave argumentj5x1ut.
Then, it follows from the equation of continuity thatJ5J0

1eun0(n21), whereJ0 is the external current. Transform
ing to the variablet defined implicitly by Eq.~11! with x
replaced byj, we obtain the following equations from th
remaining equations of system~2!:

d2n

dt 2
1

1

n2D
S J0

n0
2euDdn

dt
52

dV

dn
. ~13!

This equation is analogous to the equation for a nonlin
oscillator with friction. The friction is due to the interactio
of the electrons with phonons and defects. For the work
the friction force to equal zero it is necessary to choose
speed of the nonlinear waveu5J0 /eu0 . Then attenuation is
absent and we return to the results of the analysis for
equilibrium case. The solitons and nonlinear periodic wa
obtained in this analysis remain invariant, but propagate w
velocity u. A new mechanism of charge-carrier transport
semiconductors via nonlinear waves arises. Since the p
volume~the Hamiltonicity of the system! is conserved as the
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nonlinear waves propagate, it is necessary to prescribe
corresponding phase volume at the boundary in any exp
mental realization.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 97-02-
16241! and INTAS ~Grant No. 93-3430-Ext!.
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The magnetoplasma effect in single crystals of antimony at T>80 K
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Transmission spectra of infrared laser radiation~l510.6mm! passed through samples consisting
of two symmetric halves of an antimony single crystal separated by a small gap are
investigated in pulsed magnetic fieldsB<20 T at temperaturesT>80 K. The magnetoplasma
effect was observed for the magnetic inductionB'15 T, with change in the transmission
close to 100%. The magnetoplasma relaxation time has been determined. The possibility of using
such objects as IR optical valves with response time not worse than 1024 s is demonstrated.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00611-5#
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A study of the transmission of infrared laser radiati
~l510.6mm! by a symmetric streak line~SSL! consisting of
two symmetric halves of an antimony single crystal se
rated by a gap on the order of the radiation wavelength
been carried out. The measurements were performed
pulsed magnetic field with induction as high as 25 T, in t
temperature interval 802140 K. The experimental techniqu
is described in Ref. 1.

The abrupt growth of the transmission coefficient of t
SSL as a function of the magnetic field is interpreted as
magnetoplasma effect corresponding to the edge of the m
netoplasma reflection of antimony crystals.2,3 The field posi-
tion of the edge and the shape of the spectrum agree with
results of Refs. 2 and 3 on magnetoplasma reflection
tained at liquid-helium temperature.

Figure 1 plots the experimental dependence of the tra
mitted signal as a function of the magnetic induction alo
the binary axis~curve1! and bisectrix~curve2! for polariza-
tion E'C3 (C3 is the trigonal axis!. The abrupt growth of
the signal in fields on the order of 15 T is the magnetoplas
effect.

The complex dielectric constant, which governs the
teraction of the radiation with the charge-carrier plasma i
magnetic field, has the form

«65«`F12
vp

2

v~v6vc2 i t21!
G

vp5ANe2/~m* «`! ~1!

under the conditionsSiB, E'B (S is the wave vector! in the
case of isotropic effective mass. The6 sign corresponds
respectively to left and right circular polarization of the r
diation,v is the frequency of the radiation,«` is the dielec-
tric constant at frequenciesv@vp , vc5(eB/m* ) is the cy-
1171063-7826/98/32(11)/2/$15.00
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clotron frequency,N, m* , and t are the concentration, th
effective mass, and the relaxation time of the charge carri
andvp is the plasma frequency.

Taking into account the electron and hole contributio
in antimony in its semimetallic state in the additive appro
mation allows one to reduce expression~1! to the form

«65«`F12(
j

vp j
2

v~v6vc j2 i t j
21!

G . ~2!

The sum in expression~2! must be carried out over thre
electron and six hole ellipsoids, with allowance for isotro
and localization in the Brillouin zone.4 In the calculations
we used the dataNc5Nh55.5431019 cm23 ~Ref. 5! and
«`585 ~Ref. 6!.

Figure 2 plots the experimental~curve 1! and model
~curve2! SSL transmission spectrum in the geometryBiC1,
E'C3 at T580 K. Agreement between the model and e

FIG. 1. Dependence of the signal passing through a symmetric streak lin
antimony forE'C3 andBiC1 ~1!, BiC2 ~2!. T580 K.
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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perimental spectra over the entire investigated tempera
interval was reached for the electron and hole effect
masses coinciding with their values atT54.2 K ~Ref. 4!,
which is due to the strong degeneracy of the charge carr
The best agreement in the shape of the transmission sp
was achieved fort51.9310213 s at T580 K ~Fig. 2! and
for t51.3310213 s at T5140 K. Agreement between th

FIG. 2. Experimental~1! and model~2! magnetotransmission spectra of a
antimony symmetric streak line forE'C3 andBiC1. T580 K.
re
e

rs.
tra

model magnetoreflection spectrum based on Eq.~2! with the
experimental spectrum2 at T54.2 K is achieved fort54
310213 s. The values obtained of the magnetoplasma re
ation time in antimony crystals indicates that it has a te
perature dependence similar to that observed for the pla
reflection relaxation time in bismuth.7

The plasma frequency for antimony almost coincid
with the fundamental mode of the CO2 laser,l510.6 mm.
As a result, the possibility arises of using an SSL of sing
crystal antimony as a magnetic-field tunable optical valve
this wavelength. The modulation depth approaches 10
~Fig. 1!, and the response time, determined by the duration
the magnetic field pulse, is estimated as 1024 s.

1K. G. Ivanov, S. V. Kondakov, S. V. Brovko, and A. A. Za�tsev, Fiz.
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5Z. Altounian and W. R. Datars, Can. J. Phys.53, 459 ~1975!.
6C. Manney, Phys. Rev.129, 109 ~1963!.
7M. I. Belovolov, A. D. Belaya, V. S. Vavilov, V. D. Egorov, V. S.
Zemskov, and S. A. Roslov, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.10, 1382 ~1976!
@Sov. Phys. Semicond.10, 819 ~1976!#.
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Influence of crystal orientation of the growth surface due to molecular beam epitaxy
on the optical properties of Si-doped GaAs layers
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Photoluminescence~PL! spectra of GaAs~100!, ~111!A and ~111!B layers grown by molecular-
beam epitaxy at different ratios of the partial pressuresPAs4

/PGa5g are investigated.
Depending on the crystal orientation andg values, either two PL bands (B-Si bands! or a single
PL B-band are observed. TheB-band corresponds to band-to-band radiative recombination
(e→h) and the Si band is attributed to optical transitions between the conduction band and the
Si acceptor states (e→A). The observed variations of the PL spectra and of the type and
magnitude of the electrical conductivity as functions of the orientation andg value are interpreted
in terms of changes in the Si-acceptor concentration and their energy spectrum as well as a
change in the ratio of the concentrations of the Si donor and acceptor states. These results are
explained in the framework of the kinetic approach based on the multiplicity~energy! of
the dangling chemical bonds on the different surfaces, with the influence of the molecular flux
densities taken into account. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00711-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of silicon doped GaAs layers grown
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! on differently oriented
growth surfaces have demonstrated the importance of kin
phenomena in the formation and doping of these layers1–4

This is manifested in the extraordinary variety of their ele
trical and optical properties, depending on the orientation
the growth surface and the conditions of growth, namely,
ratio of the molecular fluxes and the growth temperat
(Tg).1–3 However, the results of various authors on the ph
toluminescence~PL! spectra and their interpretation are,
our view, too widely divergent.2 In particular, this pertains to
the PL bands arising in silicon-doped GaAs layers at pho
energieshn somewhat lower than the width of the band g
Eg

0 , which are often attributed to stoichiometry defects, b
can be connected with the acceptor behavior of a cer
fraction of the Si atoms. The latter is of interest in conne
tion with the problem of the amphoteric behavior of silico
as a group-IV element in III–V compounds, for example,
connection with the possibility of the formation of layers
both n and p type, or evenp2n junctions by using only a
silicon impurity.

The present study investigates the PL spectra and e
trical properties of silicon-doped GaAs layers with~100!,
~111!A, and ~111!B orientations grown by MBE at variou
ratios of the arsenic and gallium partial pressuresPAs4

/PGa

5g. It is shown that the optical properties of these layers
energies somewhat lower (,100 meV) thanEg

0 are condi-
tioned by the Si acceptor states, whose concentration
energy spectrum depend on the orientation of the gro
surface and the value ofg. The results are analyzed in th
framework of a kinetic approach based on differences in
multiplicity of the dangling bonds at surfaces with differe
orientation with the value ofg taken into account.
1171063-7826/98/32(11)/4/$15.00
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

Silicon-doped GaAs layers were grown by MBE o
semi-insulating GaAs substrates with orientations~100!,
~111!A, and ~111!B for different ratiosg ~from 10 to 77! at
a growth temperatureTg5600 °C. The value ofg was var-
ied by varying the As4 pressure, while the Ga pressure w
held constant. Layers of all three orientations were gro
side-by-side in each production run. The grown structu
included: an undoped buffer layer of GaAs of thickne
0.5mm, and an upper silicon-doped ‘‘active’’ layer of thick
ness 0.2mm. The temperature of the silicon source was
such as to provide a conduction electron concentrationn
5131018cm23 for g516220 in the GaAs~100! layers.
The carrier concentration and type of conductivity were d
termined by measuring the Hall coefficient and t
capacitance–voltage (C2V) characteristics. The PL spectr
were measured atT577 K in the photon energy rang
hn51.321.7 eV. To excite photoluminescence we used
Ar1 laser with wavelengthl5514.5 nm and radiation inten
sity 20 W/cm2.

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Figures 1–3 plot the PL spectra of GaAs layers w
different orientations. It follows from the figures that th
shape of the spectra is different and depends differently og
for different orientations. We will consider separately t
results for smallg, i.e., g,15216, ‘‘normal’’ values ofg
@implying standard conditions for the~100! layers#, and large
g, i.e., g.16.

3.1. ‘‘Normal’’ and enhanced values of g: 16<g<77

GaAs layers grown with orientations~100! and ~111!B
always haven-type conductivity. We found that the shape
their PL spectra for ‘‘normal’’ and enhanced arsenic pre
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sures remains almost invariant~see Figs. 1a and 1b!. In the
case of~100! layers two PL bands are observed. One
them, located at higher photon energieshn and denoted here
as theB band, corresponds to band-to-band radiative reco
bination (e→h), and the second, located at lowerhn and
present only in the silicon-doped samples, we denote as
Si band. In accordance with the amphoteric properties
silicon, we attribute the impurity band to the optical tran
tions between the conduction band and the acceptor l
(e→A) corresponding to the Si atoms at arsenic sites. On
other hand, in the layers with~111!B orientation in thisg
range only theB band is present. The parameters and beh
ior of theB band~as a function ofg) in the samples of both
orientations are very similar. The low-energy edge~or
‘‘tail’’ ! of theB band is always located lower than the wid

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra atT577 K of GaAs epitaxial layers
grown at different flux ratios As4 /Ga5g on substrates with orientation
~100! ~a!, ~111!B ~b!, ~111!A ~c!. g: 1 — 16, 2 — 36, 3 — 77, 4 — 12.
f

-

he
f

-
el
e

v-

of the band gapEg
0 in undoped GaAs (Eg

051.508 eV at

T577 K), whereas its peak is shifted in comparison withEg
0

toward higher photon energieshn: by 20–22 meV for the
~111!B and by 12–16 meV for the~100! orientation.

Such a situation is typical for degeneraten-type GaAs,
for which the Fermi levelEF is located above the bottom o
the conduction band. This leads to a shift of the band-to-b
optical transitions to higher energies~the Burstein–Moss
effect!.5 It is also well known that at high concentrations th
silicon donor states form an impurity band which overla
the conduction band. This leads to a decrease in the effec
width of the band gapEg

eff and correspondingly to a shift o
the low-energy edge of the photoluminescenceB band to
lower hn ~Ref. 5!.

The presence of the Si band in the~100! layers forhn
51.40021.405 eV indicates that the Si atoms at the arse
sites form an acceptor level located 100 meV above the
of the valence band. Increasing the arsenic pressure resu
a small decrease in the intensity of the Si band~see Fig. 1a!.

In layers with ~111!A orientation according to Refs. 1
and 2,p-type conductivity is observed at small and interm
diate values ofg ~in our case this meansg,20). As g is
increased from 20 to 30, the conduction of the~111!A layers
drops almost to zero, and forg.30 n-type conduction arises

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra atT577 K for GaAs epitaxial layers
grown on substrates with~111!A orientation for differentg; curves1–4 are
for g516, 25, 50, 70.
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growing with further increase ofg. In the PL spectra of the
~111!A layers~see Figs. 1c, 2, and 3! both theB band and the
Si band are always present. Forg,20 the maximum of theB
band is located athn,Eg

0 , thus: hnB51.500 eV for
g516. Such a situation is typical forp-GaAs with a high
acceptor concentration,6 where the latter form an impurity
band overlapping the valence band. As a result, the effec
width of the band gapEg

eff is lowered and correspondingl
the band-to-band optical transitions are shifted to lower
ergies. Inp-type samples this effect predominates over
Burstein–Moss effect~which is proportional to the Ferm
energyEF;h2p/2mh) by virtue of the smallness of the latte
since the effective hole massmh in GaAs is almost an orde
of magnitude greater than the effective electron massme . As
g is increased, the maximum of theB band shifts toward
higher energies such that forg.25 it is located near
1.508 eV ~i.e., for hn.Eg

0), and for g570 it is located at
1.525 eV. This shift is associated with a smooth transit
from p-type conductivity ton-type conductivity and subse
quent growth of the occupancy of the conduction band
electrons.

It also follows from Figs. 1 and 2 that the spectral po
tion and shape of the Si band in the~111!A layers varies
substantially asg is varied. Thus, forg,20 the Si band is
very wide, its half-width is around 150 meV, and its max
mum is located near 1.42 eV. These parameters do not
greatly in the region of transitionalg values, i.e., in the range
from 20 to 30. However, the situation changes radically
g.30240, where n-type conductivity arises and grows
Here an abrupt narrowing of the Si band is observed,
shape acquires the form of a sharp, intense resonance
the peak shifts toward largerhn, resulting in a spectral con
vergence of theB and Si bands. Forg570 the half-width of
the Si band no longer exceeds 30 meV~i.e., it becomes five
times narrower than forg,20) with its peak at 1.48 eV. The
peak intensity becomes greater than for theB band. These
results demonstrate that the concentration of silicon acce

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra atT577 K for GaAs epitaxial layers
grown atg510 on substrates with orientations:1 — ~100!, 2 — ~111!B,
3 — ~111!A.
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states is highest in the~111!A layers~in comparison with the
other orientations!. For g,20 it obviously exceeds the con
centration of silicon donors, and, as has already been m
tioned, the silicon acceptors form an impurity band th
merges with the valence band. This is the reason for
p-type conductivity and the observed shape of the PL sp
trum. Further, it follows from the PL spectra~the spectra
position of the maximum of theB band! that in the range of
g values from 20 to 30 the silicon acceptor and donor c
centrations equalize, but forg.30240 the concentration o
the latter becomes larger. As for the Si band, the abo
described transformation of its shape asg increases to 40–50
and higher can be explained by the fact that with decreas
the concentration of the silicon acceptors, corresponding
an increase of the mean distance between them, the acc
band narrows and separates from the valence band and
as a result of a Mott transition,7 is transformed into a narrow
local level. As follows from the PL spectra, this level
located roughly 28 meV above the top of the valence ban

3.2. Small values of g „10<g<15…

As g is decreased in this range for layers with~111!A
orientation, a further increase in thep-type conductivity oc-
curs. The Si band becomes still wider, and the maximum
the B band is shifted toward still smallerhn ~Fig. 3!.

In the case of the~111!B and ~100! orientationsn-type
conduction is preserved, but its magnitude falls asg is de-
creased. It is important to note that in the PL spectra
~111!B layers, forg,14 a PL band analogous to the Si ba
arises in the~100! and ~111!A samples. In this case, in th
~100! layers the intensity of the Si band becomes so gr
that it dominates over theB band. For all of the layers, asg
is decreased in this range, there takes place a noticeable
of the maximum of theB band toward lowerhn ~see Fig. 3!.

The above results are interpreted on the basis of the
stantial growth of the silicon acceptor concentration and c
responding decrease of the silicon donor concentration w
decrease ofg.

4. DISCUSSION

Let us analyze the above results on the basis of the
ference in energy of the dangling bonds on GaAs surfa
with different orientations,1–3 with allowance for the influ-
ence of the corresponding molecular~or atomic! flux densi-
ties, and competition of Si adatoms with As and Ga adato
for incorporation into surface sites.

The probabilityRi j
Ai of incorporation of anAi adatom

from the molecular~atomic! flux FAi
into a j-type site on the

growth surface during MBE can be represented as

Ri j
Ai;Wi j •r j~Wk j ,FAk

!FAi
. ~1!

HereWi j is the probability for the formation of a chem
cal bond between theAi adatom~in our case a silicon atom!
and the substrate at aj-type site on its surface, where th
probability depends on the energy~multiplicity! of the cor-
responding dangling bond;FAi

is the density of the flux
containing theAi atoms;r j (Wk j ,FAk

) is the density of va-
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cant j-type surface sites forAi adatoms, which depends o
the occupancy of these sites by competingAk adatoms. In
our case these are As atoms for the arsenic sites and
atoms for the gallium sites. Accordingly,r j (Wk j ,FAk

) de-
pends on whether anAk adatom already formed a chemic
bond with the substrate surface at aj-type site. Therefore,r j

also depends on the density of the fluxFAk
that contains the

Ak atoms.
Let us begin the discussion with the~100! orientation. In

this case the dangling double bonds appear on the sur
both for the Ga adatoms and the As adatoms. Formatio
double bonds ensures not only the incorporation into the
tice of Ga adatoms, but also the effective dissociation of
molecules and subsequent incorporation into the lattice o
adatoms.2 The presence ofn-type conductivity in silicon-
doped GaAs~100! layers is a direct indication that a larg
fraction of the Si atoms occupy gallium sites and are shal
donors. However, the presence of a saturation effect and
sequent lowering of the electron concentration with incre
of the doping levelNSi above (426)31018cm23 indicates
that for largeNSi the fraction of silicon acceptors grows
However, it is still unclear from the literature, in our opinio
what the story is regarding the parameters of the silicon
ceptor states; for example, it is not clear whether they are
same for different orientations or not. We have shown~see
Fig. 1a! that in ~100! layers Si acceptors also show up
moderate concentrations (NSi,1017 cm23), but, as follows
from Fig. 1a, their number falls as the arsenic fluxFAs4

is
increased. This circumstance, according to Eq.~1!, can be
explained by the decrease in the density of arsenic sites
Si adatoms due to a growth in their occupancy by As ato
The data presented demonstrate that on a~100! surface a
Si5 As bond is somewhat more favored than a Si5 Ga
bond, although their energies probably do not differ by
that much, as is indicated by the tendency toward equal
tion of the silicon donor and acceptor concentrations w
increase of the fluxFSi ~Ref. 5!.

In the case of the~111!B orientation on the GaAs surfac
dangling triple bonds appear on the surface for the As a
toms and dangling single bonds for the Ga adatoms.3 The
presence of triple bonds ensures the largest energy and
most favorable conditions for dissociation of the As4 mol-
ecules and subsequent incorporation of the As adatoms
the surface sites. In this regard, Si adatoms can here turn
to be the least competitive in comparison with As adatom
the filling of arsenic sites, and the probability for the form
tion of silicon acceptor states should be the lowest. Thi
consistent with the absence of a Si band~for g.16) and
with the highest values ofhn for the maximum of theB band
Ga

ce
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in the ~111!B layers, and also with the presence ofn-type
conductivity for allg.

The arguments presented above in favor of the high
concentrations of silicon acceptors in GaAs~111!A layers
are also naturally substantiated on the basis of a consi
ation of the surface bonds. Indeed, the presence for this
entation of only single dangling bonds for the As adato
diminishes, in comparison with other orientations, the e
ciency of dissociation of As4 molecules and makes the S
adatoms more competitive in comparison with the
adatoms in populating the arsenic sites.

For smallg,15, by virtue of the lowering of the arseni
flux density FAs4

, the density of vacant arsenic sitesrAs

should increase for all orientations as should also the pr
ability of their being filled by silicon adatoms. At low arsen
pressures the formation of arsenic vacancies is also poss
i.e., arsenic sites not occupied by Si atoms or As atoms. S
conditions can give rise to the formation of complexes of
atoms at arsenic sites with arsenic vacancies, which will a
the shape and spectral position of the Si band. All this ma
it possible to explain the effects observed at smallg: the
growth of p-type conductivity in the~111!A layers and the
decrease ofn-type conductivity in the~100! and~111!B lay-
ers, the low-energy shifts of theB band for all orientations,
the increase in the intensity of the Si band in the~100! and
~111!A layers, the appearance of the Si band in the~111!B
layers, and the modification of the shape and spectral p
tion of the Si band in all the layers.

It should also be noted that according to the above
sults, the silicon acceptor states formed on surfaces of dif
ent orientations during MBE are not identical. Thus, for e
ample, for g570 the silicon acceptor level in layers wit
~100! orientation is deeper (Ea.100 meV) than in layers
with ~111!A orientation, where it is located roughly 28 me
above the top of the valence band.
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Effect of electron-phonon energy exchange on thermal wave propagation
in semiconductors
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Nonequilibrium, periodic~in both space and time! temperature distributions in the electron and
phonon subsystems of a geometrically bounded semiconductor~thermal waves! are
calculated self-consistently with the electron–phonon interaction taken into account. Modulated
laser radiation, which is converted into heat on the surface of the sample, serves as the
external source of energetic nonequilibrium. The dependence of the amplitude and phase of the
electron and phonon temperatures on the modulation frequency is analyzed for different
sample thicknesses and a number of characteristic parameters of the problem. It is shown that by
varying the modulation frequency over a wide range~up to frequencies of the
electron–phonon energy exchange! it is possible to generate thermal waves in the electron and
phonon subsystems separately. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00811-4#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The physics of thermal waves is continuing to deve
vigorously because of the successful development of its
plications and, more importantly, because of the devel
ment of photothermal methods of studying various materi
in particular, semiconductors.1–3 The constantly growing in-
terest in these methods is due to their relative simplicity a
their universality, which allows one to study the most dive
characteristics of matter—thermal, optical, mechanical,
laxational, etc.

All photothermal methods are based on the detection
one means or another of a transient temperature charac
ing the thermal waves that arise in the sample as a resu
absorption of the energy of a periodically modulated elec
magnetic radiation~as a rule, laser radiation!, which is con-
verted into heat in the bulk and on the surface of the sam
The corresponding experimentally measured respo
~acoustic, piezoelectric, etc.! enables one to obtain informa
tion about the heat sources generating the thermal waves
about characteristics of the medium in which they propag
~thermal parameters, structural formations, inhomogenei
etc.!.

Theoretical studies of photothermal processes in se
conductors are similar in their goals: to find the transi
temperature distributions and responses to them, and to
cide on how best to model the thermal sources. Thus,
example, in Ref. 4 it was assumed that liberation of h
takes place instantly and at the same point of the sam
where the light is absorbed. A series of studies5–7 considers
intrinsic absorption of light in a bipolar semiconductor wi
allowance for the formation of nonequilibrium electrons a
1171063-7826/98/32(11)/6/$15.00
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holes, and for their diffusion and recombination.
In the present work we focus our attention on the role

energy exchange in the electron–phonon interaction in p
odic heat transfer processes. It is well known that at temp
tures above 1 K scattering of electrons by acoustic phono
is of a quasi-elastic character. Regarding radiative phen
ena this means that there is a characteristic diffusion len
l « ~the cooling length!, at which the excited electrons an
phonons equalize their energy.8 In steady-state thermal pro
cesses in monopolar semiconductors this leads to the app
ance of two nonequilibrium temperatures—the electron te
peratureTe(x) and the phonon temperatureTp(x) ~Ref. 8!,
where x is the spatial coordinate. In bulk semiconducto
(a@ l « , wherea is the length of the sample! this difference
is manifested at distances of the order ofl « from the sur-
faces, which are the source of energetic nonequilibrium
submicron films, in which usuallya< l « , mismatch of these
temperatures occurs over the entire bulk of the sample.9 It is
completely obvious that photothermal processes in semic
ductors must, in general, be considered from the viewpo
of the presence of two thermal-wave processes—an elec
thermal-wave process and a phonon thermal-wave proc
each of which is characterized by its own temperature dis
bution: Te(x,t) andTp(x,t), wheret is the time. These tem
peratures are established self-consistently in accordance
the nature of the electron–phonon heat transfer~internal heat
source! and the thermal boundary conditions~BC! ~surface
heat sources!. This question was first discussed for sem
infinite samples in Ref. 10. To find the temperature distrib
tions and analyze them in geometrically bounded semic
ductor media is the aim of the present work.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. ELECTRON AND PHONON THERMAL WAVES

For simplicity, we consider an isotropic, monopol
semiconductor and we assume that it has the shape of a
allelepiped, one of whose sides (x50) is illuminated by
modulated high-frequency electromagnetic radiation w
frequencyv. The surfacex5a is kept at the constant tem
peratureT0, and the lateral faces are adiabatically insulat
In general, the absorption of light in a semiconductor is
extraordinarily complex process, which is accompanied
the generation of electron and hole excitations, heating of
charge-carrier gas with subsequent energy relaxation to
crystalline lattice, recombination and thermal-diffusion pr
cesses, etc. With the aim of simplifying the problem, w
restrict it to just surface absorption. Such a model can
realized, in particular, if we cover the facex50 with a good
radiation-absorbing film, e.g., a metallic film. In this case t
semiconductor acquires energy from outside in the form
heat. In addition, we assume that all of the conditions nec
sary for a correct determination of the nonequilibrium ele
tron and phonon temperatures are met~see Ref. 8!.

If the electron–phonon coupling is taken into accou
the unknown electron and phonon temperatures can be d
mined self-consistently from the following system of equ
tions of energy balance:10

5
]2Te~x,t !

]x2
2ke

2@Te~x,t !2Tp~x,t !#5
1

ae

]Te~x,t !

]t
,

]2Tp~x,t !

]x2
2kp

2@Te~x,t !2Tp~x,t !#5
1

ap

]Tp~x,t !

]t
.

~1!

Hereke,p
2 5P/xe,p ; P5kBnn«

0 ~Ref. 8! is a coefficient defin-
ing the intensity of electron–phonon energy exchange,n is
the electron concentration,n«

0 is the energy relaxation fre
quency of the electron–phonon interaction;kB is the Boltz-
mann constant;ae,p5xe,p /(rc)e,p are the electron and pho
non thermal diffusivities;xe,p , re,p , andce,p are the thermal
conductivity, density, and specific heat of the electron a
phonon gases, respectively. In all of the calculations we
nore the temperature dependence of all the coefficients
suming that the intensity of the absorbed radiation is sm
enough for that purpose. As a result, system of equations~1!
is linear.

To assign the boundary conditions at the surfacex50
we note that the carrier frequency of the incident radiation
a priori much greater than all the characteristic energy f
quencies ~the largest of these,n«

0 , in semiconductors
amounts to 10821010 s21, for example, a He–Ne laser use
in the experimental study~Ref. 11!, lasing at 633 nm!, so
that neither the electron temperature nor the phonon t
perature can track this rapidly varying perturbation. By se
averaging, it forms the static part of the thermal flux in t
sample while the dynamic part, which is time-dependent
entirely determined by the modulated component of the
cident radiation.

In addition, it is necessary to bear in mind the fact th
the electron and phonon surface thermal conductivities of
ar-
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semiconductor, which govern heat transfer to the exter
medium, are different. The boundary conditions for each
these subsystems of quasiparticles should therefore be
signed separately.8

It follows from what has been said so far that the boun
ary conditions on Eqs.~1! can be represented by the syste
of equations

H Qe,p~x,t !ux505Qe,p
0 1DQe,p eivt,

Te,p~x,t !ux5a5T0 .
~2!

In Eqs. ~2! Qe,p are the electron and phonon heat flux de
sities, andQe,p

0 andDQe,p eivt are their static and dynami
components. In the theory we are about to develop here,
enter as phenomenological, independent parameters.

Without dwelling on the formalities of the solution o
system of equations~1!, we write out the final form of the
desired dependences:

Te~x,t !5T01A~a2x!1
ke

2

k2
B

sinhk~a2x!

coshka

1eivtS C1

sinhs1~a2x!

coshs1a
1C2

sinhs2~a2x!

coshs2a D ; ~3!

Tp~x,t !5T01A~a2x!1
kp

2

k2
B

sinhk~a2x!

coshka

1eivtS D1

sinhs1~a2x!

coshs1a
1D2

sinhs2~a2x!

coshs2a D . ~4!

Here

A5
Qe1Qp

xe1xp
; B5

1

4S Qe

xe
2

Qp

xp
D ;

C15
1

s1~s2
22s1

2!
FDQp

xp
ke

21
DQe

xe
~s2

22se
2!G ;

C25
1

s2~s2
22s1

2!
FDQp

xp
ke

21
DQe

xe
~s1

22se
2!G ;

D1,252
s1,2

2 2se
2

ke
2

C1,2; ke,p
2 5P/xe,p ; k25ke

21kp
2 ;

s1,2
2 5

1

2
~se

21sp
2!6

1

2
@~se

22sp
2!214ke

2kp
2#1/2;

se,p
2 5ke,p

2 1
iv

ae,p
.

It follows from expressions~3! and ~4! that the finite
energy exchange between the electron and phonon
systems has a substantial influence on the nature of
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thermal-wave distribution. Indeed, in the case of an infi
tesimally weak interaction1! (P→0) there are two indepen
dent temperature profiles in the sample:

Te,p~x,t !5T01
Qe,p

0

xe,p
~a2x!

1
DQe,p

se,pxe,p

sinhse,p~a2x!

coshse,pa
eivt, ~5!

wherese,p
2 5 iv/ae,p .

In the other limiting case – an unbounded stro
electron-phonon interaction (P→`) – both temperature dis
tributions collapse into one:

Te~x,t !5Tp~x,t !5T01
Qe

01Qp
0

xe1xp
~a2x!

1
DQe1Qp

~xe1xp!s

sinhs~a2x!

coshsa
eivt, ~6!

where

s25
iv

xe1xp
S xp

ap
1

xe

ae
D .

Comparing expressions~3! and ~4! with expressions~5!
and~6!, we see that allowance for the finite electron–phon
energy exchange leads to a doubling of the number of t
mal waves in each of the quasiparticle subsystems. Th
because in the given case mutually interrelated periodic
flows and outflows of heat from the one subsystem to
other and vice versa arise in the semiconductor, i.e., eac
these two subsystems is an internal periodic heat source
tive to the other.

3. ELECTRON AND PHONON THERMAL WAVES
FOR xp@xe

To further simplify the problem, let us consider sem
conductors in which the phonon thermal conductivity grea
exceeds the electron thermal conductivity (xp@xe). Such a
relationship between thermal conductivities is characteri
of many nondegenerate semiconductors.12 In this case, ex-
pressions~3! and ~4! simplify substantially and take on th
following form:

Te,p~x,t !5Te,p
s ~x!1Te,p

d ~x,t !,

where

Te,p
s ~x!5T01

Qe1Qp

xp
~a2x!1

be,p

ke
S Qe

xe
2

Qp

xp
D

3
sinhke~a2x!

coshkea

are the electron and phonon static parts of the tempera
profiles,be51, bp5(kp /ke)

2;

Te
d~x,t !5eivtFF1

sinhs1~a2x!

coshs1a
1F2

sinhs2~a2x!

coshs2a G ~7!

is the dynamic component of the electron temperature;
-

n
r-
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-

e
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Tp
d~x,t !5eivtG

sinhs2~a2x!

coshs2a
~8!

is the dynamic component of the phonon temperature. H
s1

25se
25ke

21 iv/ae ; s2
25 iv/ap ;

F15
1

se
S ke

2

s2
22se

2

DQp

xp
1

DQe

xe
D ;

F252
ke

2

s2~s2
22se

2!

DQp

xp
;

G5
1

s2

DQp

xp
.

It is important to note that now four thermal waves a
propagating in the electron subsystem, and two in the p
non subsystem. The reason for this is that forxp@xe the
energy in the ‘‘phonon thermal waveguide’’ varies on
slightly due to the inflow of heat from the electron su
system. On the other hand, the electron gas is subjected
intense periodic thermal perturbation coming from the ph
non gas. In other words, the electron gas is heated by sur
and volume heat sources, while the phonon gas is he
only by surface sources. As a result, the dynamic part of
electron temperature depends on the parameters of the
tron and phonon subsystems; the dynamic part of the pho
temperature depends only on the characteristic features o
phonon gas.

We define the thermal wavelengthsl1,2 and attenuation
lengthsL1,2 by the following obvious formal relations:

l152p/Im s152A2p l «~A11~vt«!221!21/2;

l252p/Im s252pa~vt r !
21/2; ~9!

L151/Res15A2l «~A11~vt«!211!21/2;

L251/Res25a~vt r !
21/2.

Here l «5ke
21 is the electron cooling length8; t r5a2/2ap is

the relaxation time of heat conduction in the phonon s
system; andt«51/aeke

2 .
It is noteworthy first that the thermal wavelengths a

shorter than the attenuation lengths, and second, that the
defined, respectively, in terms of the imaginary and real p
of the wave numberss1,2. In real wave processes~e.g., in
the propagation of electromagnetic waves! everything is just
the opposite. This is explained by the fact that in actual f
expressions~3! and~4! are not wavelike. They were obtaine
not from a wave equation, but from a diffusion equatio
Relations ~3! and ~4! acquired their outer resemblance
wave motion because of the specific boundary conditions~2!.
From the physical point of view, the process under cons
eration must be treated as periodic~in space and time! heat
transfer in the electron and phonon subsystems.

It is easy to show thatt«5(3/2)t«
0 , wheret«

051/n«
0 is

the energy relaxation time of the electron–phonon inter
tion.

Thus, the characteristic frequencies of a semicondu
for propagation of thermal waves are the frequenc
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n r5t r
21 and n«5t«

21 , whose ratio is equal ton r /n«

52apl «
2/aea

2. Given the dimensions of the sample and t
cooling length, it depends on the ratio of the thermal dif
sivities and, conversely, givenae and ap , it is determined
by the ratio of the indicated characteristic lengths. Numer
estimates give, for example, for GaAs atT5300 K:
n«.1.53107 s21, l «.2231024 cm ~Ref. 13!, ae.70
cm2/s, ap.0.4 cm2/s ~in what follows all numerical calcu-
lations are for GaAs for the indicated parameters!. This
means that the frequenciesn r andn« can be commensurat
in samples having a length on the order of 2.3531024 cm,
i.e., much less than the cooling length. Therefore, in b
semiconductors it is always the case thatn«@n r , and in
submicron samples cases are possible for whichn«@n r and
alson«!n r .

The presence of the three independent parametersv, t« ,
andt r gives rise to a number of limiting cases, of which t
most interesting from the point of view of the problem
hand are the following:

1. vt r.1, a@ l « ~bulk samples!.
The dynamic parts of the temperaturesTe

d and Tp
d , de-

fined by Eqs.~7! and~8!, turn out to be equal and are give
by the expression

Te
d5Tp

d5
DQp

xp

a

A2ivt r

sinhA2ivt r~12x/a!

coshA2ivt r

eivt. ~10!

Note that temperatures~10! are determined solely by th
parameters of the phonon subsystem.

2. vt r.1, vt«!1, a! l « ~thin samples!.
Here these distributions are different:

Te
d5

DQe

xe
aS 12

x

aD eivt, ~11!

Tp
d5

DQp

xp

d

A2ivt r

sinhA2ivt r~12x/a!

coshA2ivt r

eivt. ~12!

The dynamic part of the phonon temperature is unchang
while the temperatureTe

d acquires a quasi-steady-state ch
acter.

3. vt«.1.
In this limiting case both in bulk samples and in subm

cron ~for vt r@1) samples, thermal waves propagate pref
ably by way of the electron gas and are governed exclusiv
by its parameters.

For a@ l « the dynamic part of the temperature is pha
shifted:

Te
d5

DQe

xe

l «

A11 ivt«

eikexA11 ivt« eivt, ~13!

and fora! l « andvt r@1 it is quasi-steady-state:

Te
d5

DQe

xe
aS 12

x

aD eivt. ~14!
-

l

k

d,
-

r-
ly

-

4. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL-WAVE
PARAMETERS

The frequency dependence of the wavelengthsl1,2 and
the attenuation lengthsL1,2 is plotted in Fig. 1. It can be
clearly seen that for all modulation frequenciesl1@l2. The
relation between the corresponding attenuation lengths is
ferent for different frequency intervals. In the ‘‘low
frequency’’ interval@v,v1, wherev1.(2ap /ae)n« is the
modulation frequency at whichL15L2 and v1.1.6
3105s21# L2@L1 and conversely, forv.v1 L2!L1. It is
characteristic that the attenuation lengthL1 depends weakly
on the frequency up to the highest values ofv. Thus, the
recording of various forms of thermal waves over the en
bulk of the sample depends on its length and on the
quencyv. In bulk superconductors, only the low-frequen
thermal wave with wavelengthl2 can propagate. In thin
films at low frequencies the wave with wavelengthl2 domi-
nates; at high frequencies it attenuates rapidly in contras
the wave with wavelengthl1, which becomes predominan

Under experimental conditions the temperature respo
is recorded, as a rule, on the surface of the sample by d
measurement of the thermal radiation by the gas-microph
method or by using the mirage effect.7 Figures 2 and 3 plot
the phase shifts and corresponding amplitudes of the elec
and phonon thermal waves as functions of the modula
frequencyv on the surfacex50. It is important to note that
these functional dependences are different for differ
lengths of the sample and~with the exception of the ampli-
tudesuF2u andG and corresponding phase shiftsw2 andw3)
and different values of the parameter

K5
DQe

xe

xp

DQp
.

This latter parameter determines the ratio of the magnitu
of the electron and phonon temperature gradients in the
layer. In the present study we assign it phenomenologic

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of wavelengths and attenuation len
1— l1, 2—l2, 3—L1, 4—L2.
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with the aim of establishing systematic features of the inv
tigated phenomena that show up upon variation of t
parameter.

In the bulk sample (a51022 cm!, for example, at
K50.3 ~Fig. 2! in the frequency regionv,105 s21 we
have uF1u!uF2u.uGu. Thermal waves are generated in t
electron and phonon subsystems, but depend only on
parameters of the phonon subsystem. The phases of th
cillations w2 andw3 in this case are equal to 0. At freque
cies v>n r the amplitudesuF2u and uGu undergo a rapid
monotonic decrease, whileuF1u, after reaching a minimum
grows and at v.105 s21 predominates after passin
through a maximum. Atv.105 s21 the phasew1, which
corresponds to the amplitudeuF1u, also increases, tendin
toward a maximum, and the maxima of the phase and
plitude are observed at the same frequencyv.23106 s21.
With further increase of the frequency the phasew1 tends to
2p/4. At K510 for all frequenciesuF1u.uF2u, uGu and for
v.104 s21 it becomes dominant. Atv>n« the amplitude
uF1u decreases and the phase tends to2p/4.

As the length of the sample is decreased to 1024 cm at
K50.3 ~Fig. 3!, at low frequencies (v,104 s21) the behav-
ior of the amplitudes is analogous to the corresponding c
for bulk samples. Atv.104 s21 the amplitudeuF2u de-
creases rapidly, and the amplitudeuGu dominates and main

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of phase shifts~a! and the corresponding
amplitudes of the temperature waves~b! on the surfacex50 for a51022

cm: 1—w1 (K50.3),2—w1 (K510), 3—w2, 4—w3, 5—F1 (K50.3),6—
F1 (K510), 7—F2, 8—G.
-
s

he
os-

-

se

tains its constant value up to a frequency of the order
107 s21. With further increase of the frequency the amp
tude uGu decreases and its phase tends to2p/4. At a fre-
quency on the order of 108 s21 the values of the amplitude
uF1u and uGu equalize and with further increase of the fr
quency, the amplitudeuF1u predominates. AtK510 the am-
plitude uF1u predominates in the entire frequency interv
under consideration. Its phase is of the order of 0 and ha
small minimum atv.105 s21.

Note that as the length of the sample is increased,
given amplitudes increase almost linearly. It is also char
teristic that the extrema of the amplitudes and phases bec
sharper as the length of the sample is increased.

In summary, we may conclude that
1! Allowance for the finite electron–phonon exchan

leads to the necessity of considering two thermal waves—
electron thermal wave and a phonon thermal wave.

2! The character of these thermal waves depends s
stantially on the relative values of the modulation frequen
of the incident radiation, the relaxation frequency of he
conduction in the phonon subsystem, and the energy re
ation frequency of the electron–phonon interaction, and a
on the relative values~ratio! of the length of the sample an
the electron cooling length.

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of phase shifts~a! and the corresponding
amplitudes of the temperature waves~b! on the surfacex50 for a51024

cm: 1—w1 (K50.3),2—w1 (K510), 3—w2, 4—w3, 5—F1 (K50.3),6—
F1 (K510), 7—F2, 8—G.
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3! By varying the modulation frequency over wide limi
~up to the frequency of the electron–phonon interaction! it is
possible to obtain separate information about the thermal
rameters of the electron and phonon subsystems in one c
bined photothermal experiment.

This work was supported in part by the Consejo Nac
nal de Ciencia y Tecnologia~CONACYT! of Mexico.

1!This case can be realized in a semiconductor whose lengtha is less than
the cooling length.
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Electron spin resonance and the Hall effect are investigated inn-Pb12xSnxTe:Gd crystals grown
from melt. It is found that there is no direct correlation between the free electron density
and the density of the Gd31 impurity in these crystals. The conclusion is drawn that the the
electron conductivity of Pb12xSnxTe:Gd crystals is not caused by the Gd impurity but
by intrinsic defects of the crystal lattice which have zero activation energy due to the Gd
impurities. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00911-9#
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1. Gadolinium, as an impurity in IV–VI crystals, ha
attracted a great deal of attention in recent years.1–8 This has
been due mainly to the efficiency of its influence on t
system of intrinsic defects of the crystals, in particular,
possibility of varying over wide limits the free-charge-carri
concentrations, which is important from the point of view
the practical utilization of the given semiconductors. Dopi
with gadolinium lowers the hole concentration and leads
an inversion of the conductivity type of IV–VI crystals from
hole to electron conductivity; i.e., in the investigated mate
als Gd behaves as a donor.2–8 There is still no agreed-upo
viewpoint regarding the reasons for the donor activity of G
Some authors link this effect with a direct donor activity
the impurity, assuming that Gd enters into the lattice
IV–VI crystals in the relatively ionized state Gd31 ~Refs. 4,
5, and 8!. Others suggest that Gd in IV–VI crystals is a
electrically neutral impurity, but the electronic conductivi
of gadolinium-doped and undoped crystals is due to cha
gen vacancies.2,3

2. To elucidate this question of the mechanism of do
activity of Gd impurity in IV–VI crystals, we have under
taken a study of the Hall effect and also of electron s
resonance~ESR!, and we have also carried out an electro
probe microanalysis ofn-Pb12xSnxTe crystals with compo-
sition 0<x<0.25, Bridgman-grown and doped with Gd du
ing growth. The actual impurity concentration in th
investigated samples did not exceed 631020 cm23. The con-
ditions of growth and the procedure of the microanalysis a
the electrical measurements were similar to those descr
in Refs. 3 and 6. The electron spin resonance was reco
on a spectrometer with a sensitivity of 1012 spins at 9.4 GHz.
The problem is solved by searching for correlations betw
the actual Gd impurity concentrationNGd, the concentration
of Gd31 ions, and the concentration of free electronsn in the
doped crystals.

3. From the point of view of the stated question the m
results of our studies reduce to the following.

– There is no direct correlation between the concen
tion of the Gd impurity and the free-electron concentration
Pb12xSnxTe : Gd crystals. For a fixed composition of th
crystal matrix the ratio between these concentrations is
ferent in different segments of the bar~Fig. 1!, and the elec-
1181063-7826/98/32(11)/2/$15.00
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trical activity of the Gd impurity is lowest at the startin
point of the bar, where the ratioNGd/n is maximum, and can
reach values exceeding an order of magnitude. In the
region of the bar, where the Gd concentration falls
abruptly, the free-electron concentration begins to excee

– In Gd-doped samples the free-electron concentra
in the region of impurity conductivity does not depend on t
temperature.

– The less tin there is in the matrix of the doped cryst
the higher will the electron concentration be, all else be
equal.

– In the investigated samples ESR spectra of ga
linium, which are characteristic of Gd31 ions (S57/2) in a
crystal field of cubic symmetry, are observed~Fig. 2!.

– The concentration of Gd31 ions forming the ESR
spectrum of the Pb12xSnxTe:Gd crystals is an order of mag

FIG. 1. Distribution along a bar (l is distance from the starting point o
growth of the bar,L is the overall length of the bar! of the Gd concentration
~1!, the free-electron concentration~2!, and the ratio of their mean value
n/NGd ~3! for a PbTe : Gd crystal grown from a starting mixture with G
contentNGd51.731020 cm23.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nitude or two orders of magnitude lower than the concen
tion of free electrons in the samples.

4. It follows from the above data that in Gd-doped cry
tals of Pb12xSnxTe:Gd there does not exist a direct corre
tion between the total impurity concentration and the fr
electron concentration or between the concentration of
impurity in the ionized state relative to the crystalline lattic
Gd31, and n. Thus, we can unambiguously state that t
change in the electrical parameters of IV–VI crystals wh
doped with Gd is not due to ionization of the impurity. Ot
erwise, the concentration of Gd31 ions in the investigated
crystals would be equal ton or greater, considering the pos
sibility for the existence in the crystals of compensating
ceptor centers. Consequently, the presence of free elec
in Pb12xSnxTe:Gd crystals is due to intrinsic defects of th
crystalline lattice. Sincen does not depend onT in the doped
crystals, these donor centers should possess zero activ
energy. Such centers in IV–VI crystals, as is well known,
chalcogen vacancies.9,10 The role of Gd thus reduces to
change in the ratio of electrically active, intrinsic point d
fects in equilibrium at the crystallization point in favor of th
indicated vacancies. In undoped Pb12xSnxTe crystals, as is
well known, the situation is the opposite.11

5. Within the framework of the expounded model of t
electrical activity of Gd impurity in IV–VI crystals, the rea
son for the absence of a correlation between the Gd con
tration and the free-electron concentration in doped crys
is obvious. Logically, this also explains the dependence

FIG. 2. Room-temperature ESR spectra~gainV equal to:a — 43103, b —
0.53102). a! n-PbTe : Gd. Total Gd concentration from the microanaly
data 2.331019 cm23. Concentration of Gd31 ions from the ESR data
2.331017 cm23. Free-electron concentration 3.931018 cm23. b! Sample
of ultramarine with calibrated spin content 1.531017, used as a referenc
for determining the concentration of Gd31 ions in the investigated
Pb12xSnxTe : Gd samples.
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the concentration of the free electrons due to gadolini
doping on the composition of the matrix of the bar, a
within its limits, on the spatial coordinate. In Pb12xSnxTe
solid solutions the position of the maximum on the liquid
curve depends on the percent Sn content. It is that m
more strongly shifted into the tellurium-enriched region re
tive to stoichiometry the larger isx ~Ref. 11!. Therefore, asx
is increased, it is necessary to have a larger amount of G
order to shift this maximum into the region of compositio
enriched by metallic components, which is equivalent to
creasingn while keepingNGd fixed. The minimal donor ac-
tivity of Gd in the initial segments of doped bars grown fro
melt is explained by the action of tellurium, which in th
absence of doping separates out in such bars in the form
precipitates. As is well known, tellurium always precipitat
out in Pb12xSnxTe crystals grown from melt, but the conce
tration of such precipitates is maximum at the starting po
of the bars.12–14 To a significant extent, this tellurium neu
tralizes the donor activity of Gd. It should be noted that th
is a typical phenomenon in the interaction of Te precipita
and donor impurities in the investigated materials.15,16

We wish to thank Prof. S. Waplak and Mr. W. Bednars
~Institute of Molecular Physics, Polish Academy of Sc
ences! for assistance with carrying out the ESR studies a
for useful discussions.
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Experimental data on luminescence in laser-modified InP crystals are compared with the theory
of radiative recombination of heavily doped, compensated semiconductors. It is established
that the band with maximum at 1.35 eV observed at 77 K is due to radiative transitions through
the tails of the density of states which are formed as a result of the random distribution of
defects and impurities showing up after laser treatment. The effective depth of the tails of the
density of states is estimated to be equal to 67 meV. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01011-4#
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The authors of Ref. 1 have reported observation of a n
bright band with energy position of the maximumhnm

51.35 eV in the photoluminescence spectra of las
modified InP crystals at 77 K. This band is due to radiat
transitions through the tails of the density of states which
formed as a result of the random distribution of defects a
impurities after laser treatment. Radiative transitions throu
the tails of the density of states are possible in heavily dop
compensated semiconductors~HDCS!. This provides a basis
for comparing experimental results with the theory of lum
nescence of heavily doped, compensated semiconducto2

Since inversion of the type of conductivity fromn to p
takes place in the modified near-surface layer and since
carrier concentration is;1019 cm23 ~Ref. 3!, the most prob-
able recombination channels, as in HDCS withp-type con-
ductivity, are ‘‘tail–to–tail’’ transitions~TT transitions!. We
have therefore performed a detailed comparison of the t
perature dependences of the parameters of the new emi
band at 1.35 eV with the theory of luminescence of heav
doped, compensated semiconductors2 for the case of radia-
tive TT transitions.

According to the theory, in TT transitions the ener
position of the maximum varies nonmonotonically as t
temperatureT is increased and at some temperatureT*
reaches a minimum, as was also observed experimental1

The temperature dependence of the energy position
the maximum of the photoluminescence band forT,T* is
due to destruction of deep states of the ‘‘tail’’ of th
minority-carrier band and should be linear, while the te
perature coefficient of the energy position of the maxim
should be greater than the temperature coefficient of
width of the band gapEg .

The experimental results give a linear temperature
pendence of the energy position of the maximum1 with tem-
perature coefficienta153.731024 eV/K, which is greater
than the temperature coefficient forEg (ag53.6
31024 eV/K), also indicating an agreement between the
and experiment.

In the temperature regionT* ,T,220 K radiative re-
combination is governed by states in the tails near the ed
of the allowed bands, and there are many more of these s
1181063-7826/98/32(11)/3/$15.00
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than deep states. The temperature dependence of the e
position of the maximum here should be given by the f
mula

hnm5Eg2lI a~2T0/3!2T22, ~1!

or

hnm5Eg2a2T22, ~2!

whereT05850 K is the ‘‘freezing’’ temperature of the im
purities in the InP lattice,l is a quantity of the order of
unity, anda25lI a(2T0/3)2 is the temperature coefficient o

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the energy position of the maximu
the photoluminescence spectra of laser-modified crystals of InP in the
perature interval 150,T,220 K.
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the energy position of the maximum. Thus the dependenc
Eg2hnm on T22 should be a straight line, as was observ
experimentally~Fig. 1!, and the temperature coefficient
a252.63103 eV•K2. Comparing the temperature coefficie
a2 in the regionT* ,T,220 K with its theoretical expres
sion, we estimated the ionization energy of a single acce
(I a), which turns out to be equal to 8 meV forl51. At
T.220 K the energy position of the maximum falls linear
asEg .

The total intensity of the 1.35-eV band decreases ex
nentially with increasing temperature, and its half-width v
ies nonmonotonically.1 In the temperature region 77,T
,220 K it increases linearly, and it decreases
T.220 K. This confirms the presence of various radiat
mechanisms.

Consequently, luminescence of modified InP crystals
the temperature regionT,220 K is due to transitions
through the tails of the density of states~TT transitions!. In
the high-temperature regionT.220 K the main recombina
tion channels are band-to-band transitions.

Thus, the temperature dependence of the main par
eters of the new emission band in the temperature reg
77,T,220 K functionally coincides with that predicted b
theory for the radiative TT transitions. This provides a ba
for comparing the shape of the spectrum of the new ban
1.35 eV~Fig. 2! with its theoretically expected shape.

In the short-wavelength region (hn.hnm), according to
the theory,2 the falloff of the intensityF(hn) depends on the
temperature and should have the form

F~hn!5F0 exp@~Eg2hn!/kT22p1/2

3~Eg2hn!5/4/5I d
5/4~Nae

3!1/2#. ~3!

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectrum of laser-modified crystals of In
77 K.
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Setting D5Eg2hn and A52p1/2/5I d
5/4(Nae

3)1/2, we
write expression~3! in the form

F~hn!5F0 exp~D/kT2AD5/4!. ~4!

Thus, in the coordinates@(D12D2)/kT2 ln(F1 /F2)# and
@D1

5/42D2
5/4#, whereF1 , F2 andD1 , D2 correspond to two

arbitrary photon energies,hn1 and hn2 , the dependence
F(hn) should be a straight line.

FIG. 3. Short-wavelength falloff (hn.hnm) of the photoluminescence
band.

FIG. 4. Long-wavelength falloff (hn,hnm) of the photoluminescence
band.
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At 77 K, when the 1.35-eV band predominates, the fa
off of F(hn) in the short-wavelength region is satisfactor
approximated by expression~4! ~Fig. 3!. In the construction
of the dependence in Fig. 3,hn1 was fixed andhn2 was
varied. The coefficientA, found from the slope of the line
turned out to be equal to 238 eV25/4, which corresponds to
an ionization energy of a single donorI d54.8 meV and is
close to the energy of a shallow donor in InP.

In the long-wavelength region (hn,hnm), according to
the theory, the nature of the emission spectrum is determ
by the falloff of the density of states with penetration into t
band gap~from above! and can be written as

F~hn!5F0 exp~2D2/2g2!. ~5!

In the coordinates ln(F1 /F2) and (D2
22D1

2) the dependence
F(hn) should be a straight line. The experimental dep
dence confirms the theoretically predicted dependence a
described by expression~5! ~Fig. 4!. The effective depth of
the tails of the density of states (g), found from the slope of
the line at 77 K, is 67 meV, which is almost twice the the
retically calculated value of the mean-square fluctuation
-

ed

-
is

-
f

the potential in InP~Ref. 4! and is explained by the forma
tion of a large number of dislocations in the surface region
the crystal.5

In summary, all of the experimental results are in sa
factory agreement with the Levanyuk–Osipov theory of
minescence of heavily doped, compensated semiconduc
These results give us reason to conclude that radiative
combination in laser-modified InP crystals is due to tran
tions through the tails of the density of states.

1N. G. Dzhumamukhambetov and A. G. Dmitriev, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovo
27, 641 ~1993! @Semiconductors27, 356 ~1993!#.

2A. P. Levanyuk and V. V. Osipov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk133, 427 ~1981! @Sov.
Phys. Usp.24, 187 ~1981!#.

3N. G. Dzhumamukhambetov, inAbstracts of the Seventh Internationa
Conference on Solid-State Radiation Physics@in Russian# ~MGIÉM,
1996!, p. 118.

4A. L. Éfros, Usp. Fiz. Nauk111, 451 ~1973! @Sov. Phys. Usp.16, 789
~1973!.

5N. G. Dzhumamukhambetov, Fiz. Khim. Obrab. Mater.@Physics and
Chemistry of Processing of Materials#, No. 2, 121~1997!.

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
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Study of the dynamical characteristics of an insulator–semiconductor interface
Y. G. Fedorenko and A. M. Sverdlova
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A. Malinin
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A study of charge relaxation processes in metal–insulator–semiconductor structures containing
the rare-earth oxides Gd2O3 and Lu2O3 as the insulator has been performed using the deep-
level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! method in combination with a study of nonlinear oscillations
in the metal–insulator–semiconductor structure connected to an external inductive circuit.
On the basis of the DLTS results and the variation with temperature of the configuration of the
period multiplicity regions of the controlling parameters~the amplitude and frequency of
the applied voltage! it is shown that the generation of nonlinear oscillations in a
metal–insulator–semiconductor structure is governed by the properties of the
insulator–semiconductor interface, in particular, the density of surface states and the capture
cross sections. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01111-9#
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One of the main directions of development of prese
day solid-state electronics is the search for dynamic cha
instabilities for use as information carriers. In meta
insulator–semiconductor~MIS! structures the particular fea
tures of the dynamic processes are attributable to the for
tion and resorption of a packet of charge carriers bound
holes and in the free state on the surface of the semicon
tor. To utilize MIS structures in functional electronic devic
it is necessary to establish the influence of processes of
eration, accumulation, and recombination of charge carr
with participation of the surface states on the formation
current instabilities which are the reason for the appeara
of dynamical regimes in MIS systems.

To understand the electronic processes at the insula
semiconductor~IS! interface, which complicate the curren
dynamics in an MIS structure under nonequilibrium con
tions, e.g., upon application of a variable voltage, it is n
essary that we combine a classical approach to the stud
electronic processes at the IS interface and an appro
based on the ideas and methods of nonlinear dynamics.
mechanism for the appearance of nonlinear oscillations in
MIS structure is closely linked with phenomena and regula
ties of the occurrence of electronic processes on the sur
of the semiconductor, which have been examined using c
sical methods of study.

In our study the goal was to establish an interrelations
between charge relaxation processes in an MIS structure
the appearance of complex dynamical regimes in a sim
electronic system—a nonautonomous series circuit with
MIS structure connected in series. We have carried ou
experimental study of the peculiarities of the relaxation
electronic processes at the interface of rare-earth oxides
1191063-7826/98/32(11)/6/$15.00
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silicon using deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS!,
which has allowed us to obtain a quantitative estimate of
parameters of the surface states~e.g., the capture cross se
tion! and to perform a qualitative analysis of charge-carr
relaxation processes in the MIS structure in conjunction w
the results of a study of nonlinear oscillations.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We investigated samples containing rare-earth oxi
(Lu2O3 and Gd2O3). The oxide films were fabricated b
thermal oxidation of metallic films of these elements
vacuum. Oxidation took place in a flux of dried oxygen or
air at a temperature of 500 °C for 15–20 min. Aluminu
electrodes were prepared by thermal evaporation in vacu
The area of the electrodes ranged from 3.331023 to 5.0
31023 cm2. An aluminum contact was deposited on th
back side of the wafer~the reverse side from the polishe
side! by thermal evaporation. The main electrical paramet
of the films—the dielectric constant, effective surfa
charge, the dependence of the surface potential on the
age across the field electrode, etc. were estimated from
capacitance–voltage characteristics~CVC! measured at a
frequency of 1 MHz.

DLTS spectra were obtained on a DLS-82 measurem
complex having the following specifications. The sensitiv
of determination of the capacitance wasDC5231025 pF
for the signal-to-noise ratio SNR5 1. The frequency of the
filling pulse ranged from 2.5 to 2500 Hz, and its amplitu
wasDU50.1 V. The available software enabled us to ca
out measurements in real time, identify errors, and anal
the data. The measurement technique and the technique
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Capacitance–voltage~a! and conductance–voltage~b, c! characteristics of Gd2O3 MIS-structures at different temperatures, K:1 — 300, 2 — 212,
3 — 166,4 — 77.
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to process the spectra were chosen on the basis of an an
of Refs. 1–3. To avoid difficulties associated with the pr
ence of mobile charge in the oxide and recharging of elec
capture centers in the insulator during tunneling, which c
contribute to the total signal for values of the surface pot
tial close to its enriching values, we subjected the sample
a preliminary field treatment at a negative bias voltageU
52426 V for one hour, which allowed us to achieve a
outflow of positive charge from the oxide to the metal.
sis
-
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The capacitance–voltage characteristics of the sam
had the form typical of MIS structures~Figs. 1a and 2a!. For
the samples with Gd2O3 films ~Fig. 1a! the presence of a
positive built-in charge is characteristic, the voltage of t
flat bandsVf b varies from22.6 to21.8 V, the fixed charge
in the insulatorQf5(3.223.8)31028 C/cm2, the slope of
CVC (1/C)•dC/dV is equal to 0.520.6 V21, and the ca-
FIG. 2. Capacitance–voltage~a! and conductance–voltage~b, c! characteristics of Lu2O3 MIS-structures at different temperatures, K:1 — 300, 2 — 140,
3 — 77.
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FIG. 3. DLTS spectra of Gd2O3 MIS-structures for different values of the surface potentialws , eV: a — 0.42, b — 0.28, c — 0.2.
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pacitance overlap coefficient was 10–12. The dielectric c
stant«, determined from the rf CVC at 1 MHz was 10–1
In the voltage dependence of the active component of
conductivity Gp2V we observed a smooth growth of th
conductivity in the transition from depletion to enrichmen
with saturation in the inversion region~Fig. 1b!. For a num-
ber of samples, lowering the temperature led to a chang
sign of the active component of the conductivity~Fig. 1c! in
the region of values of the surface potential correspondin
the transition from inversion to surface depletion, and a s
ment of weak dependence ofGp on V on the depleting bend
of the bands, changing over to growth of the conductiv
upon enrichment. Such a change in theGp2V dependence
upon lowering the temperature is possible in the case
variation of the charge of the surface states upon intersec
of the Fermi level and the the surface state level up to v
ages corresponding to surface inversion. The observed
charging effect is characteristic of surface states with sm
capture cross sections. The shift of the CVC toward posi
voltages upon lowering of the temperature, the increas
the capacitance of the structure, and the change in the s
of the characteristics on the depletion segment all confi
the assumption that the negative charge of the surface s
increases.

MIS structures with Lu2O3 are distinguished by flat
band voltagesVf b equal to21.4 to 21.0 V ~see Fig. 2a!,
and consequently by smaller values of the fixed charge in
insulator Qf5(8.229.5)31029 C/cm2. The conductance–
voltage curves~Fig. 2b! are characterized by the presence
a maximum at the flat-band voltage and a tendency tow
saturation in the region of voltages corresponding to inv
sion. An estimate of the density of surface states from
magnitude of the peak in theGp2V curves gives the value
;(1.822.8)31011cm22

•eV21. As the temperature is low
ered, some decrease of the capacitance and conduc
takes place at voltages greater than the flat-band voltage.
capacitance–voltage characteristics are shifted in a par
manner along the voltage axis, without significant change
slope, and the shift of the flat-band voltageDVf b is equal to
20.2 to 20.25 V, which suggests a continuous distributi
of surface states or their constant contribution to the cap
tance at relatively low densities. Increasing the positive v
age causes a falloff of the active and the reactive compon
-
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of the conductivity, which is evidence of nonequilibrium fil
ing of the surface states and an increase in the leakag
electrons through the insulator. It also leads to a decreas
enrichment on the silicon surface and consequently to a l
ering of the capacitance and the conductivity.

In the DLTS spectra, features associated with the in
viduality of the interface formed by different insulators we
also observed . Let us consider features of the spectra of
structures with Gd2O3. Figure 3 shows a family of curve
measured at different values of the surface potential. As
depleting voltage is lowered, the spectra shift smoothly
ward lower temperatures, which is characteristic of a c
tinuous energy distribution of the surface states. A charac
istic feature of the spectra is the strong dependence of
signal amplitude on the temperature. As was shown in R
4, such a dependence of the signal amplitude in the struct
considered there—ap2n junction and a Schottky barrier—
can be due to interaction of the charge carriers with the
allowed bands. In this case, a temperature-dependent am
tude factor appears in the analytical expression for the DL
spectra:

A15en /~en1ep!

51/@11~cpNv /cnNc!•exp~2~Ep2Em!/kT!#

[1/@11l•b•exp~DE/kT!#,

whereDE5Ep2En , b5Nv /Nc , andl5cp /cn . It can be
seen that if the amplitude grows as the temperature is l
ered, then the level is located above the middle of the b
gap (En,Ep). An estimate of the capture cross secti
from the Arrhenius plots givessn52.831022021.2
310221cm22 in the energy intervalEn50.26820.157 eV
from the bottom of the conduction band, confirming t
above-stated assumption.

MIS structures with Lu2O3 ~Fig. 4! exhibited higher-
temperature peaks, which demonstrates the presence of
surface states with energyEn50.4520.4 eV. The ampli-
tudes of the peaks decrease somewhat as the temperat
lowered, and at values of the surface potential correspond
to weak surface depletion remain essentially unchanged.
width of the peaks grows substantially as the surface po
tial is decreased, which suggests that electrons fill the le
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FIG. 4. DLTS spectra of Lu2O3 MIS-structures for different values of the surface potentialws , eV: a — 0.42, b — 0.28, c — 0.2.
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which are found above the Fermi level. As a result of t
absence of techniques for processing spectra of such com
cated makeup, we did not attempt a quantitative estimat
the capture cross sections. Efforts to separate the cont
tion of the surface states above and below the Fermi leve
using a smaller amplitude of the filling pulseDV50.05 V
did not yield a positive result.

A general feature of the spectra is the decrease of
amplitude of the peaks as the frequency of the filling pul
is lowered from 2500 to 2.5 Hz, which reveals the contrib
tion of the slow surface states.

An analysis of such characteristics of the spectra as
amplitude and peak width as functions of the temperat
and surface potential reveals aspects of the interaction o
carriers with both bands and allows us to make an assu
tion about the depth of the level and its position relative
the middle of the band gap. Thus, the monotonic decreas
the signal amplitude with growth of the temperature for M
structures with Gd2O3 ~Fig. 4! is evidence of the presence o
a continuous distribution of the surface states with a dis
bution minimum near the middle of the silicon band gap.

For MIS structures with Lu2O3 the dependence of th
signal amplitude on the temperature has a nonmonot
character and the amplitude was found to increase at t
e
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peratures near room temperature, which suggests that
surface centers contribute to the total signal. On the basi
the above data we may conclude that relaxation process
the rare-earth-oxide–silicon interface take place as a resu
the interaction of surface states with both allowed bands,
that the Si–Gd2O3 interface is characterized by the presen
of surface states in the upper half of the band gap with sm
capture cross sections resulting in an increase in the neg
charge of the surface states as the temperature is lowered
in the appearance of inversion at depleting values of the
face potential. For structures with Lu2O3 deep surface cen
ters near the middle of the band gap are detected at the
terface. These centers contribute substantially to the sign
high temperaturesT53102340 K.

A study of the temperature dependence of excitation
oscillations in a series circuit with an MIS structure co
nected in series has shown that the topology of the reg
diagrams is configured chiefly by processes of recharging
the surface states. Figure 5 shows diagrams of oscillatio
regimes for structures with Gd2O3. It can be seen that as th
temperature is lowered, the current dynamics in the syste
characterized by a transition to oscillations with a sma
period nT0 , n52. Random oscillations do not arise belo
FIG. 5. Diagrams of oscillatory regimes in a series circuit with a Gd2O3 MIS-structure connected in series at different temperatures, K: a — 300, b — 220,
c — 180. The figures1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8indicate the duration of the period of the oscillations as a multiple of the period of the external voltageT0 . C is the region
of generation of random oscillations.
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FIG. 6. Diagrams of oscillatory regimes in a circuit including a Lu2O3 MIS-structure at different temperatures, K: a — 300, b — 180, c — 77. The notation
is the same as in Fig. 5.
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T51902170 K anywhere in the entire range of frequenc
and amplitudes of the applied voltage. This characteri
feature of the temperature variations of the regime diagra
can be attributed to the appearance of negatively cha
surface states at these temperatures, which causes the
trons to recombine with the minority carriers under invers
conditions over the course of one period of the appl
voltage.

Figure 6 shows regime diagrams in the coordinates ‘‘a
plitude and frequency of the applied voltage’’ for an M
structure with Lu2O3. As can be seen, at all temperatures
region of chaotization divides into two ‘‘sleeves,’’ betwee
which the periodic regimes 3T0 and 6T0 are observed. As
the temperature of the sample is lowered from 300 to 180
the range of frequencies and amplitudes at which excita
of nonlinear oscillations is possible broadens, but with f
ther lowering of the temperature the existence region of r
dom oscillations is bounded from above by values of
amplitude of the applied voltageV0525 V, and with growth
of the amplitude, the frequency range of existence of os
lations with periods 2T0 , 3T0 , 4T0 , and 6T0 narrows.

The change in the topology of the regime diagrams
the ‘‘amplitude–frequency’’ plane can be explained as f
lows. As the temperature is lowered, surface states w
lower energy are included into the relaxation process and
amplitudes of the applied voltage needed to fill the le
decrease. The shift of the frequency range from 400–110
600–1600 kHz confirms their inclusion in the surface-st
relaxation process even with shorter relaxation times. Ho
ever, the substantial differences in the topology of the reg
diagrams for different insulators cannot be explained in
framework of a change in the equilibrium filling of the su
face states with lowering of the temperature. It is possible
explain the preservation of the variety of types of oscillatio
at liquid-nitrogen temperatures in MIS structures with Lu2O3

by taking into account deeper surface levels. The ejectio
carriers into the conduction band at low temperatures is
significant by virtue of its thermal-activation character.
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The absence of equilibrium filling of the surface stat
may be assumed as the reason for the continued gener
of complex oscillations at low temperatures in samples w
Lu2O3: if it were present, it would lead to the possibility o
dynamic redistribution of the carriers between the surfa
states and the bands upon application of a variable exte
voltage. Thus, in the case of nonequilibrium filling of th
surface states, surface states from a wider interval of e
gies, characterized by a wider interval of relaxation tim
are included in the exchange of carriers between bands.
makes it possible to observe oscillatory regimes at low te
peratures. Nonequilibrium filling of surface states is the r
son for the substantial broadening of the peak of the DL
signal as the temperature is lowered, consistent with
measured capacitance–voltage and conductivity–volt
characteristics. Note the close match between the temp
ture interval T51602220 K, in which broadening of the
DLTS peaks is observed, and the temperature intervaT
51502220 K, where an increase in the range of frequenc
and amplitudes of the applied voltage is observed, at wh
nonlinear oscillations, including random oscillations, a
excited.

In summary, the results of measurements of the elec
cal properties of a silicon–rare-earth-oxide interface, of
DLTS spectra, and of the current oscillations in a series
cuit, with an MIS structure connected in series, have
vealed previously unknown connections between such
rameters as the density of the surface states and their ca
cross sections, on the one hand, and the DLTS data
conditions of generation of nonlinear oscillations, on t
other. Such an approach opens up the totally new possib
of determining nonequilibrium properties of an interface
studying electronic processes at the surface of the semi
ductor.

This work was carried out with the financial support of
grant for young scientists in the Goskomvuz system of
Russian Federation; the organization carrying out the co
petition St. Petersburg State University.
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Effect of hydrogenation on the properties of metal–GaAs Schottky barrier contacts
V. G. Bozhkov, V. A. Kagade , and N. A. Torkhov

Scientific-Research Institute of Semiconductor Devices, 634000 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted August 29, 1997; accepted for publication May 26, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 1343–1348~November 1998!

The effect of hydrogenation~incorporation of atomic hydrogen! on the properties ofn-GaAs and
the characteristics of Au–GaAs Schottky barrier contacts~the ideality factor of the
current–voltage characteristicn, the barrier heightwb , and the reverse voltageVr at a current of
10 mA) has been investigated. Then-GaAs surface was bare (A-type samples! or was
protected by an ultrathin~;50 Å! layer of SiO2 (B-type samples! during hydrogenation. It was
shown that there was an optimal hydrogenation regime for theA-type samples~temperature
range 1502250 °C and duration 5 min!, for which n andVr reached their minimum and maximum
values, respectively. For theB-type samples,n andVr improve starting from minimal
durations and temperatures of hydrogenation and remain constant or even improve over the
entire investigated range of temperatures (1002400 °C) and durations~1–50 min!. The donor
impurity passivation processes are roughly the same for theA- andB-type samples.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01211-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The effect of treatment in hydrogen plasma on the pr
erties of semiconductor materials has been studied ex
sively since the beginning of the 1980s. As a result, it h
been established that it is mainly due to the interaction
atomic hydrogen with structural defects, deep and shal
impurity centers located on the surface and in the volum
into which atomic hydrogen penetrates as a result of di
sion. A consequence of this interaction is passivation~sup-
pression of activity! of the indicated defects and centers, a
companied by a substantial change in the electr
characteristics and properties of the material: the concen
tion of the majority charge carriers, their mobility, the life
time of the minority charge carriers, the photoluminesce
intensity, homogeneity, etc.1–3 It should also be noted tha
the interaction of atomic hydrogen with the surface of
semiconductor leads to reduction of the surface oxides~i.e.,
efficient surface cleaning! and etching of the material.4–7

Such strong action as hydrogenation has on the pro
ties of semiconductor materials is of great practical inter
Studies that have been carried out so far have shown
passivation by atomic hydrogen can be used to protect
surface of silicon1,8,9 and gallium-arsenide10 diodes, enhance
the efficiency of silicon solar cells,11,12 improve the forward
and reverse current–voltage characteristics~CVC! of
Schottky-barrier diodes,13,14 and substantially improve~in
combination with other production processes! the character-
istics of silicon field devices.15 At the same time, it must be
acknowledged that the number of such studies has been
limited and it cannot be said that hydrogenation is used
tensively in the fabrication of semiconductor devices.

In our study the goal was to investigate the effect
treatment with atomic hydrogen~hydrogenation! on the char-
acteristics of Schottky barrier metal–GaAs contacts. The
that hydrogen has a beneficial effect on both the bulk
1191063-7826/98/32(11)/5/$15.00
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surface properties of semiconductor materials makes
treatment especially attractive for devices using surfa
barrier structures.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Hydrogen plasma was created with the help of a refl
tion arc discharge by a hollow cathode and an incandes
element. We were the first to employ such a technique
creating atomic hydrogen for treatment of semiconductor16

The discharge heating voltage was 180–200 V at a curren
2 A.

The samples were treated in a chamber with an ini
vacuum of 4.231026 Torr. The flow rate of the hydrogen
fed into it was maintained at 700 atm•cm3/h. The hydrogen
pressure in the chamber was 1.331024 Torr. Such a low
pressure substantially differentiates the conditions of hyd
genation in this setup from those used earlier. Another
portant feature of this setup is that the design of the atom
hydrogen generator~small emission opening in the cathod
and significant distance from it of the target holding t
samples to be treated! shielded the samples from bombar
ment by the high-energy particles of the plasma.

The rate of cooling of the sample holder after termin
tion of treatment was greater than 15 °C/s in the tempera
interval 4002250 °C. The treatment parameters which w
were able to vary were the sample temperature (Ttreat) and
treatment time (t treat).

Epitaxial layers of GaAs : Sn of thickness 0.5mm,
grown on ann1-GaAs : Te substrate with@100# orientation
were subjected to hydrogen-plasma treatment~AB treat-
ment!. The charge-carrier concentration in the epitax
layer was (324.2)31016cm23, and in the substrate
231018cm23. Before commencement of treatment,
ohmic contact was created on the substrate by electroch
cal deposition of GaNi1 Au with subsequent annealing in
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nitrogen atmosphere at a temperature of 450 °C for 5 m
After chemical cleaning, the epitaxial layers were trea
with a solution of NH4OH : H2O5 1 : 5 to remove native
oxide, whose thickness was monitored with an ellipsome
and amounted to 7–10 Å after cleaning. Next, the epita
layers were protected with a thin (;50 Å) plasma-
chemically deposited insulating layer~SiO2). This was done
in order to avoid possible surface damage during AB tre
ment, as reported in Refs. 17 and 18. Some of the semi
ductor wafers were subjected to treatment without the p
tective layer ~it was removed with a buffered etcha
immediately before treatment!. This made it possible to vi-
sually assess the role of the protective layer.

The investigated Schottky-barrier structures we
formed by electrochemical deposition of a gold film of thic
ness 0.8mm onto the windows of a photoresist~on the wa-
fers with unprotected surfaces! with subsequent removal o
the photoresist, or onto windows in the insulating layer~for
the protected wafers!. The diameter of the windows wa
325 mm. In what follows, we will call the sample
~Schottky-barrier structures! prepared on unprotected wafe
A-type samples, and those prepared on protected waferB-
type samples. Control samples were prepared together
the test samples. The control samples were not subjecte
treatment in an atmosphere of atomic hydrogen. Results
them are referred to in the figures as ‘‘untreated.’’

The distribution of the ionized donor impurity conce
tration Nd with thickness of the epitaxial layer~concentration
profiles! was deduced from measurements of t
capacitance–voltage characteristics~CVC! at 1 MHz. Values
of the barrier heightwb were determined from the current
voltage characteristics and the magnitude of the satura
current. The ideality factor of the current–voltage charac
istics was determined from the slope of a semi-log plot of
current–voltage characteristic.19

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We were guided in our choice of the treatment tempe
tures and times by the results of existing studies13,14 and by
our preliminary results.

Figure 1a plots the dependence of the barrier heig
ideality factor of the current–voltage characteristic, and
verse voltageVr ~at a current of 10mA) on the treatment
temperature forA-type samples. The samples were prepa
from one wafer and were subjected to AB treatment in
vidually. Treatment time was 5 min. It can be seen that
ideality factor varied only weakly over the entire interval
treatment temperatures. The reverse voltage passes thro
maximum in the temperature interval 1502250 °C and stays
above its values for the untreated~control! samples over the
entire temperature interval. The barrier height underg
substantial changes at low temperatures.

Figure 1b plots concentration profiles corresponding
the above-indicated treatment regimes~Fig. 1a!. Note that
passivation of the dopant impurity is pronounced already
the minimum treatment temperature 100 °C. Further chan
in the profile ~at higher temperatures! are insignificant. An
increase in the impurity concentration~weaker passivation!
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is usually observed at treatment temperaturesTtreat

.250 °C. In some experiments this effect was more p
nounced. Its manifestation was strongly influenced, as
were able to determine, by the cooling rate of the samp
after treatment. The slower the cooling, the more pronoun
the effect. The reason for this is obvious: partial reactivat
of the impurity takes place during slow cooling. From o
estimates, at the cooling rate we were able to achieve~better
than 15 °C/s! the role of this effect was not large.

Additional information about the nature and reasons
changes in the CVC parameters of the current–voltage c
acteristics brought about by AB treatment of GaAs waf
can be obtained from the dependence on the treatment
~Figs. 2a and 2b!. Measurements of this dependence we
made at a treatment temperature of 150 °C, which is ne
optimal ~judging from the foregoing results!. As it turned
out, a treatment time of 5 min is optimal from the point

FIG. 1. Variation of the parameters of Au/n2n1-GaAs contacts (A-type
samples! as functions of the treatment temperature ofn2n1-GaAs struc-
tures treated with atomic hydrogen (Ttreat); treatment time 5 min. a—
dependence of the reverse bias voltageVr ~1!, barrier heightwb ~2!, and
ideality index of the current–voltage characteristicn ~3! on the treatment
temperatureTtreat; the arrow indicates the parameter values of the untrea
samples. b—profiles of the distribution of ionized impurityNd(x) for vari-
ous values ofTtreat, °C: 1 — 100,2 — 200,3 — 250,4 — 300,5 — 350.
The empty squares~6! plot the distributionNd(x) in the untreated sample.
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view of obtaining the best CVC parameters: maximum va
of the reverse voltage, minimum value of the ideality fact
and stable value of the barrier height. Comparison of Figs
and 1b, and also Figs. 2a and 2b, indicates that variatio
the reverse voltagesVr for Schottky-barrier structures cann
be explained just by passivation of the impurity. This is
dicated by the absence of a strict correlation between va
tions of the values ofVr and Nd . This conclusion is also
confirmed by other results, which are presented below.

The above-described behavior of the Schottky-bar
characteristics for theA-type samples can be explained
follows. At low treatment temperatures and short treatm
times surface damage is possible~and with it a deterioration
of the values ofn). This damage is attributable to selectiv
etching~reduction! of the surface oxides of GaAs in a strea
of atomic hydrogen. As is well known~see, for example
Refs. 5 and 6!, arsenic oxide is reduced by atomic hydrog
more effectively than gallium oxide, and this process alrea

FIG. 2. Variation of the parameters of Au/n2n1-GaAs contacts as func
tions of the treatment time ofn2n1-GaAs structures treated with atom
hydrogen (t treat) for Ttreat5150°C (A-type samples!. a—dependence of the
reverse bias voltageVr ~1!, barrier heightwb ~2!, and ideality index of the
current–voltage characteristicn ~3! on the treatment timet treat; b—profiles
of the distribution of ionized impurityNd(x): 1 — untreated sample,2–7 —
treatment timet treat, min: 2 — 1/3, 3 — 1, 4 — 5, 5 — 15, 6 — 50.
e
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a
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goes forward at room temperature. Surface damage as
sult of bombardment of the sample by high-energy ions fr
the plasma is improbable, taking into account the design
the generator. With increase of the treatment temperature
time, oxides and organic contaminants are removed, ‘‘he
ing’’ of intrinsic defects occurs, and the surface structu
approaches ideal.5,6 Values of the ideality factor in this cas
reach their minimum, and values of the reverse voltage re
their maximum.

Deterioration of the values ofn at high temperatures
~greater than 200 °C) observed for short treatment tim
~1 min! and for long times (.5 min), taking into account the
parallel falloff of the reverse voltages, can be linked w
growth of the density of defects on the surface and/or in
skin layer. It can be assumed that under these condition
chemical reaction between the atomic hydrogen and
GaAs surface is possible, first of all with arsenic, accom
nied by a breakdown of the surface stoichiometry since co
pounds of hydrogen with group-V elements are usually vo
tile. Such behavior is highly pronounced, for example, in I
~Ref. 18!. It cannot be ruled out for GaAs, although it occu
in a significantly weaker form.4,5

Although reasons for the behavior of the ideality fact
of the current–voltage characteristics can in some mea
also explain the variations of the reverse voltages, the
crease ofVr can be linked with damage~defects! of another
kind. It is noteworthy thatVr decreases under conditions
growth ~albeit weak! of the passivation level with increasin
treatment time~Fig. 2b!, but remains above its untreate
value. Only for 50-min treatment does the reverse volta
drop below its untreated value~Fig. 2a!.

Still more complicated is the explanation of the vari
tions of the barrier height, which can be influenced by t
surface structure, the presence of oxides and contamin
and structural and impurity defects. In any event, the bar
height falls to some degree as a result of AB processing,
at temperatures above 200 °C and times greater than 5 m
varies insignificantly.

The explanation suggested above finds qualitative s
port in the results of analogous studies on theB-type samples
@i.e., in the presence of a protective insulating layer (SiO2)
on the surface of the GaAs wafers during AB processin#.
The thickness of the insulating layer was chosen on the b
of an experiment, whose results are shown in Fig. 3. T
samples were treated at 200 °C for 20 min. As can be s
for thicknesses greater than 100 Å the insulating layer
comes opaque to diffusion of atomic hydrogen. We chos
thickness of about 50 Å. Note that the observed change
the passivation level do not always correspond to the cha
in the thickness of the insulating layer. In particular, the p
sivation level for the unprotected surface is usually som
what lower than for insulating layer thicknesses of 50
100 Å. This behavior can be explained by the fact that o
bare GaAs surface, adsorption and diffusion of atomic
drogen are accompanied by its removal in the form of vo
tile hydrides ~during etching of the surface!. At the same
time, for a protected surface the latter effect is excluded.

Results of a study of the characteristic features ofB-type
samples are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. As can be seen f
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these figures, in contrast to theA-type samples~Figs. 1 and
2! in the given case abrupt changes in the values of the C
ideality factor and the barrier height as functions of the tre
ment temperature and time are absent. The reverse volta
the Schottky barrier behaves quite characteristically and
ferently from the case of theA-type samples. It varies hardl
at all as a function of the treatment time after an initial jum
~see the arrow in Fig. 5!, while passivation proceeds almo
the same. As the treatment temperature is raised , the va
of Vr remain the same and then even increase slightly~see
Fig. 4a!. This happens despite the fact that the passiva
level of the dopant impurity decreases at 350 and 400 °C~see
Fig. 4b!. These results, in our view, point to the very impo
tant role of the surface in the changes of the characteristic
the Schottky-barrier contacts taking place as a result of
drogenation. At the same time, it is possible to agree with
authors of Ref. 14, who suggest that passivation of elec
cally active, bulk defects can play a definite role in su
behavior ofVr . It has been suggested20 that their reactiva-
tion requires a higher-temperature treatment~or anneal!. The
diametrically opposite situation, in which the increase in
reverse voltages is a result of the generation of new def
that affect the mobility and hence the breakdown volta
cannot be ruled out.

The complex nature of the processes, which take pl
during hydrogenation and which exert an influence on
characteristics of the Schottky-barrier contacts, is indica
by the following results. Removal of the protective insulati
layer from theB-samples using a buffered etchant leads t
significant decrease~by 3–5 V! in the reverse voltages. Sub
sequent etching of the sample in the form of a mesa t
depth of 0.1mm slightly alters the value ofVr , and only
etching to a depth greater than 1mm regains the initial val-
ues ofVr ~before removal of the protective insulating laye!.

FIG. 3. Effect of thickness of the protective insulating SiO2 layer during
treatment of n2n1-GaAs structures with atomic hydrogen (Ttreat

5200 °C, t treat520 min) on the distribution profile of ionized donor impu
rity Nd(x). SiO2 thickness, Å:1 — 45, 2 — 110,3 — 215,4 — 1000,5 —
1470,6 — 0.
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As for the control samples, for them removal of the insul
ing layer and weak etching~to a depth of 0.1mm) of the
mesa-sample results in an insignificant decrease~by 0.2–
0.3 V! followed by an insignificant increase~by the same
amount! in Vr . Deep etching~to a depth greater than 1mm)
increases the values ofVr by 4 or 5 V.

Judging from the above results, changes in
SiO2– GaAs interface have a greater effect on the change
Vr taking place during AB treatment than do changes in
epitaxial layer. It can be assumed that passivation of def
at the interface leads simultaneously to a substantial decr
in the fringing fields in Schottky-barrier structures, which
the reason for the growth ofVr against a background o
partial reactivation of the impurity~Fig. 4a; Ttreat.300°C)
and its decrease after removal of the SiO2 layer. It is also
conceivable that the effect is associated with changes in
insulating layer itself during treatment.

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 1, but forB-type samples. The numerals in th
legend inb correspond to the following values ofTtreat, °C: 1 — 100,2 —
150,3 — 200,4 — 250,5 — 300,6 — 350,7 — 400. The filled circles~8!
plot the distributionNd(x) for the untreated sample.
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We also performed experiments in which Schottk
barrier structures with unprotected and protected periph
~thickness of the insulating layer 50 Å! were subjected to AB
treatment. Treatment temperature and time were 150 °C
5 min. It was expected that passivation of the dopant im
rity along the periphery can lead to growth of the reve
voltages. However, no noticeable effect was detected,
removal of the insulating layer, as in the case descri
above, led to a decrease ofVr . A return to its initial values
was observed upon etching the mesa-sample to a d
greater than 0.3mm. The reason for such behavior of th
characteristics of Schottky barriers is still unclear.

CONCLUSION

Our studies have demonstrated the efficiency of
implemented atomic-hydrogen generator and the opti
conditions of treatment of structures for improving the m
important parameters of surface-barrier devices~SBD!: the
ideality factor of the current–voltage characteristics and
reverse voltage. Especially interesting and promising
practical purposes are the results, obtained here for the
time, on samples in which the semiconductor surface is p
tected~during treatment! by a thin insulating layer which is
transparent for atomic hydrogen. In this case, the impro

FIG. 5. Dependence of the reverse bias voltageVr ~1!, barrier heightwb ~2!,
and ideality index of the current–voltage characteristicn ~3! on the treat-
ment timet treat for B-type samples. The arrow indicates parameter value
the untreated samples.
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ment of the characteristics~decrease of the CVC ideality
factor and increase of the reverse voltages of the Scho
barrier! is of a more reproducible and stable character. P
cesses taking place right at the SiO2– GaAs interface, as the
results have shown, play a large role in this improvemen

The first-of-its-kind comparative study of protecte
structures subjected to hydrogen-plasma treatment repo
here is of great importance for understanding the nature
the changes in the properties of semiconductors. It allo
one, to a significant degree, to differentiate the contribut
of surface and bulk effects to the observed changes
thereby to eliminate unfounded assumptions from the disc
sion of their relative role.7,13,14,21
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Electrical characteristics of silicon–rare-earth fluoride layered switching structures
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Switching and memory effects in the electrical conductance of layered structures based on
rare–earth fluorides are investigated. These investigations reveal the existence of high- and low-
resistance states in structures of metal–insulator–semiconductor type. It is shown that the
characteristics of the low-resistance state of such structures are described by a metal–tunneling
insulator–semiconductor model. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The recent observation of electrical switching a
memory effects in the conductance of structures with th
film insulators1–3 suggests new ways of fabricating vario
kinds of switches, dc reprogrammable memory eleme
control elements, and other functional units. These struct
exhibit a number of attractive characteristics, among the
large difference in the resistances of the low-resistance
high-resistance states, a nearly unlimited number of non
structive switching cycles for an optimal choice of th
switching regime, and small switching times and energ
Although the phenomenon of conductance switching exhi
some overall regularities in the majority of thin-film mate
als and structures, at present these transitions from a h
resistance state to a low-resistance state and conversely
yet to be explained unambiguously.

An analogous type of electrical conductance switch
with memory effects is exhibited by thin-film structure
based on rare-earth fluoride elements.4–6 However, the
switching parameters of these structures, e.g., the high
low ratio of switching resistances (1062107), the switching
time ~fractions of microseconds!, the energy required fo
switching (;1028 J), and the device radiation hardness, e
ceed any other analogous structures by several order
magnitude. This makes it imperative to study the fundam
tal regularities of conductance switching with memory
these structures, their dependences on internal and ext
factors, and the properties of the high-resistance and l
resistance states. Hence, we have chosen as the goal o
paper the study of these properties in structures made
thin-film cerium, dysprosium, and erbium fluorides.

For these experimental studies, we prepared sam
with metal-insulator-semiconductor~MIS! and metal-
insulator-metal~MIM ! structures. The insulating rare-ear
fluoride films were made by thermal sputtering of powde
CeF3 , DyF3 , and ErF3 in vacuum. The substrates for th
MIS structures were films of single-crystal in silicon withn-
and p-type conductivity, industrial brands KEF-5~111! or
KDB-4.5 ~100!, respectively. The insulating films of rare
earth fluorides were made by thermal sputtering of the p
ered fluorides in a vacuum of;531024 Pa from a molyb-
denum boat at a substrate temperature of;300 °C on a
VUB-5 setup. The thickness of the rare-earth fluoride fil
1201063-7826/98/32(11)/5/$15.00
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was 0.2– 0.5mm. In making MIM structures, we first depos
ited a thick layer of aluminum on a silicon or glass-ceram
substrate, then the insulating layer of rare-earth fluoride,
finally contacts made of aluminum.

Electron-diffraction studies showed that the rare-ea
fluoride films grow in a textured way, with the texture ax
pointing perpendicular to the substrate plane. In this case
structure of the films varied as a function of the thickness
the deposited layer. We first vacuum-sputtered an amorph
layer of rare-earth fluoride on the heated substrate, and
polycrystalline layers with arbitrarily oriented crystallite
Although the final layers were textured, the presence o
preferred orientation did not affect the structure of the low
layers, which indicates that the texturing occurs during
growth of the films obtained.

Figure 1 shows typical switching current-voltage~I–V!
characteristics of MIS structures grown on silicon substra
with n-type conductivity. Our studies showed that the
structures can exist in two states with very different values
the resistance and current-voltage characteristics.
samples were in a state with a high resistance (224)
31011 V ~Fig. 1, branchAB) when first prepared, and re
mained in that state as long as an applied voltage, wh
polarity corresponds to depletion of the semiconductor s
face of majority carriers did not exceed a certain thresh
value Vt55 – 200 V. When this threshold voltage was e
ceeded, the resistance of the sample decreased abrup
the sample switched into a low-resistance state with re
tance 1042105 V ~Fig. 1, branchCD). A structure in the
initially high-resistance state was switched by a voltage w
opposite polarity when the value of the current through
sample reaches 100– 600mA. In this case the voltage fo
switching back was in the rangeV053 – 20 V for variouas
samples.

We were able to repeatedly~more than 104 times! and
reproducibly switch these structures from one state to
other and back using both dc and pulsed voltages. Both st
could be maintained for long periods~more than 30 days! at
room temperature when held at the switch-off voltage.

The MIM structures also possessed switching proper
with a high resistance of;107 V in their initial state. In the
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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low-resistance state, the resistances of the structures w
few ohms. MIM structures could be switched from a hig
resistance state to a low-resistance state and back by ap
voltages of either polarity; the only difference between
forward and backward switching was in the magnitudes
the current and voltage required.

Our studies showed that the magnitude of the curr
flowing through a MIS structure in the insulating state w
;10211210212 A at a voltage of 1 V. In this case th
current-voltage characteristics, which were nearly indep
dent of the polarity of the applied voltage, were well rectifi
in ln J2AV coordinates, which are characteristic of t
Poole-Frenkel effect. Typical current-voltage characteris
for a MIS structure with a film of erbium fluoride in th
high-resistance state are shown in Fig. 2. For both polar
a satisfactory description of these characteristics is given

J5exp~aAV!, ~1!

wherea52.523.5.
We found that the current through the structure in

insulating state increased exponentially with increasing te
perature. The temperature dependence of the current in
case was characterized by an activation energy of;0.5
20.8 eV for the various fluorides in the temperature ran
300–480 K. Curve1 in Fig. 3 shows this dependence fo
MIS structures with cerium fluoride.

In the low-resistance state the I–V characteristics of M
structures are unipolar in form, with a rectification factor
102104. Curve 1 in Fig. 4 shows the I–V characteristic
with small rectification factors and large reverse currents
the opposite case, represented by Fig. 4~curve 2!, the I–V
characteristics are analogous to those of a Schottky d
with a rectification factor;104. In the latter case, the re

FIG. 1. The I–V characteristics of silicon MIS structures with rare-ea
fluorides.AB—high-resistance state;CD— low-resistance state.
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verse current tends toward saturation with increasing volt
~region a), but for a sufficiently large voltage the curren
through the structure increases abruptly~regionb). This re-
gion of abrupt increase of the reverse current arises fr
avalanche multiplication of free carriers in the silicon, f
which the temperature coefficient of voltage breakdown
positive. For both structures with this I–V characteristic t
forward current in the low-resistance state was only wea
dependent on temperature, and the temperature activatio
ergy for the conductivity was 0.03– 0.1 eV at a forward b
of ;1 V ~Fig. 3, curve2!.

Our studies of the electrical properties of MIM structur
with rare-earth fluorides in the low-resistance state es
lished that a conductivity channel forms in the rare-ea
fluoride films in the low-resistance state with a positive te
perature coefficient of the resistance, along with a low re
tivity characteristic of the metal. This gives us grounds
assume that the conducting channel is essentially in a m
lic phase. Estimates of the radius of the conductivity chan
based on the value of the spreading resistance of the sil
substrates yield typical values in the range of 1 – 5mm.

FIG. 2. The I–V characteristics of an Al–ErF3– Si MIS structure in the
high-resistance state.1 — V.0; 2 — V,0.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the current through an Al–CeF3– Si
structure in the high-resistance~1! and low-resistance~2! states.
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We found that the primary factor that influenced t
electrical characteristics of MIS structures in the lo
resistance state was the presence of a layer of ultrathin i
lator at the boundary between the semiconductor and
metal conductivity channel. Our analysis of the experimen
current-voltage characteristics of the MIS structures w
rare-earth fluorides showed that the magnitude of the cur
flowing through the structure in the low-resistance state w
determined by the thicknessd of the layer of ultra-thin insu-
lator and the value of the surface potentialwS

0 at the silicon
substrate. For estimated thicknesses of the layer of ultra
insulator of order 10 Å after switching into the conductin
state, the experimental reverse branch of the current-vol
characteristic is described by an exponential function wit
region of current saturation.

Our studies showed that the forward branches of the I
characteristic exhibited three characteristic regions for an
tial band bendingwS

0 corresponding to majority-carrie
depletion of the semiconductor surface.

The first region corresponds to limiting of the curre
through the structure by the semiconductor, when the volt
applied to the structureV,wS

0 . In this case the curren
through the structure is determined by above-barrier em
sion of majority carriers from the semiconductor into t
metal, with an exponential dependence of the current on
plied voltage

J;expS qV

nkTD , ~2!

whereq is the electron charge,k is the Boltzmann constant,T
is the absolute temperature, andn is the nonideality factor.

The second region comes from limiting of the current
tunneling conductivity of the insulator in the voltage ran
wS

0,V,1.2 V. In this case the bands are flattened an
voltage of V2wS

0 is dropped across the insulator. In th
region the I–V characteristics are determined by the do

FIG. 4. The I–V characteristics of an Al–CeF3–nSi structure in the low-
resistance state.
u-
e
l

h
nt
s

in

ge
a
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nant direct tunneling of majority carriers from the semico
ductor to the metal, and are described by the relation

J'B~V2wS
0!2, ~3!

whereB is a constant~Fig. 5!.
In the third region forV>2 V the forward current is

primarily limited by the spreading resistance of the silic
substrate.

Our investigations showed that the capacitance-volt
characteristics of these structures in the high-resistance
correspond to typical rf capacitance-voltage dependence
MIS structures, with a characteristic saturation of the capa
tance in the regions of accumulation and inversion at
semiconductor surface, and exhibit hysteresis phenom
~Fig. 6!. For structures with ap-type silicon substrate this
hysteresis is caused by the drift of ions in the insulator, wh

FIG. 5. Square-law approximation of the I–V characteristics of
Al–CeF3– Si structure in the low-resistance state, for forward bia
V.wS

0 . wS
0 , eV: 1 — 0.5, 2 — 0.43,3 — 0.38,4 — 0.17.

FIG. 6. Capacitance-voltage characteristics of an Al–DyF3– Si structure.
1—p-type Si substrate,2—n-type Si substrate. The measurement frequen
f 51 MHz.
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for samples with ann-type silicon substrate it is due to trap
ping of carriers at surface states at the semiconduc
insulator boundary. MIS structures based onp-type silicon
store positive charge in the insulator, while forn-type mate-
rial this charge is negative. The effective density of surfa
states calculated from capacitance-voltage characteristic
flat-band voltages come to 2.831010 cm22 and 2.6
31011 cm22 for structures based on DyF3 andn- andp-type
silicon, respectively.

Switching the MIS structures into the low-resistan
state changes their capacitance-voltage characteristics.
values of the insulator capacitance, which are defined as
capacitance of the structure in the range of positive volta
and which correspond to accumulation of charge at the se
conductor surface, turn out to be smaller in the hig
resistance state than in the low-resistance state; howeve
value of the difference does not exceed 15 pF.

The capacitance in the accumulation regime for a M
structure in the high-resistance state has the form

CBC5
«0« iS

d0
, ~4!

where« i is the dielectric constant of the rare-earth fluorid
«0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum,S is the contact area
andd0 is the thickness of the insulator between the conta

In the low-resistance state, we should include an ad
tional capacitance parallel toCBC : the capacitanceCi of the
thin tunneling insulator layer in a region of the conductiv
channel of areaAf . Since (S2Af)>S, the capacitance o
the structure in the low-resistance state can then be writte
the form

CHC5
«0« i~S2Af !

d0
1

«0« i* Af

d
'CBC1Ci , ~5!

where« i* is the dielectric constant of the ultrathin insulat
layer. Using the valueCi51 – 15 pF, we can estimate th
thickness of the thin tunneling insulator layerd:

Ci5CHC2CBC5
«0« i* Af

d
. ~6!

Setting « i* 54, r 53 mm, and Af5p•r 252.83
310211 m2, we obtaind5731021121029 m50.7210 Å,
while for r 55 mm, Af5p•r 257.85310211 m2 we obtain
d5231021022.831029 m52228 Å. These values ofd
are comparable to those of MIS structures with thin tunn
ing insulators, in which the dielectric constant« i* of the thin
tunneling layer is set equal to the dielectric constant of SiO2 .
Since the dielectric constant of rare-earth fluorides is;8
215, substitution of this value into Eq.~6! indicates a
thicker insulator.

Figure 7 shows experimental plots of the inverse squ
of the breakdown capacitance per unit area versus voltag
MIS structures based on rare-earth fluorides in the lo
resistance state for the example of a Al–Si–CeF3 structure.
From this figure it is clear that at sufficiently large rever
biases there is a direct proportionality between 1/C2 andV,
r-
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-
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,

s.
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in
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which is characteristic ofp2n junctions or Schottky barri-
ers, and that whenV.22 V, theC22V characteristic devi-
ates from a straight line.

In order to explain these curves we must above all ta
into account the degree of electrical connection between
metal and semiconductor, which is determined by the in
lator thickness. Literature data7 indicates that for narrow
Schottky barriers the high-frequency dependence ofC22 on
V is well approximated by a straight line for all depletio
values of voltages, because in this case the dependence o
capacitance on bias in the region of nonequilibrium deplet
is determined by the increase in the thickness of the sp
charge region with voltage across the gate. In this case
surface states are in equilibrium with the metal, and so
occupation of surface traps does not change with bias v
age. However, for structures with thin tunneling insulato
the approximation of nonequilibrium depletion is not valid
a layer of partial inversion is created at the semiconduc
surface.7 In this case the surface states are in equilibriu
with the semiconductor, and the slope of the functionC22

versusV is determined by the expression7

dC22

dV
5

2

q«SNS 16
q2NT

Ci

dFT

dwS
D 21

, ~7!

whereN is the concentration of donors or acceptors,NT is
the concentration of hole or electron traps at the semicond
tor insulator surface,FT is their relative occupation at a volt
ageV, Ci is the capacitance of the insulator, andwS is the
surface band bending.

For Schottky diodes, when the occupation of interfa
states is determined completely by the Fermi level in
metal, the conditiondFT /dwS50 holds, and in this case w
can find the concentration of impuritiesN from Eq.~7!. Con-
versely, given a knownN, we can determine the value of th
diffusion potentialVD0 . For metal-thin tunneling insulator
semiconductor structures, when the occupation of interf
states is determined by the Fermi level in the semiconduc
the slope is proportional to (N* )21, where

N* 5NS 16
q2NT

Ci

dFT

dwS
D . ~8!

FIG. 7. Experimental dependences of (S/C)2 on voltage for a Al–CeF3– Si
structure. 1—n-Si–CeF3 , 2—p-Si–CeF3 ; S is the contact area,
f 51 MHz.
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In this case the point of intersection of theC222V charac-
teristics with the voltage axis does not give the value of
diffusion potentialVD0 .

Thus, the unipolar behavior of the I–V characteristics
MIS structures with rare-earth fluorides in the low-resistan
state must be related not to the properties of the cha
itself but rather to the contacts between the conducting ch
nel and the semiconductor. Our investigations show that
conducting channel in the rare-earth fluoride film is se
rated from the substrate by a thin tunneling insulator la
which determines the electrical characteristics of the M
structures in the low-resistance state. Analysis of our exp
mental results shows that the thickness of this tunneling
sulating layer is 10–40 Å in MIS structures made with ra
earth fluorides in the low-resistance state. Structures w
e

f
e
el
n-
e
-
r

ri-
-

-
th

thinner insulator layers;10–20 Å have characteristic
analogous to those of narrow Schottly barriers orp2n
junctions.
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The spectrum of real-space indirect magnetoexcitons
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This paper discusses two-dimensional excitons with spatially separated electrons and holes in
coupled quantum wells and vertically coupled quantum dots in a transverse magnetic
field for a wide range of two characteristic quantities of the problem—the distance between wells
or dotsd and the magnetic fieldH. Dispersion relationsEnm(P) are calculated for coupled
quantum wells at various values ofd andH ~whereP, the magnetic momentum along the well, is
a conserved quantity in the magnetic field!. The spectrum is calculated by numerically
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in various bases—either a Coulomb or a Landau basis~the choice
of basis is determined by the value of effective magnetic field!. Asymptotic energy
dependences~with respect tod, H, P) are determined analytically. As the momentumP
increases, the exciton spectrum in a weak fixedH crosses over from Coulombic to magnetic, and
for largeP consists of bands adjacent to the Landau levels. Also discussed is the problem
of an electron spatially separated from a charged impurity in coupled quantum wells. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01411-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, systems of real-space indirect excitons~i.e.,
excitons with spatially separated electrons and holes! in
coupled quantum wells, and also in double and coup
quantum dots, have been studied experimentally, notabl
external transverse magnetic fields~see Refs. 1–13!.

Analysis of the physical properties of electron-hole s
tems in coupled quantum wells,14,15especially in a transvers
magnetic field,16–21 reveals very interesting collective prop
erties and a number of different phases. Possible phenom
such as the superfluidity of real-space indirect excitons p
dicted in Ref. 14, which would manifest itself as a non
tenuating electric current in each of the quantum wells~see
also Refs. 15, 21, and 22, and the interesting quasi-Josep
effects predicted in Refs. 23–25, would be particularly int
esting, especially if observed directly. The possibility of o
serving these phases is determined by the ratio of the exc
lifetime to the time needed to establish equilibrium~the life-
time should be considerably longer than the relaxation tim!.
For an electron and hole localized in different quantu
wells, the overlap of the wave function is small, which d
creases the probability of mutual annihilation. The appli
tion of an electric field perpendicular to the electron and h
layers also decreases the rate of recombination by decrea
the overlap of the wave function. A magnetic field influenc
the lifetime, the diffusion coefficient,4–6 and the photolumi-
nescence spectrum of the excitons~see Refs. 1–13!. The
observed effects are attributed to superfluidity of the re
space indirect excitons.
1201063-7826/98/32(11)/8/$15.00
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These facts make a detailed investigation of an isola
exciton with spatially separated electrons and holes~a ‘‘real-
space indirect’’ exciton! in a transverse magnetic field inte
esting. The problem of two-dimensional (2D) excitons in
strong magnetic fields was discussed in Ref. 16 for dir
excitons and in Refs. 14 and 15 for real-space indirect e
tons. However, in these papers the investigators usu
study only the asymptotic case of extremely high magne
fields, when the Coulomb interaction can be treated a
small perturbation.

In this paper we will discuss the general problem
spatially separated 2D excitons in an external transvers
magnetic field for a wide range of values of the magne
field H and interwell distanced. We will find the dispersion
relationEnm(P) in coupled quantum wells for variousd and
H ~whereP is the magnetic momentum along the quantu
well, which is conserved in a magnetic field!. As the value of
the effective magnetic field increases~see below! the energy
spectrum changes from a hydrogenic spectrum atH 5 0 to
equidistant Landau levels. Note that the effective magn
field is increased not only by increasing the external fieldH
but also by increasingd andP ~for HÞ0).

We will also discuss the problem of spatially separa
excitons in vertically coupled quantum dots with parabo
confining potentials.

For these calculations we will use diagonalization of t
exact Hamiltonian in various bases.
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. SPATIALLY SEPARATED 2 D EXCITONS IN A
TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD

Consider a spatially separated electrone and holeh in
different planes in an external transverse magnetic field. T
model is valid for narrow quantum wells such thatD!a* ,
wherea* 5\«/2m* e2 is the radius of the two-dimensiona
exciton in one plane in the absence of a field,« is the dielec-
tric constant,1! m* 5me* mh* /me* 1mh* is the reduced mass
and me,h* are effective masses of the electron and hole.
light of the axial symmetry of the problem, we will us
A5Hr /2, i.e., a symmetric gauge for the vector potential

The Schro¨dinger equation has the form

F 1

2me*
S 2 i\¹e1

e

c
AeD 2

1
1

2mh*
S 2 i\¹h2

e

c
AhD 2

2
e2

«~~re2rh!21d2!1/2Gc5Ec, ~1!

whered is the distance between electron and hole layers~the
width of the barrier layer in the coupled quantum wells!, and
re,h are the coordinates of the electron and hole along
quantum well. The role of two-dimensional momentum
the exciton in a magnetic field is played by a conserv
quantity—the magnetic momentum, whose operator is

P̂52 i\¹e1
e

c
~Ae2Ah!2

e

c
@H,re2rh# ~2!

andP̂ commutes with the Hamiltonian~see Refs. 16, 26, an
27!. The conservation law forP is related to invariance of the
system with respect to simultaneous translation ofe and h
and a gauge transformation.

Let us impose the change of coordinates that separ
the center of mass coordinate of the excitonR5 me /me

1mh re1 mh /me1mh rh from the coordinate of relative mo
tion of the electron and holer5re2rh .

Then P̂52 i\¹p2 e/2c @H,r #. The eigenfunctions of
the operatorP̂ are

cp~rerh!5cp~r,R !5expH S iP1
e

2c
@H,r #

R

\ D J cp~r !,

~3!

P̂cp5Pcp .

Introducing M5me* 1mh* and g5 mh* 2me* /mh* 1me* , we
can rewrite the equation for the relative motion of the el
tron and hole in the form

H 2
\2

2m*
¹r1

ie\

2m* c
gH@r ,¹r #1

e2

8m* c2
@H,r #2

1
e2

m* c
@P,H#r 2

e2

«~r 21d2!1/2
1

P2

2M J cp~r !5Ecp . ~4!

Using the transformation~see Refs. 16 and 27!
is

n

e
f
d

es

-

c~r !5F~r2r0!expS igrP

2\ D ,

r05
c

eH2
@H,P#, r5r2r0 ~5!

the equation for relative motion of the electron and the h
takes the form

H 2
\2

2m*
¹r1

ie\

2m* c
gH@r¹#1

e2

8m* c2
H2r2

2
e2

8m* c2
H2r22

e2

«~~r1r0!1d2!1/2J F~r!5EF~r!.

~6!

Let us introduce the following units of energy, length, cycl
tron frequency, and magnetic field:

E05
2m* e4

«2\2
, r 05

\2«

2m* e2
,

vc0
5

2m* e4

«2\3
, H05

2~m* !2e3

«2\3
c ~7!

~the units of measurement for energy and length corresp
to binding energy and radius of a two-dimensional excito!.
Making these equations dimensionless reduces them to
form

FDr2 igvL

]

]Q
2

vL
2

4
r2

1S S 1

r1r0
D 2

1d2D 1/2

1EGF~r!50, ~8!

wherevL5vc/2 is the Larmor frequency. In our units th
magnetic length isr H5A1/vL.

This equation can be solved numerically by expanding
a suitable basis of functions that gives rapid convergence
a given ratio of parameters of the problem. In an ’’effective
weak‘‘ magnetic field, all the parameters—H ~or vL), d, and
P ~or r0)—are all small at the same time, i.e., the quant
vL(d21r0

211) is small. In this case, a suitable basis will b
a basis of hydrogenic functions~for the 2D case, a basis for
two-dimensional hydrogen!. In an effectively strong mag-
netic field@for large values ofH(vL), or d, or r0] a suitable
basis will be a basis of functions that coincide formally wi
wave functions for a charged particle in a magnetic field.
reality this basis will be suitable for intermediate magne
fields as well, and is especially good for efficient couplin
In the limit of ultra-strong magnetic fields and ford 5 0, our
results coincide with the results of Ref. 16.

For weak magnetic fields a suitable basis will be a ba
of functions close to the eigenfunctions of the equation

FDr1E0nm
1

1

~~r1r0!21d2!1/2G f nm~r!50. ~9!

Let us make the replacement
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f nm~r!5xnm~r1r0!5xnm~r !. ~10!

Starting from the symmetry of the problem, we setxnm(r )
5eimQFnm(r )Anm , where

]2Fnm

]r 2
1

1

r

]Fnm

]r
1S E0nm

2
m2

r 2
1

1

~r 21d2!1/2D Fnm50.

~11!

For large interlayer distancesd@1 the problem reduces to a
oscillator problem. The eigenfunctions have the same fo
as the magnetic functions:

Fnm~r !5AnmLn
umuS vd

2
r 2De2

vd

2
r 2

2 r umu;

Anm5S 1

p

n!

~n1umu!! S vd

2 D
umu11

2 D 1/2

, ~12!

wherevd5AvL
212/d3.

The energy eigenvalues are

Enm0
52vdS n1

umu11

2 D2gmvL21/d. ~13!

These results are correct not only for effectively weak m
netic fields~whenvL

2!1/d3 andvd;A1/2d3), but also for
arbitrary magnetic fields~in the approximationd@1; see
below!.

For smalld the field is no longer effectively weak. In ou
computations we used an expansion in a basis of hydrog
functions.

The system of eigenfunctions is

Fmn~r !5 Cnme2AuE0n
ur~AuEnu! umu11/2 r umu

3 (
s50

n2umu

AsAuE0n
usr s, ~14!

where A051, As5As21 2(S1umu2n21)/S(S12umu)
(S.0), andCnm is a normalizing coefficient.

The energy eigenvalues are:

E0n
52

1

4~S1umu11/2!2
52

1

4~n11/2!2
, ~15!

wheren5S1umu50, 1, 2 . . . .
The energy depends on a single quantum numbern5S

1umu.
Let us discuss the effects of a weak magnetic field, i

the Zeeman effect for a 2D exciton. To first order in pertur-
bation theory, whenV005vc

2/4(r 21r0
222rr0 cosQ) we

have^00uV00u00&5(vc/2)22r0 . For r050 (P50) the cor-
rection reduces to zero.

The first correction to a level with quantum numbersm
50, n50 (n151) has a minimum with respect tor0 , i.e.,
with respect to the magnetic momentumP, atr050 ~a mini-
mum atr050 will occur for the ground state in strong field
as well!. In weak magnetic fields the correction to the hydr
genic energy levels iŝnmuV00unm&;a1vc

21a2Pvc , i.e.,
for small momenta the energy is quadratic in the magn
field vc , while for large momenta it is linear.
m

-

ic

.,

-

ic

Numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in a bas
of two-dimensional hydrogenic functions, which correspo
to the Coulomb interaction of an electron and hole, det
mines the excitonic energy spectrum to high accuracy i
weak magnetic fieldH. The calculated results appear on t
left side ~Fig. 1!, which corresponds to values ofP that are
moderately large.

With increasingd and fixedH the magnetic field be-
comes effectively stronger~compared to the interaction be
tweene andh) and it is more convenient to use a basis f
particles in a magnetic field. The magnetic field becom
effectively stronger at large magnetic momentaP(r0) as
well, due to the increase in average distance ofe andh along
the layerreh;P.

For effectively strong magnetic fields~and also, as nu-
merical calculations show, in the case of intermediate m
netic fields! a basis of eigenfunctions determined by the f
lowing equation is a suitable basis:

FDr1E0nm
2 igvL

]

]Q
2

vL
2

4
r2G f nm~r!50, ~16!

wherevL is the Larmor frequency.
The system of eigenfunctions has the form

f nm~r!5eimQLn
umuS vL

2
r2De2

vL

2
r2

2 r umu

3S 1

p

n!

~n1umu!! S vL

2 D umu11D 1/2

. ~17!

The corresponding energy eigenvalues are

E0nm
52vLS n1

umu2gm11

2 D , ~18!

where n50, 1, 2 . . . m50,61,62 . . . ~for g51 they
coincide with the Landau spectra!.

The eigenfunctions of the problem coincide forma
with the wave functions of a single charged particle in t
magnetic field. As for the energy levels, in contrast to t
problem of a single particle these are split~if gÞ1) with

FIG. 1. Dispersion relationE(P) for the ground state of a magnetoexcito
for interlayer distancesd50.1, 10; the Larmor frequency for the magnet
field vL50.1, g50.
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respect to quantum numberm. The unperturbed spectrum o
the systemf nm is completely discrete, but the energy leve
are degenerate with respect toP ~or r0).

For very strong effective magnetic fields, we can es
mate the energy spectrum~and wave functions! by including
only transitions between levels with the same symme
Then the energy levels are determined by the condi
(n@(E0)nm2E#dnn81Vnn8

m
50, where

Vnn8
m

52
2

p
A n!n8!

~n1umu!! ~n81umu!!
(
i 50

n

(
j 50

n8 ~21! i 1 j

i ! j !

3S n1umu
n2 i D S n81umu

n82 j
D E e2tt i 1 j 1umu

~d21~AtA2/vL1r0!2!1/2

3KS S 4r0A2/vLAt

d21~r01A2vLAt !2D 1/2D dt, ~19!

andK(x) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
Vnn8

m corresponds to excitations with transitions to lev
with the same symmetry, i.e., with the same quantum nu
ber m. Note that we do not limit the analysis to the fir
correction in perturbation theory for the Coulomb intera
tion, although in the limit of superstrong fields the results
calculations to first order in perturbation theory already g
good accuracy for the results and the correct asymptotic
pendences~for d→0; see the results of Refs. 16 and 17!.
However, by not ignoring the transitions between levels
extend the region of applicabilities of our method to inte
mediate magnetic fields as well.

In general, transitions to levels with different symmetri
mÞm8 will correspond to the matrix element

Vnn8
mm852A n!n8!

~n1umu!! ~n81um8u!!

1

p

3(
i 50

n

(
j 50

n8
~21! i 1 j

i ! j ! S n1umu
n2 i D S n81um8u

n82 j
D

3E
0

`E
0

2p e2tt i 1 j 1
umu1um8u

2 dtei ~m2m8!QdQ

S d21r0
21S 2

vL
D t12r0SA 2

vL
DAt cosQ D .

~20!

Thus, numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in a b
sis of the corresponding magnetic functionsf nm can give us
energy spectra of spatially separated excitons over a w
range of magnetic fieldsH and distancesd between thee and
h layers.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the energy of
ground state on momentumP ~the dispersion relation! for a
weak magnetic fieldH50.1 and variousd. As P increases,
the energy levels reduce to levels of Landau type in a m
netic field @see Eq.~18!#. The same thing happens with in
creasing separationd. Thus, increasingH, d, or P causes a
reconstruction of the spectrum from hydrogenic to magne

Figure 2 shows the dispersion relationsE(P) for low-
energy levels of the spectrum of spatially separated exci
-

.
n

-

-
f
e
e-

e
-

-

e

e

g-

c.

ns

in a magnetic field obtained by numerical diagonalization
the Hamiltonian in a strong magnetic fieldH for the corre-
sponding basis. The spectrum consists of bands adjace
the corresponding Landau levels (n,m) that evolve as the
magnetic momentumP ~the quantityr0) changes continu-
ously. With increasingH, the energy increases, and wi
increasingd, it converts to Landau levels. With increasin
effective magnetic field@i.e., increasingH and~or! d], these
energy bands contract and are still more strongly separ
from one another, and the spectrum approaches the un
turbed spectrumf nm , i.e., a system of Landau levels~for the
degenerate levels see below!.

For the ground state with the corresponding quant
numbers (n50, m50) there is a single extremum~a mini-
mum! at r050. For energy levels that correspond to excit
states other~lateral! extrema can also exist, in particula
more minima. For nonzerod, as the effective magnetic field
increases, i.e., as the ratiod/r H5dAvL increases, the latera
minima and maxima become progressively shallower, a
finally disappear. For the level with quantum numbersn
50, m51 the smoothing-out and disappearance of late

FIG. 3. Dispersion relationE(P) for the energy of the first degenerate sta
of a magnetoexciton for interlayer distancesd50.1, 0.5, 1; the Larmor
frequency of the magnetic fieldvL510, g50. The disappearance of th
‘‘roton’’ minimum with increasingd is apparent.

FIG. 2. Dispersion relationE(P) for the lowest levels of the energy spec
trum of a magnetoexciton for interlayer distancesd50.1, 0.5; the Larmor
frequency of the magnetic fieldvL510, g50.
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minima with increasingd andH ~and consequently with in
creasing ratiod/r H) is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The matrix elements corresponding to transitions w
the same symmetry give the main contribution for smallr0

and have extrema forr050 (P50). Therefore, the disper
sion curves have extrema forr050 (P50).

For large momentaP@1 (r0@1) the correction to the
energy is

Enm
~1!5 Vnm

nm~P,d!

52AvLFAvL

P
1

~^r2&nm22d2!vL

4 S vL

P D 3G ,
where the characteristic size of the wave function of
charged particle in a magnetic field is^r2&nm;r H

2 51/vL for
n andm that are moderately large.

In strong magnetic fields the primary contribution to t
energy eigenvalues comes from levels with the same s

metry, since Vnn8
mm8!Vnn8

mm , mÞm8. The corresponding
matrix elements are

Vnn8
m →2

dnn8

Ar0
21d2

for r0Þ0 or dÞ0.

Here the role of a small parameter is played by the m
netic length 1/AvL 5r H .

For the ground staten50, m50 if r0 or the interlayer
distanced greatly exceed the magnetic lengthr H , then the
correction to the Landau level energy isE00

1 'V00
00

'2 1/Ar0
21d2 (12 1/r0

21d2 r H
2 ). If, however, bothd and

r0!r H , then the correction to the energy isE00
1 'V00

00

'2Ap/2 1/r H . When r050, d50, the energy isE00

5E000
1V00

005vL2Ap/2AvL.
Although the absolute value of the correction increa

with increasing field asAvL(1/r H), its relative value
uV00

00u/E000
does not fall off like 1/AvL (r H).

For dÞ0 andr0Þ0, starting with certain values of th
Larmor frequency for the magnetic fieldvL such thatr H

!max(d,r0), the matrix element V00
00'2 1/Ar0

21d2 (1

FIG. 4. Dispersion relationE(P) for the energy of the first degenerate sta
of a magnetoexciton for interlayer distanced50.5; the Larmor frequencies
of the magnetic fieldvL51.2, 10,g50. The disappearance of the ‘‘roton’
minimum with increasingvL is apparent.
a

-

-

s

2 1/r0
21d2 r H

2 ). The correction increases with increasin
magnetic field, but its relative value V00

00/E000

5 1/Ar0
21d2 r H

2 (12 1/r0
21d2) decreases asr H

2 ~i.e., as
1/vL).

With increasingH, as with increasingP or d, the rela-
tive contribution of the Coulomb interaction falls off and
accordingly, the levels become closer and closer to
Landau levels.

However, when the ‘‘magnetic’’ terms inĤ are small
compared to the Coulomb interaction, the picture is close
the Coulomb problem, i.e., the spectrum is close to tha
the two-dimensional hydrogen atom.

For g50, i.e.,me5mh ,

E0nm
5

vc

2
~2n1umu11!5vL•k,

where k52n1umu11 k51, 2 . . . . The energyE0nm
de-

pends only on the quantum numberk and thekth unper-
turbed level isk-fold degenerate. The Coulomb interactio
lifts this degeneracy for nonzero momentumPÞ0 (r0

Þ0). This results in the dispersion relationE(P).
The ground-state leveln50, umu50 (k51) is nonde-

generate, and higher levels are degenerate. The dispe
relations forr0Þ0, taking into account the wave interac
tions, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In the unperturbed prob
~neglecting the Coulomb interaction! the level with k52
(n50, umu51) is doubly degenerate with respect to t
quantum numberm (m561). For ultrastrong magnetic
fields we can estimate the splitting by solving a secular eq
tion. We findEk525E0k52

6E1k52
, where

E0k52
52vL1V01

01~r0 ,d!;

E1k52
521/~1/2!2*0

`e2tt1/Ab~~a/b!221!1/4

3P21/2
2 ~a/b/Aa/b21!dt;

hereP21/2
2 (x) is the associated Legendre function.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the dispersion relationsE(P) for the energy of the
first degenerate state of a magnetoexciton for interlayer distancesd50.5 and
the Larmor frequency of the magnetic fieldvL51.2, g50, obtained by
perturbation theory with respect to the Coulomb interaction~curve PT! and
numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian~curves HD!.
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As the effective magnetic field increases, the splitti
decreases. WhenP→` (r0→`) or d→`, the splitting
E1k52

→0. Forr0!1 we have

E1k52
'2Ap

2
vL•

vL

16F ~316d2vL1d4vL
2!e

d2vL

2

3erfcS dAvL

2 D 2
2

Ap
~51d2vL!dAvL

2 Gr0
2 .

For higher levels the dispersion relation is shown in Fig.
Consider the case of an infinitely heavy holeg51(mh

@me). For P50 the energy levels of the impurity and e
citon states coincide~for the spatially separated casedÞ0,
with impurity charge1e):

E0nm
52vLS n1

umu2gm11

2 D5vcS n1
1

2
1

umu2m

2 D .

The energy levelsE0nm
are infinitely degenerate. The Cou

lomb interaction lifts the degeneracyP50→r050 Vnm
mm8

50 for mÞm8, and the system of equations splits into su
systems. Transitions between levels with different symme
do not contribute to the energy. ForP50 it is necessary to
take into account only the interaction of levels with the sa
symmetry. The matrix elements are V00

m

5(vL/2)11umud2umuc(umu,umu13/2,d2vL/2). The level with
n5n850 acquires a fine structure due to splitting with r
spect toumu.

For effectively large distancesd such thatd2vL/2@1
(d@r H), the matrix element V00

m'2 1/d @1
2 umu11/d2vL#. The level withn50, i.e., the ground state
shifts downward by an amount 1/d, and the fine structure o
the level increases upward with increasingumu equidistantly:
(' umu/d3vc).

For effectively small distancesd such thatd2vL/2!1
(d!r H), we obtainV00

m'2AvL/2 umu21/2/umu! @ umu21/2
2 d2vL/4#. The fine structure is bunched together fro
above and below onto the unperturbed level.

FIG. 6. Dispersion relationsE(P) for the lowest energy levels of a magne
toexciton for interlayer distancesd50.5; the Larmor frequency of the mag
netic fieldvL51.2, g50.
.

-
y

e

As the quantum numberm increases, we can estimate th
corresponding energy levels via the matrix elementsV00

m→
2AvL/2(1/Aumu 2 vLd2/4umu3/2)→2 1/Aumu as umu→`.

For an impurity with chargeZÞ1 we include a factor of
Z in all the expressions listed above:Vnn8

m uZÞ15Vnn8
m uZ51

•Z.
For rationalg5 P/q, energy levelsE0nm

andE0n8m8
will

coincide without including the Coulomb interaction if

2~n2n8!2um8u1umu

m2m8
5g5

P

q
,

P52~n2n8!1umu2um8u, q5m2m8.

These quasidegeneracies are accidental crossings of en
levels and do not reflect any internal symmetry of the pro
lem. Since our method allows us to include mixing of leve
with different quantum numbers, they likewise do not lim
its applicability ~in contrast to the construction of first-orde
perturbation theory in the Coulomb interaction, as was do
for example in Ref. 16!.

Inclusion of the film thickness for sufficiently thin layer
in the case of strong magnetic fields changes the disper
relation somewhat quantitatively, but not qualitatively; wi
increasing momentum, this change decreases~see also Refs.
26 and 28!.

There is reasonable agreement between results ca
lated by numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in t
corresponding basis and experimental results~see Refs. 4–6,
8, and 9!.

3. REAL-SPACE INDIRECT EXCITONS IN COUPLED
QUANTUM WELLS

Situations in which an exciton is localized in a quantu
well8,29 due to surface roughness of the boundary can
experimentally realized; this roughness generates ‘‘natur
quantum dots. Also possible is localization of an exciton
an artificial quantum dot or in vertically coupled quantu
dots. For this reason, we now discuss the energy spectru
a real-space indirect 2D exciton within the following model
which describes the experimental situations mention
above: an electrone and a holeh with effective massesme*
and mh* are located in two vertically coupled two
dimensional quantum dots separated by a barrier of widtd
and described respectively by parabolic potentialsU5aer e

2

and U5ahr h
2 ~wherere and rh are the two-dimensional ra

dius vectors ofe andh along the plane of the quantum dot!
~we will use units of the curvature parametera0 for the
confining potential:a05E0 /r 0

2).
Making the coordinate substitutions that separate out

motion of the center of massR5mere1mhrh and r5re

2rh , we transform the Schro¨dinger equation to the form
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FmemhDR1D r1E1
igvcm

2

]

]u r
2S ae1ah1

vc
2

4 DR2

2S mh
2S ae1

vc
2

4 D 1me
2S ah1

vc
2

4 D D r 21
1

~r 21d2!1/2

22S vc
2

4
~mh2me!1mhae2meahD rR Gc50. ~21!

For simplicity we consider the casevc
2/4 (mh2me)1mhae

2meah50. This equation will hold, for example, when th
quantum dots are identical andme5mh . Then it is possible
to separate the motion of the center of mass of the exc
from the relative motion of the electron and hole. Setti
c(R,r)5cR(R)c r(r ), we obtain the system of equations:

S DR1
ER

memh
2a1R2DcR50, ~22!

S D r1Er2a2r 21
1

~r 21d2!1/2D c r50, ~23!

E5ER1Er1
igvcm

2
, ~24!

where a15ae1ah /memh 1 vc
2/4 and a25mh

2ae1me
2ah

1 vc
2/16.
Thus, Eq.~22! for the center of mass has the form of

harmonic oscillator equation. Its solution gives for the cen
of mass energyER and eigenfunctionscR :

ERnm
54a1

1/2S n1
umu11

2 D , ~25!

cRnm
5S n!

p~ umu1n!!
~a r !

umu11D 1/2

3Rumue2Aa1R2/2Ln
umu~Aa1R2!eimu. ~26!

The equation of relative motion Eq.~23! differs from the
equation for the center of mass Eq.~22! by the inclusion of
the electron-electron interaction. In accordance with symm
try of the problem, the wave function of relative motion c
be written in the formc r(r )5 f m(r )exp(imu), wherem50,
61 . . . ; the radial functionf m(r ) satisfies the equation

]2f

]r 2
1

1

r

] f

]r
1S Er2a2r 21

1

~r 21d2!1/2
2

m2

r 2 D f 50.

~27!

Let us expandf m(r ) in a basis of eigenfunctions of th
problem without the Coulomb interaction between t
electrons: f m5SnCnmf nm , where f nm5(n!/
(umu1n)! a2

umu11)1/2r umue2Aa2r 2/2Ln
umu(Aa2r 2). By numeri-

cally diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in the basis of the
functions we find the solution to Eq.~27!. The energy eigen-
values are determined from the equation

det$Vnn8
m

1dnn8~«nm2Er !%50, ~28!

where
n

r

e-

«nm54Aa2S n1
umu11

2 D ; ~29!

Vnn8
m

5 S n!n8!

~n1umu!! ~n81umu!!
D 1/2

3(
i 50

n

(
j 50

n8 ~21! i 1 j

i ! j ! S n1umu
n2 i D S n81umu

n2 j D
3a2

~ umu1 i 1 j 11!/2G~ i 1 j 1umu11!d2~ i 1 j 1umu11/2!

3C~ i 1 j 1umu11,i 1 j 1umu13/2;Aa2d2!.

~30!

The dependences of the lowest energy levelsEr on the
parametera2 are shown in Fig. 7. The values of energ
levels increase monotonically with increasinga2 .

Whena2 is sufficiently large~the case of a strong con
fining potential or a large interlayer separation!, the electron-
electron interaction is small compared to other parame
and the energies of relative motionEr asymptotically reduce

FIG. 8. Dependence of the lowest energy levels on the interlayer distancd.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the lowest energy levelsEr for a spatially separated
exciton in coupled quantum dots on the confinement potential param
a2 .
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to the energy levels Eq.~29! of a two-dimensional harmonic
oscillator, i.e., they are linear inAa2. This is clear from Fig.
7.

The dependence of low-lying energy levels on the int
layer distanced is shown in Fig. 8. The contribution of th
Coulomb interaction to the energy decreases with increa
d, and the energy levels asymptotically reduce to«nm

Eq. ~29!.
The dependences of the lowest energy levels for rela

motion on magnetic field are shown in Fig. 9. The values
the energy increase with increasing field and asymptotic
reduce to 2Aa28(2n1umu11)1gvcm. In the limit of ultra
strong magnetic fields the energy levels asymptotically
duce to Landau levels, as in the case where there is no p
bolic dependence for the confining potential~for example,
the ‘‘hard wall’’ model; see Refs. 16, 17, and 28!.

For large interlayer distancesd the asymptotic depen
dence of the energy is as follows:d→`, E;2Aa28(2n
1umu11)1gvcm21/d11/(Aa28).

For smalld, asd→0, the matrix element becomes

Vnn8
m →2S n!n8!

~n1umu!! ~n81umu!!
Aa28D 1/2

(
i 50

n

(
j 50

n8 ~21! i 1 j

i ! j !

3S n1umu
n2 i D S n81umu

n82 j
D GS i 1 j 1umu1

1

2D .

The valued 5 0 corresponds to the case of a single quant
well with two carriers~see Ref. 30!.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research, INTAS, and the program ‘‘Physics
Solid-State Nanostructures.’’

The work of N. E. Kaputkina was supported by th
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FIG. 9. Dependence of the lowest energy levels for relative motion o
spatially separated exciton in coupled quantum dots on the magnetic fieB
for a250.2.
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1!We will assume identical dielectric constants for the layers with carrierse
and h) and the barrier layer. In reality, the materials used to make r
semiconductor heterostructures have dielectric constants that are si
but do not coincide.
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Resonant tunneling dynamics of heterostructures based on semiconductors
with two-valley spectra
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Time-dependent characteristics of electron resonant tunneling in quantum heterostructures based
on GaAs and AlAs are investigated using the two-valley model. Analysis of the phases of
the transmitted and reflected waves yields analytic expressions for tunneling and reflection times.
The solution to the problem incorporates the decay ofG- andX- valley resonant states in
these heterostructures. Numerical solution of the nonstationary Schro¨dinger equation is used to
demonstrate the tunneling of wave packets through double- barrier heterostructures.
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INTRODUCTION

Resonant tunneling, which is observed in quantum-w
semiconductor structures, provides a physical basis for
development of high-speed devices. For this reason, it is
portant to investigate its time-dependent characteristics1–9

The overwhelming majority of theoretical treatments of th
problem have used envelope-function approximations ba
on a single-valley model of the semiconductor band str
ture, or have treated the case of a free particle incident o
barrier. However, it is known that in the most widely us
structures based on semiconducting III-V compounds
single-valley description is often inadequate. Hence, a m
exact approach, which takes into account the multival
character of the energy spectrum, is required.

For structures based on GaAs/AlAs~001! it has been
established experimentally and theoretically thatG2X inter-
valley scattering of electrons at the heterojunction is a v
important feature of the quantum dynamics. Calculations
scribed in a number of papers10–13 based on tight-binding
and pseudopotential methods have established that the
called three-valleyG12X12X3 model gives a very good
description of the spectra of electrons passing through Ga
AlAs ~001! heterostructures.

In Refs. 14 and 15, Ting and McGill used the method
Wannier functions and empirical tight binding to analy
time-dependent characteristics of the resonant tunnelin
electrons in structures based on GaAs/AlAs. This type
investigation is very laborious, and therefore many questi
regarding the tunneling dynamics have still not been cl
fied. For this reason a simpler approach, which can incor
rate multivalley structure into the band spectra of the hete
junction components while retaining the advantages of
envelope function method, is required. Such an appro
would allow us to discuss a larger number of different str
tures, including structures in external fields.

Although the three-valley model meets these requ
ments, in this paper we prefer to start by investigating
simpler two-valley model, within which analytic technique
can be employed practically to the end of a calculation. A
1211063-7826/98/32(11)/8/$15.00
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lytic results, in turn, are simpler to analyze and lend the
selves more readily to qualitative conclusions. Our calcu
tions show that the two-valley model gives a qualitative
correct description of the transmission spectrum of electr
passing through GaAs/AlAs heterostructures and that qu
titative discrepancies are not fundamental. In Ref. 16 Yum
and Hazhi used the envelope function method to numeric
investigate the residence time of a wave packet within
GaAs quantum well, along with a simplified picture of th
G2X interaction. However, their study did not systema
cally treat all the time-dependent characteristics of reson
tunneling in the presence ofG2X scattering.

MODEL

Assume that the electronic states and energy spectr
the heterojunction components are well described by
two-valley model. With semiconductor materials like GaA
and AlAs in mind, we will consider conduction-bandG- and
X- valleys. Figure 1 shows the conduction band energy p
files of theG- and X- valleys in the absence of an extern
field for a two-barrier heterostructure.

Our studies of the characteristics of heterostructures
focus on the most interesting energy interval for an incid
electron wave:EAlAs

X <E<EGaAs
X .

In this energy range theX-electronic states see the AlA
layers as quantum wells and the GaAs layers as barr
while theG-electronic states see the opposite. In the disc
sion that follows, the concepts of ‘‘barriers’’ and ‘‘wells’
will have their usual meanings for theG- electronic states
~AlAs and GaAs, respectively!, while for X-electronic states
we will speak of anX-barrier~GaAs! and anX-well ~AlAs!.
When an electron is within a layer, it can occupy either aG-
or anX- valley; however, when it crosses the heterojunctio
it can undergoG2X scattering. Therefore, in order to de
scribe the electronic processes we will derive equations
G- andX-valley envelopesFG, FX within the framework of
effective mass theory, and conditions for matching these
velopes at the heterojunction boundaries.
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We will use the matching conditions discussed pre
ously in Refs. 17–20; specifically,

FA
G5FB

G , a0

m0

mA
G

]

]z
FA

G5a0

m0

mB
G

]

]z
FB

G1~21!ntFX
B ,

FA
X5FB

X , a0

m0

mA
X

]

]z
FA

X5a0

m0

mB
X

]

]z
FB

X1~21!ntFG
B ,

~1!

where labelsA andB denote the different components of th
heterojunction,mA

G , mB
G , mA

X , andmB
X are effective masses,t

is a dimensionlessG2X- mixing parameter,m0 is the mass
of the free electron, anda0 is the lattice constant. The inte
gersn at the heterojunction boundaries differ by one if t
region between them includes an odd number of molec
layers, but if the distance between heterojunction layers
cludes an even number of molecular layers they are the s
for both boundaries. This difference arises from the fact t
the uG& anduX& Bloch functions have different periods alon
the @001# direction.

TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION TIME, DECAY TIME FOR
A RESONANT STATE

In each of the heterojunction layers solutions to t
Schrödinger equation for the envelopes of each valley can
written in the form of superpositions of a wave moving~or
attenuating! from left to right and a wave moving~or attenu-
ating! from right to left. Using the matching conditions E
~1! at each boundary, we can construct a transfer matrixQi

through the boundary between theith andi11th layers.
By multiplying the transfer matrices through two succe

sive boundariesz5z1, z5z2 we can obtain a transfer matri
M15Q1Q2 through a single barrier. This matrix connec
the envelope coefficients in the first layer with the envelo
coefficients in the third layer. The equations that connect
incident, transmitted, and reflected waves have the form

S A1

B1

C1

D1

D 5M1S A3

B3

C3

D3

D , ~2!

whereAi , Bi and Ci , Di are coefficients belonging to th
G-wave and to theX-wave respectively;Ai and Ci are am-

FIG. 1. Energy profile of theG- andX- valleys in the conduction band of
two-barrier heterostructure based on GaAs and AlAs.
-

ar
-
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plitudes of waves moving~attenuating! from left to right, and
Bi and Di are amplitudes of waves moving~attenuating!
from right to left.

If only a G-wave is incident on the barrier from the lef
and there is no wave incident on the barrier from the rig
we can setC15B35D350. In this case it follows from Eq.
~2! that

A35
b11

1

a11
1 b11

1 2g11
1 d11

1
A1 . ~3!

The definition of the quantities entering into Eq.~3! is ex-
plained inAppendixI. For a two-barrier heterostructure wit
identical barriers whose left-hand edges are separated b
even number of molecular layers, the transfer matrix throu
the second barrierM2 is analogous to the transfer matr
through the first barrierM1, and we need only replace th
coordinatesz1 andz2 by z3 andz4, respectively. The transfe
matrix through the two-barrier structure can be written
block form:

M5M1M25S a i j g i j

d i j b i j
D , i , j 51,2. ~4!

The matrix M connects the coefficients of theG- and
X-waves on different sides of the two-barrier heterostructu
By analogy with the previous case, settingC15D55B550,
we find

A55
b11

a11b112g11d11
A1 . ~5!

Expressions fora i j , b i j , g i j , and d i j are given in
AppendixII.

The squared moduli of the right sides of Eqs.~3! and~5!
without A1 are transmission coefficients, and their phas
determine the transmission time.

Let us discuss the time-dependent characteristics.
problem of defining a tunneling time for an electron throu
a potential barrier has caused more than a few argume
because time in quantum mechanics does not have the s
of a dynamic variable. In this paper we use the stand
wave packet analysis.

We can identify three characteristic processes associ
with the tunneling of an electron wave through a heterostr
ture: transmission, reflection, and trapping of the wa
within the heterostructure. Corresponding to these proce
we can identify times for transmission, reflection, and lif
time of a resonant state~if the energy of the incident electro
is close to a resonance level!. The transmission and reflectio
times are referenced to the motion of the wave pac
crest.21,22

Then the transmission~tunneling! time of an electron
wave is

tT5\
]FT

]E
1

z82z1

vG
, vG5

1

\

]E

]k
, ~6!

whereFT(k) is the phase accumulated by a wave with wa
numberk as it tunnels through the heterostructure@z85z2

for a single-barrier heterostructure, whereFT(k) is derived
from Eq. ~3!, while z85z4 for a two-barrier heterostructure
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whereFT(k) is derived from Eq.~5!#. The reflection timetR

of a wave packet from the heterostructure is defined as
difference between the time at which the maximum of
reflected wave packet appears at pointz5z1 and the arrival
time of the incident wave packet maximum. Thus,

tR5\
]FR

]E
, ~7!

whereFR(k) is the phase accumulated by the wave as i
reflected from the heterostructure.

In order to find the lifetime of a resonant state in t
heterostructure we must solve the problem of resonant s
decay, which we will consider below.

The phase accumulated by the wave as it passes thr
the structure is

FT5F12kAa, ~8!

where tanF152 f 3/ f 2 for a single-barrier structure, and

FT5F22kA~2a1d!, ~9!

where tanF252 P3/P2 for a two-barrier structure. The
form of the functionsf 2, f 3 and P2, P3 is given in Appen-
dicesI and II.

The tunneling time of aG-wave, e.g., through a two
barrier heterostructure, has the form

tT5\
]F2

]E
5

\

P2
21P3

2 FP2

]P3

]E
2P3

]P2

]E G . ~10!

Let us consider the time for reflection of an electr
wave from the heterostructure. The coefficientB1 of the re-
flected wave can be written in terms of elements of the tra
fer matrix M as follows:

B15
a21b112g21d11

a11b112g11d11
A1 . ~11!

Note that the coefficientsA5, B1 have the same denom
nator, and differ only in the form of their numerators. Anal
sis of the numerator ofB1 shows that it is an imaginary
function; consequently, the times for transmissiontT and
reflectiontR coincide. All the features exhibited by the tun
neling time are also exhibited by the reflection time.

Let us consider the lifetime of the resonant state. In
two-barrier heterostructure,G2X mixing will cause anyG-
resonant states to be accompanied byX- electronic resonan
states. The lifetimes of these and other states can be foun
solving the system of equations~2! for a single-barrier het-
erostructure. For a two-barrier heterostructure, the system
solve differs from Eq.~2! by the replacementsM1→M , A3

→A5, and C3→C5. Now, however, we must setA15C1

5B3(5)5D3(5)50 in these equations. The conditions f
solvability of these equations give a complex equation t
determines the poles of the corresponding scattering ma

f 2~E!1 i f 3~E!50 for a single2barrier structure, ~12!

P2~E!1 iP3~E!50 for a double2barrier structure.
~13!
he
e
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gh
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These equations can be solved numerically by Newto
method. The resulting energies are complex:E5ER1 iEi

(Ei,0), and the decay time of a resonant state is estima
from the expressiontD52 \/2Ei .

In this paper, in addition to calculating the character
tics of the tunneling process based on analysis of solution
the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation, we also simu
lated the tunneling of an electron through a two-barrier h
erostructure by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation, taking into accountG2X-scattering at the hetero
junction. In simulating the transmission of a wave packet,
used a forward grid method and a three-layer implicit a
absolutely stable Dufour-Frankel algorithm23; G2X-
scattering at the heterojunctions of the structure was ta
into account in accordance with the matching conditions~1!.
We simulated a region of lengthL'28000 Å, including a
two-barrier heterostructure consisting of AlAs barriers
molecular layers thick and GaAs wells 24 molecular lay
thick. We chose a time stepDt5 0.001 fs and a spatia
coordinate stepDx5 2.825 Å. The half-width of the wave
packet was chosen to bedz5 1000 Å. In the energy range
we considered (E5 0.2–0.4 eV!, the energy uncertainty o
the wave packet for a givendx was dE'1023 eV; this al-
lows us to speak of a tunneling time accuracy ofdt
> \/2dE ' 300 fs. The time for spreading of the wav
packet was'mA

G (dx)2/\ ' 5800 fs for GaAs, i.e., much
longer than the simulation time.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical calculations based on analyzing the solut
of the steady-state Schro¨dinger equation were carried out fo
a number of single-barrier and two-barrier heterostructu
along with solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for several structures. In these calculations we u
the following parameters:mA

G50.067m0, mB
G50.13m0,

mA
X5mB

X51.2m0, EB
G51.0 eV, EB

X50.2 eV, EA
X50.4 eV,

a055.65 Å.
Our computed transmission spectra corresponded

well- known results.13,20,21Let us discuss the time-depende
characteristics. The tunneling time calculated according
Eq. ~10! for one- and two-barrier heterostructures as a fu
tion of peak energy corresponded to peaks in the transm
sion coefficient. The presence ofX- andG-resonant peaks in
the tunneling time was clearly apparent, along with a fi
structure in theX-peak~see Figs. 2 and 3!. From these fig-
ures it is clear thatG2X-scattering has a very strong effe
on the transmission time of an electron wave through
heterostructure. If the energy of an incident wave coincid
with an allowedX-energy level in AlAs, thenG2X-mixing
at the heterojunction will cause the electron to be trapped
the X-state and localized in the barrier. Because of this c
cumstance, the time for transmission is markedly increas
Calculations show that the transmission times for peaks n
the X-level differ by three orders of magnitude from resu
in which the effect ofG2X-mixing is disregarded.

Note that despite the complicated form of the electro
spectrum for transmission through the heterostructure~peaks
and zeros!, the tunneling time exhibits no peculiarities in th
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neighborhood of these zeros. Features in the spectrum o
transmission coefficient and tunneling time when the ene
of an incident electron is close to theX-level are the same fo
both the two-barrier and one-barrier heterostructures.
presence of twoX-levels in a two-barrier heterostructure
not manifested in any way at all. For a two-barrier hete
structure, the situation changes when theX-level is close in
energy to aG-resonant level of the well. In this case th
degeneracy of theX-level is lifted and it is split into two
levels, and this is observed both in the transmission spect
and in the spectrum of the transmission lifetime~for ex-
ample, in Fig. 3 we observe a group of twoX- levels and one
G-level for energies in the range' 0.3 eV, while for the
two-barrier heterostructure with a well made up of 16 mon
layers and the same barriers only oneX-peak is observed
because theG- levels are located at other energies!.

Equations~6! and ~7! allow us to study the dependenc
of the tunneling time on theG2X-mixing parametert. With
increasingt, the transmission peaks become wider and
tunneling time decreases, which obviously must happen.
larger theG2X-mixing, the easier it is for an electron t
tunnel along theG2X2G2X2G channel and propagate a
most freely through each of the structure layers.

FIG. 2. Transmission time of an electron through a single-barrier struct
solid curve—AlAs~eight molecular layers!, dotted curve—AlAs~nine mo-
lecular layers!.

FIG. 3. Transmission time of an electron through a two-barrier struct
solid line—AlAs ~10! / GaAs ~16! / AlAs ~10!, dashed line—AlAs~10! /
GaAs ~24! / AlAs ~10!.
he
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Let us discuss the decay times of the resonant states
this we must solve Eqs.~12! and~13! for complex energyE.
These calculations indicate that the values of the real par
E for the resonant states are to good accuracy the same a
energies where theG- andX-peaks in the transmission coe
ficient occur, while the imaginary components turn out qu
small. Comparing these times, we see that the transmis
time turns out to be rather close to twice the decay time
the resonant states~see Tables I and II!.

Varying the G2X mixing parametert reveals that the
decay time for the resonant state increases as the paramt
decreases. The smaller the parametert, the larger the local-
ization of theX- andG-levels is and the longer the lifetime

We simulated the tunneling process for GaA
AlAs~10! / GaAs~24! / AlAs~10! / GaAs heterostructure
near theX- andG-peaks of the transmission coefficient.

Figure 4 shows the scattering of a wave packet w
average energyE5 0.2910 eV, which approximately corre
sponds to the position of theG- resonance. The left column
of plots illustrates the motion of a wave packet as a who
while the right side depicts the processes that occur i
two-barrier heterostructure in detail. Figure 4 shows clea
how the wave packet fits itself to the heterostructure, how
transmission and reflection waves from the wave packet
terfere, and how reflection and transmission take place
the more detailed scheme it is apparent how the elec
wave penetrates the structure, and thatG-states appear in the
well whose presence is due to tunneling andG2X-mixing,
and thatX- electronic states also appear in the barriers du

e;

:

TABLE I. Decay and transmission timestD andtT of an electron wave for
a single-barrier heterostructure withN ~AlAs!5 10 and 11 molecular layers

Peak tT , fs tD , fs

N (AlAs) 510
X1 4500 2240
X2 900 540
X3 700 390

N (AlAs) 511
X1 5000 2680
X2 1500 700
X3 700 370

TABLE II. Decay and transmission timestD andtT of an electron wave for
a double-barrier heterostructure withN (AlAs) 58 and N (GaAs)58,
N (AlAs) 510 andN (GaAs)524 molecular layers.

Peak tT , fs tD , fs

N (AlAs) 58, N (GaAs)58
1X 7500 3930
1G 900 490
2X 1300 700
3X 4500 2300

N (AlAs) 510, N (GaAs)524
1X 9100 19200
2X 3400 1630
2G 2200 1280
3X 5100 2530
4X 1900 750
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of tunneling and reflection of a wave packet outside and inside a two-barrier heterostructure for theG-energy level. Time, fs: a — 0, b —
300, c — 410, d — 660, e — 900.
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the same mixing.G-electronic states are concentrated in t
quantum well, whileX-electronic states are concentrated
the X-wells. At the time the wave packet is reflected a
moves to the left, the electron densities of theG- andX-states
of the two-barrier heterostructure are maximal. As tim
passes, the wave packet leaves the limits of the simula
region, and the electron densities in theG- andX-states of the
heterostructure slowly decay. It is clear from Figs. 4c–
n

e

that oscillations take place in the electron density betw
the barriers~see also Ref. 14!.

The narrowness of the peaks in the transmission coe
cients of the heterostructure makes it very difficult to acc
the maximum of a peak, and therefore the packet transm
sion through the heterostructure is small.

An actual time-dependent characteristics is illustrated
Fig. 5, where we show the time dependence of the total e
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tron density of theG- andX-states within the heterostructur
Note that there is a certain time at which strong accumu
tion of the probability density occurs within the heterostru
ture, while later the probability density decays according
an exponential law.

We have defined the tunneling time for a wave packe
the difference between times for escape of the maximum
the wave packet that passes through the heterostructure
the arrival of the maximum of the wave packet incident
the heterostructure. From this simulation it follows that th
time is t mod 5 300 fs. Note that at the instant of escape
the transmitted wave, the electron density in the heterost
ture differs only slightly from its maximum value. Thus, th
structure discharges slowly, which will decrease the spee
the heterostructure under discussion.

Simulation of resonant tunneling of a wave packet
energies that correspond to theX-energy levels of the system
reveals strong accumulation of the electron density in
two- barrier structure, while theX-electron density is ex-
tremely large. Because of this circumstance, charging of
heterostructure is slower.

In conclusion, we note two favorable aspects from a
vice standpoint. When a wave packet is scattered with
energy corresponding to aG-resonant state close to aX- reso-
nant state, the electron density in theX-states turns out to be
comparable to the electron density in theG- states. This
probably hapens because for AlAs~10! / GaAs~24! /
AlAs~10! structures theG-resonant level is surrounded b
levels 2X and 3X; therefore, the role ofG2X mixing is large.
A second advantageous fact, revealed by simulating the s
tering of a wave packet with energies corresponding to
4X energy level, is that no wave packet passes through
heterostructure—the electron density simply leaks aw
from the structure over time.

Thus, our simulations of tunneling processes~which al-
low us to include the discharging of the heterostructure! in-
dicate that the effect ofG2X mixing greatly decreases th
speed of this type of heterostructure. The heterostructur
found to discharge more rapidly at energies correspondin
G than at energies corresponding toX levels.

FIG. 5. Time dependence of the electron density near a two-barrier s
ture.
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COMPARISON OF ANALYTIC AND MODEL RESULTS

The simulation of tunneling processes of a wave pac
through a two-barrier heterostructure gives much useful
formation about the interaction of a wave packet with t
structure, and about the effect ofG2X mixing of electronic
states at the heterojunction boundaries. Unfortunately, im
mentation of the simulation algorithm takes up a great d
of computer time; therefore, we are strongly motivated
determine how well the characteristics obtained from
simulation agree with the same characteristics obtained
analysis of the phase of the transmitted wave. It turns
that for the example of a AlAs~10! / GaAs~24! / AlAs~10!
heterostructure the data suggest that the characteristics a
good agreement with one another. This good agreem
shows that the analytically derived times yield adequ
qualitative and reasonable quantitative description of the p
cess of tunneling of an electron through a quantum hete
structure. Both analytic and model calculations show the
portance of including the phenomenon ofG2X mixing,
which increases the transparency of the heterostructure
also the~overall! tunneling time of a wave through the latte

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the problem of reson
tunneling of electrons in quantum heterostructures based
GaAs and AlAs within the framework of a two-ban
effective-mass model. We discussed the influence ofG2X
mixing, which increases the transparency of the heterost
ture and leads to the appearance of new peaks and zer
the transmission coefficient related toX- resonant states in
the heterostructure.

From analysis of the phases of the transmitted and
flected waves we obtained analytic expressions for the
neling and reflection times. We have shown that for the sy
metric heterostructures we have investigated these two ti
coincide. We have solved the problem of decay of reson
states which are present at quasilocalized levels of the
erostructure. We have found that the peaks in the tunne
time correspond to resonances of the system, and that a
sequence of includingG2X mixing is the appearance o
time peaks that correspond toX- peaks in the transmissio
coefficient. The narrower the peak in the transmission co
ficient, the longer the tunneling time through the heterostr
ture.

By numerically solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation we simulated the process of tunneling of a w
packet through a double-barrier heterostructure, taking
accountG2X mixing. The simulation revealed thatG2X
mixing increases the time for tunneling through the hete
structure, and also significantly slows the process of d
charging.

Comparison of the time-dependent characteristics of t
neling obtained analytically and by simulation clearly ind
cate that the two methods are in good agreement with
another.

Because we used model representations in this paper
cannot give precise recommendations for the design of
vices based on heterostructures. However, our work rev

c-
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the need to include the influence ofG2X mixing on the time
~frequency! characteristics of the heterostructure. Our resu
lead us to conclude that in order to improve the tempo
~frequency! properties of resonant tunneling it is necessary
choose the dimensions of the quantum well and barrier s
to avoid the appearance ofX-resonances close to theG-
resonance which provides the primary contribution to
current through the heterostructure.

APPENDIX I

One-barrier structure

The transfer matrixM1 has the form

M15Fa i j
1 g i j

1

d i j
1 b i j

1 G
,

wherea i j
1 , b i j

1 , g i j
1 , d i j

1 are 232 matrices.

a11
1 5~a22

2 !* 5exp~ ikAa!H GcGt

Gc2Gt
2~21!n

gGgX

Xc2XtJ ,

a12
1 5~a21

2 !* 5exp~2 ikA~z11z2!!

3H gG
2221

Gc2Gt
2~21!n

gGgX

Xc2XtJ ,

b11
1 5exp~2sa!H XcXt

Xc2Xt
2~21!n

gGgX

Gc2GtJ ,

b22
1 ~a!5b11

1 ~2a!,

b12
1 5b21

1 exp~2s~z11z2!!

5
1

2
exp~s~z11z2!!H 2

12gX
22

Xc2Xt
2~21!n

gGgX

Gc2GtJ ,

g11
1 5~g21

1 !* 52exp~2sz2!exp~2 ikAz1!
gG

2

3H ~21!n
Gc1Gt

Gc2Gt
2

Xc1Xt

Xc2XtJ ,

g12
1 5~g22

1 !* 52exp~sz2!exp~2 ikAz1!
gG

2

3H ~21!n
Gc1Gt

Gc2Gt
2

X̄c1X̄t

Xc2Xt
J ,

d11
1 5~d12

1 !* 5exp~2sz1!exp~ ikAz2!
gX

2

3H Gc1Gt

Gc2Gt
2~21!n

Xc1Xt

Xc2XtJ ,

d21
1 5~d22

1 !* 52exp~2sz1!exp~ ikAz2!
gX

2

3H ~21!n
Gc1Gt

Gc2Gt
2

X̄c1X̄t

Xc2Xt
J ,
s
l

o
as

e

where we have made use of the notationa5z22z1 for the
thickness of the barrier, and

gG52
kAmB

G

kBmA
G

, gX5 i
s

q
,

gG5
t

a0m0

mA
G

ikA
, gX52

t

a0m0

mX

s
,

Gc511 ibG coth w, Gt511 ibG tanhw,

Xc511
q

s
cot f,

Xt512
q

s
tan f, X̄c522Xc, X̄t522Xt,

bG52 igG
215

kBmA
G

kAmB
G

, w5kBa/2, f5qa/2,

where kA5A2mA
GE/\2, ikB5A2mB

G(E2EB
G)/\2, q

5A2mB
X(E2EB

X)/\2, and is5A2mA
X(E2EA

X)/\2 are the
wave numbers for theG- wave in GaAs,G- wave in AlAs,X-
wave in AlAs, andX- wave in GaAs, respectively.

The functionsf 2 and f 3 can be written in the form

f 25
XcXt

Xc2Xt
cosh 2w1

ugGugX

2bG

Xc1Xt

Xc2Xt
sinh 2w,

f 35
12bG

2

2bG

XcXt

Xc2Xt
sinh 2w2

ugGugX

2

3FXc1Xt

Xc2Xt
cosh 2w2~21!n1

ugGugX

bG~Xc2Xt!
sinh 2w G .

APPENDIX II

Double-barrier structure

The transfer matrix through the two-barrier structure
M5M1M2.

The coefficients of the matrixM required to calculate the
transmission coefficient and temporal characteristics are

a115a11
1 a11

2 1a12
1 a21

2 1g11
1 d11

2 1g12
1 d21

2 ,

a215a21
1 a11

2 1a22
1 a21

2 1g21
1 d11

2 1g22
1 d21

2 ,

g115a11
1 g11

2 1a12
1 g21

2 1g11
1 b11

2 1g12
1 b21

2 ,

g215a21
1 g11

2 1a22
1 g21

2 1g21
1 b11

2 1g22
1 b21

2 ,

d115d11
1 a11

2 1d12
1 a21

2 1b11
1 d11

2 1b12
1 d21

2 ,

b115d11
1 g11

2 1d12
1 g12

2 1b11
1 b11

2 1b12
1 b21

2 .

The functionsP1, P2, P3 were obtained by the following
process:

P15b11, P25 Re ~a11b112g11d11!,

P35 Im ~a11b112g11d11!.
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This paper discusses the photoluminescence spectra of 500-nm-thick layers of SiO2 implanted
with Si ions at doses of 1.631016, 431016, and 1.631017 cm22 and then annealed in
the steady-state region~30 min! and pulsed regime~1 s and 20 ms!. Structural changes were
monitored by high-resolution electron microscopy and Raman scattering. It was found that when
the ion dose was decreased from 431016 cm22 to 1.631016 cm22, generation of centers
that luminesce weakly in the visible ceased. Moreover, subsequent anneals no longer led to the
formation of silicon nanocrystallites or centers that luminesce strongly in the infrared.
Annealing after heavy ion doses affected the photoluminescence spectrum in the following ways,
depending on the anneal temperature: growth~up to ;700 °C!, quenching~at 800–900 °C!,
and the appearance of a very intense photoluminescence band near 820 nm~at .900 °C!. The last
stage corresponds to the appearance of Si nanocrystallites. The dose dependence is explained
by a loss of stability brought on by segregation of Si from SiO2 and interactions between
the excess Si atoms, which form percolation clusters. At low heating levels, the distinctive features
of the anneals originate predominantly with the percolation Si clusters; above;700 °C
these clusters are converted into amorphous Si-phase nanoprecipitates, which emit no
photoluminescence. At temperatures above 900 °C the Si nanocrystallites that form emit in a strong
luminescence band because of the quantum-well effect. The difference between the rates of
percolation and conversion of the clusters into nanoprecipitates allows the precipitation of Si to be
controlled by combinations of these annealings. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01611-1#
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in fabricating light-emitting elements based
silicon is motivated by the requirements of integrated mic
electronic circuits. For a number of physical reasons, ra
tive recombination in Si is strongly hindered, which signi
cantly limits its usefulness for making optical elements a
circuits. Only in recent years has a real path opened u
solving this problem—the use of quantum-well effects
silicon nanostructures. Starting with porous silicon, and la
using layers of SiO2 with excess Si, researchers have su
ceeded in producing efficient radiative recombination
room temperature in the visible~or near-infrared! regions.
Especially promising is the possibility of creating simil
nanostructures by ion implantation~see Refs. 1–9!. How-
ever, because the reasons for the appearance of intense
sion are still not completely understood, the nature of
radiative recombination centers remains a controver
subject.10,11Researchers commonly assert that the alterna
sources of emission are imperfections in the SiO2. Such as-
sertions are not without justification, since more than o
researcher has observed the appearance of bands of lum
cence without additional annealing, decreases in the inten
1221063-7826/98/32(11)/7/$15.00
-
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r
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of light emission upon heating, and an enhancement of li
emission upon implantation of ions of inert gases, and
dependence on the anneal conditions.2,9,12–16In Refs. 6 and 7
we argued that the variations in intensity and wavelength
the emission as a function of how the implanted layers w
processed are associated not with defects but rather with
tinctive features of the excess Si liberated from SiO2. The
scheme we proposed for the evolution of the overall em
sion process explained the available experimental data. H
ever, in order to deepen our understanding, it is necessa
investigate the dependence of the luminescence on the
dose and annealing regimes. This is the subject of the pre
paper.

METHOD

Si1 ions with energies of 200 and 100 keV were embe
ded in 500-nm-thick, thermally grown layers of SiO2. Two
implantation energies were used to obtain a layer with a r
tively uniform distribution of excess Si. Calculations usin
the program TRIM indicated that such a distribution wou
result if the ratio of doses at large and small energies w
chosen to be 1:0.6. We used three total doses–1.631017,
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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431016, and 1.631016 cm22— and in what follows we will
refer to them as high, medium, and low respectively. Po
implantation anneals were carried out both sequentially
furnace for 30 min in the temperature rangeTa5400
21150 °C and under a pulsed lamp with heating durati
of 1 s and 20 ms. Photoluminescence~PL! spectra in the
wavelength rangel5 550–950 nm were taken under th
same detection conditions at 20 °C with fixed-power exc
tion by an argon laser~l5 480 nm!. These systems wer
also studied by high-resolution electron microscopy usin
JEM-4000EX microscope.

FIG. 1. Change in the PL spectrum with increasingTa after implantation of
large ~a! and medium~b! doses of Si ions. The temperatures of 30-m
annealingTa , °C: a! 1 — 600, 2 — 700, 3 — 800, 4 — 900, 5 — 1000,
6 — 1150; b! 1 — 400, 2 — 1000,3 — 1150. For the dashed curves th
ordinates are increased by a factor of 3.
t-
a

s

-

a

RESULTS

Decreasing the total dose of Si ions within a single ord
of magnitude affected the photoluminescence in square-
fashion. The ‘‘high’’ dose led to considerable emission ev
after minimal annealing over the entire spectral range of
terest~Fig. 1!. For the ‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘small’’ doses the
signal was at background level. Increasing the anneal t
peratureTa led to significantly different results. After the
high dose, three stages of evolution in the PL were clea
seen with increasingTa . Up to 700 °C it increased for all the
wavelengths while maintaining an overall maximum ne
l5 800 nm. In the rangeTa58002900 °C the emission fell
almost to zero. IncreasingTa to 1000 and 1150 °C caused
repeatable and very sharp increase in the PL with the for
tion of intense and well-defined bands in the infrared reg
(lmax5 820 nm!. After the medium dose, the first two stag
were practically undetectable, and up toTa51000 °C the
emission was very weak. The spectra afterTa56002900 °C
were close to the spectra 1 shown in Fig. 1b. Generation
very intense bands was observed only whenTa was in-
creased to 1150 °C. As is clear from Fig. 1, the compou
nature of the spectrum was revealed in much clearer fo
than after a high dose. In contrast to the latter, the inten
of the short-wavelength edge~for example, atl5 700 nm!
increased, while the long-wavelength edge~l5 900 nm! de-
creased. After the small dose we found that intense emis
could not be created by any annealing. The only noticea
change was a certain increase in the yellow-orange emis
after a 1000 °C anneal; however, this also disappeare
Ta 5 1150 °C~see Fig. 2c!.

Previously,7,8 we observed that nanocrystallites of
form rapidly during annealing under conditions where t
ordinary diffusion length of Si atoms in SiO2 is insufficient
to transport them to growth-center ‘‘sinks.’’ Therefore, w
were interested in identifying whether or not nanocrystalli
could be formed by pulsed heating if the implantation do
was decreased. It turned out that an intense infrared b
s-

c
at
FIG. 2. Change in the PL spectrum with increa
ing Ta after implantation of large~a!, medium~b!,
and small ~c! doses of Si ions and high-
temperature pulsed annealings. a! initial heating
to 1200 °C, 1 s~1!, then annealings for the fol-
lowing temperatureTa , °C: 2—700,3—800,4—
900, 5—1000, 6—1150. b! initial heating to
1200 °C, 1 s~1!, then annealing forTa , °C: 2—
900, 3—1000, 4—1150. The ordinates for the
dashed curves are increased by a factor of 3.!
1—before annealing, and also after annealing
1350 °C for 20 ms or afterTa51150 °C, 30 min-
utes,2—after annealing atTa51000 °C, 30 min-
utes.3—initial heating to 1350 °C, 20 ms, then
Ta51150 °C 30 minutes.4—initial heating to
1350 °C, 20 ms, thenTa51000 °C, 30 min.
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formed under the action of weak thermal pulses only a
the high dose~Fig. 2!. After the small and medium dose
annealing produced no such bands, either for 20 ms or
anneal times. A post-impulse re-annealing of the sample
a furnace gave the following results. In the case of impl
tation with a small dose, the first thermal pulse, which do
not in itself lead to any change in the PL spectrum~Fig. 2c,
curve1!, was capable of generating PL centers, in particu
in the orange region, after a furnace re-annealing at 1000
~Fig. 2c, compare curves2 and4!. Of course, this emission
was weak, and disappeared when the temperature of th
annealing was increased to 1150 °C~Fig. 2c, curve3!. After
a moderate dose, a 30-min re-annealing led to the appear
of a distinct PL band near 800 nm~Fig. 2b!. Its intensity was
high but nevertheless lower than the result of a single an
in the furnace at 1150 °C. On the other hand, prelimin
pulsed heating obviously could make it appear earlier. A
clear from a comparison of Figs. 1b and 2b, one furn
anneal atTa<1000 °C in fact gave nothing. However, whe
preliminary pulsed heating was used, the band began to f
even after aTa5900 °C anneal, while after a 1000 °
anneal it was already quite intense.

The results of post-implant re-annealing of samples
planted by a high dose are shown in Figs. 2a and 3. In th
samples the centers of intense PL were formed after 1 s at
1200 °C and after 20 ms at 1350 °C. Subsequent annealin
a furnace at comparatively low temperatures resulted
quenching of the PL, and betweenTa5800 and 900 °C it
practically disappeared. Only forTa values of 900 °C and
above did a sharp growth in intensity take place, which ev
tually saturated. For comparison, Fig. 3 also shows how
PL intensity of the samples changes with annealing w
these samples do not undergo preliminary pulsed heating
Ta increases to 700 °C, it exhibits some growth, but then
same quenching stage can be seen, followed by a st
increase.

According to the high-resolution electron microsco
data~Fig. 4!, nanocrystallites of Si form in SiO2 only after
high-temperature processing, and only after large and
dium doses. For small doses nanocrystallites were not
served even after the maximum anneals. These data a
agreement with the conditions for the appearance of an
tense band in the near-IR region. For ordinary annealing
furnace at 1150 °C for 30 min, a high dose gave a h
concentration of nanocrystallites with sizes about 3 nm~Fig.
4!. For medium doses there were fewer nanocrystalli
which were accompanied by dark noncrystalline regions w
nanometer dimensions. Preliminary pulsed heating affec
the structural conversion in the layers. Evidence for this w
enlargement of the Si crystals after a high dose from 2–3
3–5 nm. From Fig. 4c it is clear that a considerable num
of these crystals link up with each other, in contrast to
results of moderate implantation doses, for which no incre
in the size or number of crystallites was apparent. At sm
doses nanocrystallites did not form at all.

A comparison of the PL and microscopy data shows
undoubted correlation between the appearance of the int
band in the near-IR region and the formation of Si nanocr
tallites. In order to reveal the reasons why the PL
r
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quenched atTa5800 °C~Fig. 3!, the same anneal was use
on samples implanted with a high dose of Si and subjecte
pulsed heating. These samples had previously developed
con nanocrystallites and achieved intense PL. Raman sca
ing spectra are shown in Fig. 5. Embedding of Si ions led
additional scattering near 480 cm21, caused by Si–Si bond
in noncrystalline silicon. This signal was significantly wea
ened after pulsed heating, and a shoulder appeared on th
side of the 520-cm21 peak, which comes from the silico
crystalline substrate. Such a signal could have come from
crystals with sizes about 3 nm, as observed in Ref. 6.
however, the samples were further heated in a furnac
Ta5800 °C after high-temperature pulsed heating,
shoulder on the 520-cm21 peak disappeared and the scatt
ing in the neighborhood of 480 cm21, which is characteristic
of noncrystalline Si, appeared once more. In compari
with the initial situation, it even increased. The disappe
ance of Si nanocrystallites after annealing at 800 °C for
min was directly confirmed by microscopy.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Varying the dose of Si ions over a comparatively narro
interval of ~1.6–16!31016 cm22 turns out to have an ex
tremely strong influence on the formation of PL centers, a
the dose dependences clearly have a threshold characte
this interval of doses, the calculated mean distance betw
excess Si atoms decreases tor , 1 nm. At the same time

FIG. 3. Change in the maximum PL intensity after 30-min annealings.1—
annealing in an oven only.2—initial heating to 1200 °C, 1 s, then annealin
in the oven.3—initial heating to 1350 °C, 20 ms, then annealing in th
furnace.
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FIG. 4. High-resolution electron microscopy images of samples. Large~a! and medium~b! doses, annealings at 1150 °C, 30 min; c—large dose, annealin
1200 °C, 1 s, then at 1150 °C, 30 min.
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increased PL intensity in the visible and IR regions was
served by us forTa,700 °C, when~see Ref. 17! the diffu-
sion length of Si in SiO2 should be less than 0.1 nm. Ther
fore, at the initial stages of formation of PL centers
decisive role is obviously played not by the diffusion flux
excess Si to centers of precipitation, but rather the possib
of direct interaction of Si atoms among themselves. The tr
sition from r; 1 nm ~medium dose! to r; 1.4 nm ~small
dose! turns out to be critical. This rather small increase inr
in fact eliminates the possibility of achieving intense PL d
to further annealings. Consequently, both the formation
moderate heating levels of centers of weak visible emiss
and the formation of nanocrystallites as a result of hig
temperature processing with the appearance of distinc
bands, are consequences of the interaction of closely sp
excess Si atoms. The probability of such interactions
pends very strongly onr, and the process itself occurs at sit
of random clustering of Si atoms and ceases in the abs
of very close nearest-neighbor atoms, i.e., it will have a p
colative character. We assume that the appearance at th
tial stages of the anneal of a set of centers for PL over
entire spectral range we investigated~Fig. 1! is due to the
formation of percolation chains and branching clusters
various sizes and shapes. Such precipitation is not phase
regation since there are no phase boundaries.

Our studies show that the formation of PL centers dur
annealing takes place in several stages~Figs. 1–3!. Our in-
terpretation of the first stage up toTa5700 °C with no pre-
liminary pulsed heating is obvious. With increasingTa , the
segregation of excess Si from SiO2 is enhanced with the
formation of percolation clusters. At this stage, the diffusi
of Si atoms to sinks is very limited; therefore, the numb
size, and shapes of the PL centers will be determined
fast-acting percolation. What happens atTa51000
21159 °C, in light of the PL, microscopy, and Raman sc
tering data, can also be easily explained. Silicon nanoc
tallites form in the SiO2 layers. These nanocrystallites a
capable, because of quantum confinement, of intense lu
nescence in the near-IR. AtTa51150 °C, the silicon in SiO2
already possesses a rather large diffusion coefficient equ
;2310216 cm2/s. Despite this fact, after a small dose, wh
the concentration of Si reaches; 1 at. %, no increase in S
nanocrystallites is observed at all. Consequently, in order
these nanocrystallites to form, we need both sufficient m
bility of the Si atoms and stable nuclei~sinks!. The condi-
tions for formation of nuclei are satisfied when we move
medium doses, where it becomes possible for percola
processes to develop. Thus, percolation causes homogen
nucleation as the supersaturated solution of Si in SiO2 de-
cays. An increase in the size of precipitates atTa51000
21150 °C takes place due to diffusion sinks of individual
atoms, and is a consequence of coalescence.18

During the intermediate stages 700 °C,Ta,1000 °C,
the processes can be understood from considerations o
experiments with re-annealing atTa5800 °C of samples
where the nanocrystallites were already formed by pul
heating at 1200 or 1350 °C. Here, probably, amorphizat
~melting! of the nanocrystallites occurs. It is known that t
stability of fine crystals is determined by a balance of v
-
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ume and surface free energies. Due to the destabilizing e
of the surface, the melting temperature of these crystallite
greatly lowered.19–22 With increasing temperature, the ba
ance shifts in favor of the volume energy and the crystall
state becomes more favorable. In the case of pulsed hea
it is also fixed by tempering. Recall that in contrast to cry
talline porous Si, amorphous silicon does not give inten
red PL,21,23,24caused by the presence of dangling bonds a
other centers of nonradiative recombination. Incidentally
Ta5800 °C segregation of Si from SiO2 takes place, which
also explains the increase in the signal in the neighborh
of 480 cm21 ~Fig. 5!. In light of all this, we naturally con-
nect the observed quenching of PL over the entire spec
range we studied in the course of a simple furnace anne
temperatures ofTa>8002900 °C with transformation of the
percolating clusters and chains into nanoprecipitates of
amorphous Si phase~Fig. 3!. The collapse of formless non
phase inclusions into phase inclusions has a diffusive c
acter, and requires a longer time than percolation. For fur
increases inTa , when there are enough diffusive Si sink
the nanoprecipitates reach sizes at which crystallites
stable, estimated to be* 2 nm. Particles of smaller size
cannot be nanocrystallite. Probably we can associate the
served weak PL afterTa51000 °C in the orange-yellow

FIG. 5. Raman scattering spectra.1—initial SiO2 layer; 2—after implanta-
tion of a high dose of Si ions;3 and 4—after a crystallizing anneals a
1200°C, 1s and 1350 °C, 20 ms, respectively;5 and 6– -samples 3 and 4
after an additional anneal at 800 °C, 30 min.
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range with them, and also the emission in the range 500,l
,700 nm observed by many authors after high-tempera
annealing of SiO2 with excess silicon.4,15,25 It is noteworthy
that in normal amorphous silicon the concentration of d
gling bonds does not exceed 1020 cm23 and in principle
small volumes could be free of them, especially after
nealing.

The approach we have discussed also allows us to
plain the effect of high-temperature pulsed heating on sub
quent annealing in the furnace. High temperatures en
displacements on the atomic scale and are capable of inc
ing the percolating clusters. For higher doses, dense clu
are then able to convert into nanocrystallites. Because pe
lation does not require long periods of time, after moder
doses the dimensions of the percolating clusters subjecte
pulsed heating also increase, but they turn out to be
dense. Transformation of a formless cluster~with small frac-
tal dimensions! into a single nanocrystallite will be hindered
Preliminary simulation on a computer shows that it can e
decay into several parts. We assume that the appearan
dark regions~Fig. 4! after moderate doses is a conseque
of the formation of large but formless noncrystalline preci
tates. Finally, at small doses the large-scale formation
large-scale percolation clusters becomes impossible even
der the action of high-temperature pulses. Nevertheless
formation of a rather small number of fine crystallites
stimulated. Subsequent annealings do not cause them
grow to the size of stable nanocrystallites, but convert th
into centers of weak orange-yellow PL. IncreasingTa to
1150 °C causes them to dissolve.

CONCLUSIONS

The dose dependence of PL center formation ha
threshold character which is apparent in the dose inte
between 1.631016 and 1.631017 cm22, when the average
distance r between atoms of implanted Si changes fro
; 1.4 to; 0.7 nm. As the dose decreases in this interval~or
whenr increases from; 0.7 to; 1.4 nm!, the possibility of
forming a broad range of centers of weak PL is lost for
entire visible region, along with the possibility of subseque
formation of Si nanocrystallites by high-temperature anne
ing and the creation of an intense PL band in the near
region. If, however, the dose is sufficient, then the annea
proceeds by several stages. Up toTa>700 °C, diffusion of
Si in SiO2 can be ignored, so centers form that give we
emission over the entire spectral range we studied.
Ta58002900 °C the PL intensity falls to the backgroun
level at all wavelengths. AfterTa5100021150 ° a very
strong band appears in the near-IR region, and at the s
time Raman scattering and high-resolution electron micr
copy indicate the formation of Si nanocrystallites.

These dependences of PL center formation on dose
annealing are interpreted as follows. All the forms of PL w
observed are connected with excess Si in SiO2. For the for-
mation of PL centers it is necessary forr to decrease to 1 nm
in order to provide direct interaction of nearest neighbor s
con atoms. This process will have a percolation charac
and will not require heating to temperatures where Si dif
re
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sion is significant, although increasing the temperature
ables the atomic level displacements and developmen
percolation clusters. The expulsion of excess Si from S2

dominates up toTa>700 °C with the appearance of cluste
of various sizes and shapes, giving a broad weak PL sp
trum. Subsequent quenching of the PL atTa>8002900 °C
is a consequence of a slower process—the conversio
non-phase Si inclusions~percolation clusters, chains, etc!
into nanoprecipitates of the amorphous Si phase, contain
centers of nonradiative recombination. AtTa51000
21150 °C, because of diffusion sinks of Si atoms and c
lescence, the nanoprecipitates of Si reach dimensions w
nanocrystallites are stable. Because of the quantum-wel
fect, the nanocrystallites give a strong emission in the visi
and IR regions (lmax;820 nm!. The Si inclusions that do no
reach the stability size after high-temperature annea
~*2 nm! are probably responsible for the observed weak a
shorter-wavelength emission. By exploiting the competiti
between rapid percolation processes and relatively slow
lapse of clusters into phase nanoprecipitates, we can co
the formation of silicon inclusions by using combination a
nealings.
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Effect of size dispersion on the optical absorption of an ensemble of semiconductor
quantum dots
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The linear optical absorption of an ensemble of semiconductor quantum dots randomly
positioned in an insulating matrix is studied theoretically and experimentally for the CdTe/glass
system. The calculation of the effective dielectric function of the system, whose imaginary
part determines the absorption, is based on a modified Maxwell–Garnett formalism using a
diagram technique to calculate the average renormalized polarizability of spherical quantum
dots. This approach takes into account both the fluctuations of the polarization interaction due to
the random positions of the spheres and their size dispersion. A comparison of the theoretical
and experimental spectra permits determination of the mean quantum dot size and concentration.
The dependence of these parameters on the postgrowth annealing time of the samples is
not consistent with the existing theories on the spinodal decomposition of solid solutions. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01711-6#
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor microcrystals~quantum dots! grown
within an insulating matrix are of interest from the stan
point of nonlinear optical effects. The possibility of contro
ling the energy spectrum by altering the size of quantum d
~QD’s! and the large density of states for the correspond
energy values make such systems promising from the st
point of creating lasers as well.

Composite materials containing semiconductor QD
can be produced by using various technologies,1–3 but none
of them makes it possible to eliminate the size dispersion
the semiconductor microcrystals.

The size dispersion of QD’s causes the discrete lin
optical absorption peaks at frequencies corresponding
transitions between quantum-well hole and electron state
broaden dramatically. This effect is usually taken into a
count by performing averaging using the absorption sp
trum of a single QD and a certain size distributio
function,4–6 which is suitable only for obtaining an estimat
Such an approach is valid in the limiting case of a very sm
volume fraction of the semiconductor (f→0), since it disre-
gards: 1! the polarization interaction of the QD’s with on
another and 2! the variation of the refractive index with th
optical frequency in the absorption region.

In this paper we propose a scheme based on a mod
Maxwell–Garnett formalism for calculating the effective d
electric function of a composite consisting of isolated se
conductor QD’s in an insulating matrix. The proposed a
proach takes into account both the size dispersion and
1221063-7826/98/32(11)/5/$15.00
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dielectric fluctuations associated with the random position
of the QD’s. The formulas obtained are used to simulate
experimental linear optical absorption spectra of SiO2 matri-
ces with CdTe microcrystals grown from a melt of a bor
silicate glass with additions of CdO and Te by a series
successive anneals.

THEORY

Effective dielectric function of a composite

Let us consider an isotropic insulating matrix containi
randomly positioned spherical inclusions that are isola
from one another. In the effective-medium approximation
dielectric functione* is related to the~renormalized! polar-
izability a* of the spheres by the Maxwell–Garnett equ
tion:

e* 2eh

e* 12eh

5
4

3
pna* , ~1!

whereeh is the dielectric function of the matrix, andn is the
concentration of the spheres. Ifa* is set equal to the ordi-
nary polarizability of an insulating sphere of radiusa0 with
the constant dielectric functiones in a homogeneous me
dium, i.e., if

a~a0!5
es2eh

es12eh
a0

3 , ~2!

then ~1! gives the familiar Clausius–Mossotti formula.
The general equation fora* has the form7
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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a* 5K a(
j

V↔ i j
21L , ~3!

where

V↔ ik
21V↔k j51↔d i j ,

V↔ i j 51↔d i j 2aDT↔ i j ,

DT↔ i j 5T↔ i j 2^T↔ i j &. ~4!

In Eq. ~4!

T↔ i j 5e2 iq~Ri2Rj !~12d i j !¹ i¹ j

1

Ri j

is the dipole-dipole interaction tensor, 1↔ is a unit tensor,
Ri j 5uRi2Rj u, i andj label the spheres, and the angle brac
ets denote averaging over the ensemble of spheres. Th
pansion ofV↔ i j

21 in ~3! in powers ofaDV↔ i j leads to an
equation resembling the Dyson equation,7,8 in which the av-
eraging over the realizations of disorder in the positioning
the spheres can be performed using the diagram techn
described in Ref. 7.

Apart from the topological disorder, there is also diso
der associated with the size dispersion of the spheres. B
averaging operations can be performed in a certain appr
mation ~which is similar to the averagedT matrix approxi-
mation in the theory of alloys!, and the following result can
be obtained:8

a* 5E da0 a~a0!
12A124u

2u
F~a0!, ~5!

where

u5
8

3
pna~a0!E da

a~a!

~a01a!3
F~a!, ~6!

andF(a) is the distribution function of the sphere radiusa.
Equations~1!, ~5!, and ~6! thus relate the effective di

electric function of a composite material to the dielect
functions of the matrix and the inclusions. The linear opti
absorption coefficient is defined in the usual manner in te
of e* :

g5
2kv

c
,

k5@~ ue* u2Ree* !/2#1/2.

It is not difficult to show that in the limitf→0

a* 'ā5E da a~a!F~a!;

e* 'eh~113 f ā !; g;eh
1/2f Imā.

Dielectric function of a microcrystal

The dielectric function of a microcrystal in the region
interband optical transitions has the form~see, for example
Ref. 9!
-
ex-

f
ue

-
th

xi-

l
s

es5e`F11
4pe2

e`\m2v2V
(

n
UpnU2S 1

vn2v
1

1

vn1v D G . ~7!

HereV is the volume,m0 is the free-electron mass,pn is the
matrix element of the momentum operator between qu
tized states of the conduction band (Ee) and the valence
band (Eh), and

vn5S Ee
n1Eh

n1Eg21.8
e2

e0aex
D /\, ~8!

whereEg is the gap width of the semiconductor,e` ande0

are its high-frequency and static dielectric constants, andn is
the set of quantum numbers which label the dipole-act
electron-hole pair states. The last term in~8! is a correlation
correction,10 andaex is the Bohr radius of a bulk exciton.

In the effective-mass approximation and under the
sumption of an infinitely high potential barrier between t
semiconductor and the insulator, the electron energy le
are specified by the quantum numbersn and l and are given
by the formula11

Ee5
\2Kn,l

2

2mea
2

, ~9!

whereKn,l is thenth root of thelth spherical Bessel function
andme is the electron effective mass.

The pattern of hole energy levels is more complica
due to the mixing of states corresponding to different s
bands of the valence band of semiconductors with a diam
or sphalerite structure; it was examined in Refs. 12–15. T
hole states are classified according to the values of the p
cipal quantum numbern and the total momentumF. For each
value of F there are two different states~an even and an
odd!, but there is degeneracy with respect to the projection
the total angular momentumM.

In the limiting case of strong spin-orbit splitting~D→0!
the hole ground state is 1S3/2 in the notation used in Ref. 15
Its energy is given by the formula

Eh5
\2Kh

2

2mhha
2

, ~10!

whereKh is specified by the equation14

j F11/2~Khb1/2! j F23/2~Kh!

1
6F23

2F13
j F23/2~Khb1/2! j F11/2~Kh!50 ~2!

with F53/2 andb5mlh /mhh . Here mlh and mhh are the
light- and heavy-hole masses.

The same equation specifies the even hole st
2S3/2,3S3/2, . . . @the second, third, and ensuing roots
~11!, respectively, should be taken#, to which transitions of
an electron from the 1Se state are possible.

Transitions of an electron from the 1Pe state to the 1P1/2
l

@Kh5b21/2f1
1 , wheref1

1 is the first root of the first spherica
Bessel function, should be used in~10!#, 1P3/2 ~the equation
for odd states was written out in Ref. 14!, 1P3/2

l @Kh is speci-
fied by ~11! with F55/2#, and ensuing hole states are po
sible.
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All the electron-hole pair states just enumerated are
generate with respect toM and the projection of the tota
electron angular momentumj e5s1 l . The ground state
(1Se ,1S3/2) is thus eightfold degenerate, but onlyg154
combinations of the projections of the electron and hole
gular momenta correspond to states that are radiation-a
in the dipole approximation.

The square of the matrix element in~7! can be written as

P2g1U E ChCe drU2

,

whereP2 is determined by the symmetry of the Bloch am
plitudes~the Kane angular momentum matrix element!,

Ce5~2p2!1/2a23/2j 0~pr /a!Y00,

Ch5Cha23/2FR0~r !Y001R2~r !(
M

Y2MG ,
R0~r !5 j 0~Khr /a!2 j 0~Kh!,

and the spherical harmonicsYlm are orthonormalized. The
part of the hole wave function containingR2(r ) does not
make a contribution to the matrix element under consid
ation; therefore,R2(r ) has not been written out. Forb→0
we haveCh56.044 andKh55.76 ~Ref. 15!, and the calcu-
lation of the square of the integral givesI 150.874.

If the variation ofP2 for different electron-hole states i
ignored, Eq.~7! can be rewritten in the form

es5e`F11
4e2P2

e`\3v2a3(n

gnvnI n

~vn2 idn!22v2G . ~12!

In ~12! we have introduced the natural width of the spect
line \dn , and gn and I n are analogous in meaning tog1

and I 1.

Dielectric function of the matrix

Glasses are known to absorb in the ultraviolet region
the spectrum. In order to take into account this circumstan
the dielectric constanteh should be equated with the imag
nary part, whose frequency dependence can be describe
a Gaussian function:

Imeh5r0

v0

G0
expF2

~v2v0!2

2G0
2 G , ~13!

where r0, v0, and G0 are parameters. The contribution
Reeh corresponding to~13! can be calculated from th
Kramers–Kronig relation.

EXPERIMENT

Samples of glasses with CdTe microcrystals were gro
by fusing SiO2 , B2O3 , Na2O, ZnO, and the dopants~CdO
and metallic Te! in a proportion equal to;1 wt % ~Ref. 3!.
The melt was then rapidly cooled in a stainless-steel ves
Semiconductor microcrystals were grown within the gla
matrix in successive anneals. The annealing regimes w
varied.

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of two sample
e-

-
ve

r-

l

f
e,

by

n

el.
s
re

of

the VCS37 series, which were cut from a single origin
matrix and subjected to heat treatment at 560 °C. The b
results ~from the standpoint of the quantum-well effect!
were produced by two-stage annealing. The VCS39 sam
~Fig. 2! were obtained by annealing first at 460 °C over t
course ofta5270 h and then at 540 °C~the duration of the
second anneal is indicated in the caption of Fig. 2!. The
spectra of these samples exhibit a series of features as
ated with transitions between quantum-well states, while
VCS37 samples clearly display only a transition associa
with the ground state of the electron-hole pairs (1Se ,1S3/2).

Some results of investigations of similar samples
other methods were previously published in Ref. 16.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first step in calculating the theoretical spectra was
determine the best-fit values of the parameters of the op
absorption band of the glass without QD’s using the spe
of samples not subjected to annealing. Thereafter, only
oscillator strength in~13! was varied for the anneale
samples.

FIG. 1. Experimental absorption spectra of CdTe/glass samples of
VCS37 series immediately after cooling of the melt~1! and after annealing
at 560 °C for 22~2! and 32 min~3!.

FIG. 2. Experimental absorption spectra of CdTe/glass samples of
VCS39 series obtained by two-stage annealing. The durationta of the sec-
ond ~high-temperature! anneal at 540 °C, min:1 — 60, 2 — 150,3 — 300,
4 — 420.
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The spectra of the samples with QD’s were simulated
the basis of the fundamental absorption peak. The mean
radius ā, which provides the correct position of the pea
was determined, and the energy was calculated from E
~8!–~10!. The following values of the parameters of CdT
were used in the process:P5731028 eV•cm, Eg51.49 eV
(T5300 K!, mlh5me50.09m0, and DSS50.977 eV. We
note that diverse data have been given in the literature
mhh ~from 0.4m0 to 0.7m0), and that they correspond t
different values ofKh for the 1S3/2 state. The root of Eq.~11!
varies almost linearly withb21, and the value which we
adopted,mhh50.5m0, corresponds toKh53.91.

In addition to the ground state, the electron-hole p
states listed in Table I were taken into account ines . Their
energies were calculated as a function of the QD radius
described above. The best-fit values of the oscilla
strengths of the transitions corresponding to their recomb
tion were determined.

We also note thate` in ~7! is the value of the dielectric
constant for\v@Eg , which naturally differs from the value
of 7.8 known from infrared spectroscopy for CdTe. Our c

FIG. 3. Experimental absorption spectra of a VCS39 sample anneale
420 min ~solid line! and calculated spectra obtained with consideration
the electron-hole transitions from Table I using the Gaussian~1! and
Lifshitz–Slezov~2! size distribution functions.

TABLE I. Transitions responsible for absorption in the optical region of
spectrum for the VCS39420 sample.
n
D

,
s.

or

ir

as
r
a-

-

culation of the contribution of the interband transitions f
bulk CdTe gavee`.6, which corresponds to the value fo
\v!Eg indicated above.

The theoretical spectra were fit to the experimental sp
tra using the Gaussian size distribution function~two param-
eters, viz., the QD concentration and the variance of the
dius, were varied! and the Lifshitz–Slezov size distributio
function17 ~only the concentration was varied!. The simula-
tion results are shown in Figs. 3–5.

As a whole, the agreement between theory and exp
ment is good. The transition frequenciesvn , calculated with
allowance for the mixing of light- and heavy-hole states c
respond to the experimentally observed values, as can
seen, for example, from Fig. 3. We used the same value
\d for all the transitions. Up to 20 meV, this parameter h
scarcely any influence on the form of the spectrum. In pr
ciple, the inhomogeneous broadening associated with dis
tions of the shape of the QD’s can also make a contribut
to \d. This contribution should be larger for transitions wi
larger energies and can lead to further smoothing of the
responding peaks, in accordance with the experime
spectra.

The first absorption peak for the VCS39 samples is
proximated more closely by the Lifshitz–Slezov size dist
bution function than by the symmetric Gaussian distribut

for
f

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3, but for a VCS39 sample annealed for 300 m

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 3, but for a VCS37 sample annealed for 22 m
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~see Figs. 3 and 4!. The Lifshitz–Slezov theory,17 which, as
we know, describes the late stage of phase formation in s
solutions~the growth of large grains as a result of the diss
lution of small grains!, predicts growth of the mean grai
radius according to anā;t1/3 law and a corresponding de
cline in their number with time. The latter is inconsiste
with the values ofn determined during the simulation~see
Table II!. The hypothesis that the decomposition of the so
solution in the samples investigated was interrupted in
early stage of growth of the grains of the semiconduc
phase also runs into difficulty. The diffusion-controlle
growth of grains from a supersaturated solid solution sho
be characterized by a dependence of the mean radius on
of the form ā;t0.5, which is faster than the one followin
from Table II. On the other hand, it is not clear how
correctly select the time of onset of this stage of the proc
with consideration of the prolonged primary anneal. Nev
theless, the form of the spectra of the samples after the
mary anneal alone and even after the secondary anne
540 °C for 1 h~Fig. 1! does not provide any basis to presum
the growth of grains during the low-temperature anneal.

The spectra of the samples obtained by a single anne
560 °C are approximated more closely by the Gaussian
distribution function~Fig. 5!. This can mean that the techno
logical process was interrupted back in the nucleation sta
The most probable QD radius in the sample annealed fo
min, however, is only slightly greater than the radius cor
sponding to the spectrum in Fig. 5~the dependence on an
nealing time can be estimated asā;ta

0.1), which is also dif-
ficult to explain within the existing theories. Thus, furth
investigation of the phase-formation processes taking p
during the growth of CdTe nanocrystals according to
technology under consideration are needed.

TABLE II. Best-fit values of the parameters determined during the simu
tion of the spectra of the VCS39 samples using the Lifshitz–Slezov
distribution function.

ta , h 2.5 5 7

n, 1016 cm23 2.683 1.885 2.205

ā, Å 23.6 26.7 28.0
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In summary, we have proposed a scheme for taking i
account the fluctuation polarization interaction betwe
semiconductor nanocrystals grown within an insulating m
trix and the~arbitrary! statistical distribution of their size in
the calculation of the linear optical absorption of such s
tems. The scheme has been tested on CdTe-doped gla
The mean radius and concentration of the QD’s have b
determined by comparing the calculated and experime
spectra. It has been shown that the size distribution func
is asymmetric for samples obtained by two-stage annea
and falls off in the direction of QD radii exceeding the e
pectation value. A very weak dependence of the latter
annealing time, which is not consistent with the existi
theories on spinodal decomposition, has been discovere
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Influence of oxygen on the photoluminescence intensity of erbium „at 1.54 mm…

in erbium-doped a-Si:H films
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B. Ya. Ber, and G. M. Gusinski 
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The influence of oxygen on the photoluminescence~PL! of erbium ~at 1.54mm! in erbium-doped
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (c-Sî Er&) is investigated. Thea-Si:H^Er& films studied
are fabricated by cosputtering Si and Er targets using the technology of dc silane decomposition
in a magnetic field. The oxygen concentration is varied from 1019 to 1021 cm23 by increasing
the partial pressure of oxygen in the chamber. It is shown that, as in the case of erbium-doped
crystalline silicon (c-Sî Er&), oxygen has an effect on the intensity of the 1.54mm
photoluminescence ina-Si:H^Er& films. The values of the erbium and oxygen concentrations at
which the maximum Er PL intensity is observed are two orders of magnitude higher than
in crystalline silicon. The increase in the Er PL intensity at room temperature and the weaker
temperature dependence of the Er PL in comparison toc-Sî Er,O& attest to the prospect
of usinga-Si:H^Er&films in optoelectronic applications. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01811-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The photoluminescence~PL! and electroluminescenc
~EL! of rare-earth~RE! ions in semiconductor materials hav
recently been studied extensively. The interest in such
search is dictated by the possibility of utilizing the electr
pumping of RE ions to create electroluminescent lig
sources with a wavelength that can be used in photonic c
munication systems. The largest number of studies has b
performed on erbium-doped crystalline silicon (c-Sî Er&) in
connection with the prospect of producing electrolumin
cent emission at 1.54mm, which corresponds to the los
minimum in a quartz optical fiber.

The 1.54mm emission is assigned to theI 13/22I 15/2 tran-
sition in the 4f subshell of the Er31 ions. Since the core 4f
subshell is shielded by the outer 5s ~two electrons! and 5p
~six electrons! subshells, the wavelength at which PL is o
served does not depend on the matrix in which the Er io
implanted or on temperature. It has been established du
the investigation of the PL of Er inc-Sî Er& that 1! the Er31

emission observed inc-Sî Er& has a weak intensity at room
temperature due to pronounced thermal quenching1,2 and that
2! oxygen doping increases the erbium photoluminesce
intensity at room temperature.1,3 We recently discovered tha
efficient PL4 and EL5 can be observed at room temperatu
1231063-7826/98/32(11)/5/$15.00
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in Er-doped hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H^Er&).
Under identical measurement conditions the Er PL inten
at room temperature ina-Si:H^Er& films is more than two
orders of magnitude greater than that for samples of c
doped with Er and O and annealed to obtain optimal pho
luminescence.

In this paper we present the results of experimental st
ies of the influence of the oxygen concentration on the p
toluminescence intensity of Er ina-Si:H^Er& films.

2. EXPERIMENT

The a-Si:H^Er& films used in our investigations wer
fabricated by cosputtering Si and Er targets using the te
nology of dc silane decomposition in a magnetic field.
standard reactor intended for magnetron sputtering was u
but an argon-oxygen-silane mixture was employed instea
an argon-hydrogen mixture~magnetron-assisted silane d
composition or MASD6!.

In the present work the parameters of the film sputter
process were as follows: gas, 25%SiH4175% Ar; magnetic
field, 20–100 mT; anode voltage, 2002600 V; discharge
power density,W50.121.0 W/cm2; gas pressure,P5(2.5
27.0)31023 Torr. The films were sputtered onto crystallin
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1235Semiconductors 32 (11), November 1998 Kudoyarova et al.
silicon ~c-Si! and fused quartz substrates. The substrate t
peratureTs was in the range 250–350 °C.

The concentrations of implanted Er and O, as well
their concentration distribution profiles, were determined
secondary ion mass spectrometry~SIMS! on a Cameca
IMS-4f spectrometer. The sputtering was effected by a
cused beam of32O2

1 ions with an energy of 5.5 keV. Th
primary current was 0.5mA, the beam was directed onto

FIG. 1. Typical distributions of Er~1!, O ~2!, and H~3! obtained by SIMS
for an a-Si:H^Er,O& film with NEr5231020 cm23, NO51.531021 cm23,
andNH5831021 cm23.
-

s
y

-

2503250 raster, and a region with a diameter of 60mm was
analyzed. The intensities were converted into concentrat
using standard implanted samples.

The determination of the Er and O concentrations for
high-resistivity samples~with a large oxygen concentration
NO.1020 cm23) by SIMS was difficult. In such cases th
Er and O concentrations were determined using nucle
physical methods: Rutherford backscattering~RBS! and the
16O(a,a)16O nuclear resonance reaction~NRR!. RBS and
the NRR were observed whena-Si:H^Er& films were irradi-
ated by accelerateda particles, whose initial energy wa
3.1 MeV. In estimating the oxygen concentration, SiO2

served as a calibration sample. The hydrogen content in
samples, which was determined by infrared~IR! spectros-
copy ~by integrating the absorption band at 630 cm21), was
equal to 2–9 at. %.

Photothermal deflection spectroscopy~PDS! was used to
determine the concentrationND of defects ~dangling Si
bonds!.

The photoluminescence was excited by an Ar la
~l5514 nm!. The emission was recorded by a double mon
chromator and detected by a nitrogen-cooled Ge detec
The PL excitation power was 50 mW in all cases.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to observe the 1.54mm photoluminescence in
c-Sî Er& at room temperature, Er and O are coimplanted
c-Si samples. In addition, high-temperature anneals
needed to optimize the Er PL. The experimental results sh
FIG. 2. Spectra of backscattereda particles obtained using RBS and the NRR for twoa-Si:H^Er,O& films deposited on c-Si substrates:k14 — NEr

5731020 cm23, NO55.531020 cm23; k17 — NEr55.931020 cm23, NO5731021 cm23.
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FIG. 3. PL spectrum (T577 K! for an a-Si:H^Er,O& film with NEr5531019 cm23 andNO>1021 cm23.
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that the maximum value of the 1.54mm photoluminescence
is observed at an oxygen concentration of 1018 cm23 ~which
is equal to the solubility of oxygen in silicon7!, i.e., at a
concentration approximately an order of magnitude hig
than the concentration of Er ions.8

In the case of hydrogenated amorphous silicon~a-Si:H!
the fabrication of samples doped with Er and O is simp
High concentrations of Er and O can be introduced dur
cosputtering, and additional high-temperature anneals are
needed to obtain high values of the Er PL intensity. W
achieved a homogeneous distribution of Er up to concen
tions of 1021 cm21 in a-Si:H films, whose thicknesses we
equal to 0.8–1.2mm. Typical distribution profiles of Er and
O obtained using SIMS and RBS are presented in Fig
and 2.

The PL spectra were investigated over a broad spec
range from 0.7 to 1.6 eV~Fig. 3!. Both the PL peak of Er
~0.804 eV! and PL peaks of hydrogenated amorphous s
con, viz., defect~0.9 eV! and intrinsic~1.35 eV! PL peaks,
can be observed in this spectral range. Figure 3 show
typical PL spectrum (T577 K! for a-Si:H^Er,O&.

As follows from Fig. 3, the PL spectra contain the P
peak of Er~0.804 eV! and the defect PL peak~0.9 eV! in the
spectral range just indicated, but do not contain the intrin
PL peak of a-Si:H~1.35 eV!. This is because one intrinsic P
band at 1.35 eV with a width of 0.3 eV is usually observed
the spectra of pure~undoped! a-Si:H with a defect density
ND,1016 cm23. The luminescence at 1.35 eV is almost
ways assigned to transitions between states in the band
Samples of a-Si:H with a defect concentrationND'1018

cm23 typically display the defect PL at 0.9 eV with a widt
r
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of 0.35 eV. The PL line at 0.9 eV appears as a result of
tunneling of electrons from the conduction-band tail in
neutral~paramagnetic! dangling bondsD0 followed by radia-
tive recombination with holes self-trapped in states in
valence-band tail. The doping of pure a-Si:H suppleme
and modifies the states in the mobility gap.

Our investigations showed that the doping of a-Si:H w
erbium and oxygen leads to an increase in the defect den
ND . The defect concentration, which was determined, as
dicated above, by PDS, varied from 1018 to 1019 cm23 as
the level of doping of a-Si:H with erbium and oxygen w
increased. Naturally, the defect PL peak is observed at su
defect density, but the intrinsic PL peak of a-Si:H is n
observed.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the Er PL intensity~the

FIG. 4. Dependence of the Er PL intensity~the 1.54mm band! at T5300 K
on the erbium concentrationNEr at a constant oxygen concentratio
NO5231020 cm23.
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FIG. 5. PL spectra ofa-Si:H^Er,O& (T5300 K! at a constant erbium concentrationNEr5631020 cm23 and various values of the oxygen concentrationNO ,
cm23: K 13 — 2.531020, K 15 — 8.231020, K 16 — 2.031021.
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peak at 1.54mm, 0.804 eV! as a function of the Er concen
tration in a-Si:H^Er,O&. The oxygen concentration in th
films was constant and equal to 131020 cm23. The PL in-
tensity reaches its maximum value atNEr5131020 cm23,
and a further increase in the Er concentration leads to a
crease in the PL intensity. This can be attributed to: 1! the
formation of clusters at high Er concentrations or 2! an in-
sufficient oxygen concentration if oxygen plays the same
portant role in amorphous silicon as in crystalline silicon.

In order to test these hypotheses, we investigated
influence of the oxygen concentration in the range from 119

to 1021 cm23 on the Er PL intensity. The oxygen concentr
tion in the samples was varied by varying the partial press
of oxygen in the chamber from 831026 to 531024 Torr.

Figure 5 shows the PL spectra of Er (T5300 K! for
samples with various oxygen concentrations. As follo
from Fig. 5, the intensity of the 1.54-mm photoluminescence
increases with increasing oxygen concentration, and
maximum Er PL intensity is achieved whenNO/NEr'10
~Fig. 6!; the values of the concentrations themselves are
orders of magnitude higher than in crystalline silicon.

The investigations performed point out the importa
role of oxygen in the optical activation of Er ions in th
amorphous matrix ofa-Si:H^Er& as well. In all likelihood, it
can be stated that in the case ofa-Si:H^Er& a considerable
portion of the oxygen is bound in Er-O complexes and j
this Er, which is surrounded by oxygen, is optically acti
and acts as a luminescent center for theI 13/22I 15/2 transition.
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The investigations of the local environment of Er pe
formed by Mössbauer spectroscopy in Ref. 9 showed t
some of the Er ions have an environment of Si atoms~an
environment similar to ErSi2) and some have an environ
ment of oxygen atoms~an environment similar to Er2O3).
Wherever there are more of the latter, a higher Er PL int
sity is observed.

It is noteworthy that increasing the oxygen concentrat
by an order of magnitude, i.e., from 1020 to 1021 cm23, leads

FIG. 6. Variation of the Er PL intensity (T5300 K! plotted as a function of
the ratio between the oxygen and erbium concentrations ina-Si:H^Er,O&
films.
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to displacement of the Er PL band by 0.001 eV. Figure 5~see
the inset! shows the Er PL spectra atT5300 K, which were
measured with a high resolution, fora-Si:H^Er& films with
various oxygen concentrations. Distinct differences betw
the positions of the peaks in the samples, which show
the presence of additional oxygen alters the local envir
ment of the Er ions, are observed. Such displacement of
Er PL band due to the addition of oxygen is observed
c-Si:H^Er& ~Ref. 10! and a-Si:H with implanted Er and O
ions.11

In c-Si erbium behaves as a microscopic getter
oxygen,8 and the effective solubility of Er in the context o
the formation of an optically active complex with oxygen
completely determined by the oxygen content. Since
solubility of oxygen in c-Si is;1018 cm23 @the solubility
limit of oxygen in c-Si is 1.5310172231018 cm23 at 1000–
1400 °C ~Ref. 7!#, the excess Er, which has not formed
Er-O complex, can form precipitates. It has been shown
Er precipitates having the form of disks with a diameter
;300 Å and a thickness of 10 Å form in c-Si above t
concentration NEr51.331018 cm23 at T05900°C. The
structure of these precipitates is similar to that of Er2

~Ref. 12!.
Apparently, the gettering of oxygen by erbium tak

place ina-Si:H^Er,O&, just as inc-Sî Er,O&. The only differ-
ence is that the solubility of Er and O ina-Si:H is higher, and
the formation of Er precipitates, which is observed
c-Sî Er&, can be observed ina-Si:H^Er& at concentrations
approximately two orders of magnitude higher than in c
^Er&.

The investigations of the influence of the oxygen co
centration on the temperature dependence of the PL of E
a-Si:H^Er,O& showed that, as in the case ofc-Sî Er,O&, in-
creasing the oxygen content leads to a rise in the Er
intensity at room temperature and to a weaker tempera
dependence~Fig. 7!. It is assumed that the increase in t
Er PL intensity at room temperature inc-Sî Er,O& can be
associated both with an increase in the concentration of

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the Er PL intensity ina-Si:H^Er,O&
samples with various values of the oxygen concentrationNO : N 10 — 2.5
31020 cm23, N 8 — 3.531020 cm23, N 7 — 131021 cm23.
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tically active centers and with a decrease in the lifetime
the excited state of the emitting center.3 In the case of
a-Si:H^Er,O&, the performance of additional investigations
needed to attribute the increase in the Er PL intensity w
increasing oxygen concentration to one of the factors
indicated.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The investigations performed have shown that, as in
case ofc-Sî Er&, oxygen has an effect of the intensity of th
1.54mm photoluminescence ina-Si:H^Er& films. The maxi-
mum PL intensity is achieved whenNO/NEr'10 ~i.e., when
a local environment of the erbium ions similar to the loc
environment of the erbium ions in the structure of Er2O3 is
realized!. The values of the erbium and oxygen concent
tions at which the maximum PL intensity is observed are t
orders of magnitude higher than in crystalline silicon due
the higher solubility of Er and oxygen in the amorpho
matrix than in crystalline silicon. The increase in the Er P
intensity at room temperature and its weaker temperature
pendence in comparison toc-Sî Er,O& attest to the prospec
of usinga-Si:H^Er& films in optoelectronic applications.
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Influence of the deposition and annealing conditions on the optical properties
of amorphous silicon

A. I. Mashin, A. V. Ershov, and D. A. Khokhlov

N. I. Lobachevski� Nizhni� Novgorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia
~Submitted September 15, 1997; accepted for publication May 26, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 1390–1392~November 1998!

The refractive index and extinction coefficient in the range 0.6–2.0 eV of amorphous silicon
films deposited by electron-beam evaporation with variation of the substrate temperature,
deposition rate, and anneal temperature in an air atmosphere are presented. The results are
discussed in terms of variation of the Penn energy gap as a function of the deposition and treatment
conditions. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01911-5#
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The interest in hydrogenated amorphous silic
(a-Si:H) is due mainly to the prospects of using it to fab
cate inexpensive film solar cells of large area.1 At the same
time, researchers have been focusing increasingly greate
tention on ‘‘hydrogen-free’’ amorphous silicon (a-Si) as a
promising material with a large refractive index for nea
infrared fiber-optic passive interference elements.2,3

Figure 1 shows typical spectral curves of the refract
indexn and the extinction coefficientk of a-Si films obtained
by electron-beam evaporation in vacuum~for the technologi-
cal details, see, for example, Ref. 4!. The optical constants
were determined according to the method in Ref. 5. As in
case of most of the literature data,6 in our case~curve1! the
values and dispersion of the refractive index of thea-Si films
are greater than those of crystalline silicon (c-Si) anda-Si:H
in the frequency range investigated. This finding can be
plained if it is recalled that amorphous silicon has not onl
loss of long-range order, but also a high concentration
matrix defects: dangling bonds, voids, extrinsic impuritie
etc. In this communication we examine the influence
voids on the optical properties ofa-Si films obtained at vari-
ous substrate temperatures (Ts) and deposition rates (Vs)
and subjected to annealing in air.

Two cases can be considered, depending on the
size.

1. If the voids are fairly large compared to the inte
atomic distance and slightly exceed or are comparable to
light wavelength, the electromagnetic light wave underg
repeated scattering, and the optical properties of the mat
can be described within the effective-medium theory. A
cording to Ref. 7, if there are only voids in the material,
satisfies the equality

~12xv!@ «̂m~v!2 «̂~v!#/@ «̂m~v!12«̂~v!#

1xv@ «̂v~v!2 «̂~v!#/@ «̂m~v!12«̂~v!#50, ~1!

wherexv is the relative void volume,«̂m(v) and «̂v(v) are
the complex dielectric constants of the medium and
voids, and«̂(v) is the effective complex dielectric consta
of the system.
1231063-7826/98/32(11)/3/$15.00
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2. If the voids are very small~less than 1 nm!, they can
be treated as accessible elements of a uniform network. T
the overall influence of the voids is confined to decrease
the mean interatomic bonding force and the plasma
quency of the material, and the optical properties can
calculated within the Penn model. According to Ref. 8, t
static refractive indexn0 is related to the plasma frequenc
vp and the Penn energy gap\vg in the following manner:

n0
2511~2/3!~vp

2/vg
2!. ~2!

In this case the value of\vg coincides to within good accu
racy with the maximum of thek(v) spectrum, and

vp
25~4pe2/m!~rLA /A!nv , ~3!

wheree andm are the charge and mass of an electron,r is
the density of the material,A is the molecular weight, andLA

is Avogadro’s number. Forc-Si nv54.
The quantity\vg is called the plasmon energy. A plas

mon is a collective excitation of the electron gas that is
calized mainly in dense regions of the random network a
penetrates only slightly into the voids, which, in turn, crea
the density deficit ina-Si. Thus, the plasmon energy ca
serve as a measure of the microscopic density of the am
phous semiconductor.

According to the data in Ref. 9,a-Si films typically have
voids with diameters no greater than 0.5 nm. A void can th
be regarded as a cluster of atoms separated from the
coordinated structure, and the expression~2! can be written
as10

n511~2/3!~vp
2/vg

2!~r/r0!124 f , ~4!

wheref 5d ln C/d ln r is the fraction of cluster bonds on th
void surface,C is the mean coordination number, and t
superscript 0 denotes the parameter for the completely c
dinated material. The value off varies from 0 to 1 as a
function of the void diameter. In the case of small voids~less
than 223 coordination spheres! f .0.25, and the value ofn
for such a medium will be greater than the value for t
completely coordinated material.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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On the basis of these arguments, it can be assumed
in our case thea-Si films obtained by electron-beam evap
ration atTs5250°C ~Fig. 1! have voids, whose diameter
comparable to the first or second coordination radius a
accordingly, are characterized by a large refractive index

Variation of the deposition conditions, or, more spec
cally, a decrease in the substrate temperatureTs from 250 to
20 °C and the deposition rateVs by a factor of roughly 2
~Figs. 1 and 2!, leads to qualitatively identical variation ofn
for the films, i.e., to lowering of its value near the absorpti
edge. The refractive index dispersion also decreases u
these conditions. As a result, the difference in the behavio
curves1 and2 in both figures is very significant in the shor
wavelength region. For example, while the difference
tween the refractive indices for a photon energy\v
.1.9 eV is ;1 ~Fig. 1!, the difference for\v.1.0 eV
amounts to;0.4. When\v,0.8 eV, the value of the re

FIG. 1. Spectral curves of the refractive indexn ~1, 2! and the extinction
coefficientk (18, 28) of a-Si films obtained by electron-beam evaporation
the substrate temperaturesTs5250 ~1, 18) and 20 °C~2, 28).

FIG. 2. Influence of the deposition rate on the spectral curve of the ref
tive index n ~1, 2! and the extinction coefficientk (18, 28) of a-Si films.
Film deposition rateVs , nm/s: 1, 18 — 0.53;2, 28 — 0.30.
hat

d,

er
of

-

fractive index scarcely depends on the deposition conditi
indicated.

Inspection of the spectral curves of the extinction co
ficient ~Figs. 1 and 2, curves18 and 28! reveals that varia-
tions inTs andVs influence the behavior ofk(v) differently.
For example, a decrease in the substrate temperatureTs ~Fig.
1! leads to displacement of the absorption edge tow
longer wavelengths, while a decrease inVs ~Fig. 2! causes
displacement of the absorption edge of amorphous sili
toward higher energies. This finding allows us to assume
the mechanisms for the decreases in the refractive inde
response to the lowering ofTs andVs are different.

LoweringTs clearly leads to an increase in the diamete
of the voids ina-Si. This, in turn, leads to lowering ofn,
bringing it closer to the values forc-Si, and for very large
voids (;502100 nm) it leads to refractive index values th
are smaller than in crystalline silicon. Since the width of t
Penn gap also decreases in that case, the maximum on
k(v) curve and, therefore, the absorption edge shift tow
longer wavelengths, as we observe on the experime
curves presented~Fig. 1!. The decrease in\vg in this case is
attributed to a decrease in the mean coordination numbe

A decrease in the deposition rate should lead to a
crease in the film porosity, and in this case, according to~4!,
there should be an increase in the refractive index. On
other hand, at low deposition rates a large quantity of ext
sic impurities, such as oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, etc., en
the film. If we follow Shevchik and Paul9 and assume tha
the diameter of the voids in the originala-Si is ;0.5 nm, it
is difficult to imagine a further decrease in their diameter
the deposition rate is lowered. Thus, an influence of lower
the deposition rate on the optical characteristics ofa-Si
through a decrease in the void diameter is unlikely.

In order to reveal the influence of extrinsic impurities,
would be useful to jointly examine the influences of t
deposition rate and the subsequent annealing ofa-Si in air,
since the penetration of extrinsic impurities into the fil
from the atmosphere should be expected in the latter c

FIG. 3. Spectral curves of the refractive indexn ~1–4! and the extinction
coefficientk (18–48) of a-Si films deposited atTs5250 °C and annealed in
air for 1 h at 20~1, 18), 100 ~2, 28), 150 ~3, 38) and 250 °C~4, 48!.

c-
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According to the experimental data, annealinga-Si in air,
like a decrease in the deposition rate~Figs. 2 and 3!, leads to
a decrease in the refractive index and displacement of
absorption edge toward higher energies.

Taking into account the foregoing statements, we beli
that the character of the variation of the optical properties
a-Si in response to variation of the deposition conditions a
to heat treatment is described well within the Penn mod
The magnitude of the Penn gap is determined both by
presence and character of the behavior of extrinsic impur
in the film and by the short-range structure of amorpho
silicon. For example, the diffusion of oxygen into the bulk
the material leads to saturation of the dangling bonds and
formation of Si–O bonds instead of Si–Si bonds. Since
Si–O bond is energetically stronger than a Si–Si bond,
Penn gap\vg increases and the maximum on thek(v)
curve shifts toward shorter wavelengths. On the other ha
‘‘lightening’’ the network, i.e., lowering the number of dan
gling bonds, leads to an increase in the coordination num
and relaxation of the already completely connected netw
~a decrease in the spread of bond lengths, bond angles
dihedral angles! increases the Penn gap.
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Influence of internal mechanical stresses on the characteristics of GaAs
light-emitting diodes

V. G. Sidorov and D. V. Sidorov
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A systematic investigation of the influence of internal mechanical stresses on the characteristics
of gallium arsenide light-emitting diodes~LED’s! is performed. The LED structures are
grown by liquid-phase epitaxy from a confined volume of a melt based on a solution of GaAs in
Ga. The melt is doped with silicon or with silicon and tin. It is shown that the magnitude
and sign of the internal mechanical stresses in the epitaxial layer are determined by the impurity
concentration in the melt. The LED’s fabricated from epitaxial structures with the smallest
internal mechanical stresses have the greatest quantum efficiency and the slowest rate of
degradation of their parameters. A model of the reorganization of the defect structure of
gallium arsenide, which describes the observed phenomena, is proposed. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02011-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Internal mechanical stresses appear in a solid as a r
of local strains of interatomic bonds, which are assigned
the doping level and the conditions under which the solid
formed. For just this reason, internal mechanical stresses
an inherent component of any solid and, accordingly,
every solid-state device.

The local strains of interatomic bonds cause local va
tion of the band structure of a solid, which can be manifes
as broad variation of its electrical properties, i.e., as varia
of the parameters of semiconductor devices. The magni
and distribution of the internal mechanical stresses in
bulk of a semiconductor device are determined to a sign
cant extent by the rates of performance of the produc
operations. The presence of uncompensated internal
chanical stress gradients in a semiconductor device ren
its structure fundamentally unstable and predetermines v
ous degradation effects, which are a consequence of th
laxation of internal mechanical stresses during storage
operation of the device.

In this paper we present the results of an experime
study of the effect of internal mechanical stresses on
efficiency and service life of GaAs light-emitting diode
~LED’s!.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The samples investigated were GaAs epitaxialp2n
structures. The structures were grown in a single liqu
phase epitaxy cycle from a confined volume of a melt ba
on a solution of GaAs in Ga on~100! GaAs substrates dope
1241063-7826/98/32(11)/6/$15.00
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with Sn or Te. The thickness of the substrates was 300–
mm, and the thicknesses of then andp regions in the epitax-
ial layer were approximately identical and varied in the ran
from 20 to 60mm. Silicon was added to the melt as a dopa
The silicon concentration in the liquid phase was varied fr
0.1 to 1.1 wt %. In the case of double doping, the conc
tration of silicon in the liquid phase was held constant a
value of 1.1 wt %, while the concentration of tin was vari
in the range from 1 to 8 wt %.

The following parameters of each experimental sam
were measured: the radius of curvature~R! of the epitaxial
structure~which was determined by x-ray methods!; the mi-
crohardness~H! and the dislocation density (Nd) on a frag-
ment of the structure in the electroluminescence genera
region, which is located in thep layer of the structure at a
distance of 3–15mm from thep2n junction;1 the concen-
tration of deep levels (Nt) in the p2n junction; the external
electroluminescence quantum efficiency (bex) and its depen-
dence on the operating time of the LED; and the intern
friction spectrum at a frequency of 6 Hz.

The measured parameters of the epitaxial structures
LED’s are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 as functions of
silicon or tin concentration in the liquid phase. Figure
shows typical internal-friction spectra for some of the stru
tures investigated.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the epitaxial layers investiga
are composite materials based on gallium arsenide. In f
the sharp absorption peaks at the melting points of galli
and tin attest to the presence of microinclusions of the m
tallic phase of these elements in the bulk of the layer.2 The
amount of gallium trapped in microinclusions by the gro
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Parameters of LED structures as a function of the silicon concentration in the melt. Cooling rate of the melt: solid curves — 0.5 °C/min
curves — 7 °C/min. a — Curvature; b — concentration of deep levels; c — mechanicalQ factor; d — microhardness; e — dislocation density; f — external
quantum efficiency; g — concentration of metallic gallium; h — variation of the external quantum efficiency in accelerated tests.
,

ith

the
uc-
ter-
e-
ing epitaxial layer increases as the silicon concentration
well as the cooling rate of the melt, are increased~Fig. 1g!.

The negative curvature of the epitaxial structures w
small silicon concentrations~Fig. 1a! correspond to convex
asbending of the structures toward the epitaxial layer. As
silicon concentration is increased, the curvature of the str
ture changes sign at a certain critical value, which is de
mined by the cooling rate of the melt. This finding is a r
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flection of structural reorganization in the crystal lattice. A
result of this restructuring, the magnitude of the internal m
chanical stresses in the epitaxial layer drops dramatica
and, as can be seen from Figs. 1e, 1d, 1f, and 1h, the m
sured value ofNd , H, bex, and bex/b0 reach their extre-
mum values.

It is noteworthy that the intensity of the absorption ba
observed in the internal-friction spectra at 470 K~Fig. 3!
clearly correlates with the magnitude of the mechani
stresses in the epitaxial layer. TheQ factor of the oscillator
circuit including the sample being measured reaches a m
mum ~Fig. 1c! at the silicon concentration corresponding
zero curvature of the structure~Fig. 1a!. This provides some

FIG. 2. Parameters of LED structures with various tin concentrations in
melt and a silicon concentration equal to 1.1 wt %: a — curvature; b —
mechanicalQ factor; c — concentration of metallic gallium; d — concen-
tration of metallic tin.
-
y,
a-

l

xi-

basis to regard theQ factor of the oscillator circuit at 470 K
~when the internal friction is measured at 6 Hz! as a charac-
teristic specifying the level of internal mechanical stresse
the sample.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND MODEL
REPRESENTATIONS

When gallium arsenide is grown from a nonstoichiom
ric silicon-doped melt, the defect structure of the epitax
layer is shaped by several processes: a! the arsenic deficiency
in the melt leads to the formation of excess vacancies in
arsenic sublattice (VAs), whose equilibrium concentration i
determined by the temperature of the process; b! the growing
layer traps excess gallium to a greater extent, the highe
the cooling rate of the melt; c! amphoteric doping of the
epitaxial layer by silicon takes place.

Silicon can occupy vacancies in both sublattices in g
lium arsenide, creating SiGa defects~donors! and SiAs defects
~acceptors!. At the same time, silicon always lends prefe
ence to vacancies in the gallium sublattice, where its conc
tration is significantly higher even inp-type crystals,3 i.e., the
acceptor levels in silicon-doped gallium arsenide, which
termine the hole conductivity of the crystal, are formed n
just by simple SiAs defects.

Table I presents the structural characteristics of the
ments, which we need in order to analyze the defe
formation processes in the GaAs layers investigated. The

e

FIG. 3. Internal-friction spectra at various dopant concentrations in the m
1, 2, 3 — silicon concentrations equal to 0.1, 0.3, and 0.7 wt %, resp
tively; 4 — silicon concentration equal to 1.1 wt % and tin concentrati
equal to 3 wt %.
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tice strain appearing upon the formation of a defect can
characterized by the local change in the atomic volume u
the introduction of the defect, i.e., by the increment~DV!
~Table II!. In Table II the increments are listed without a
lowance for relaxation of the lattice. The sign of the incr
ment indicates the type of strain: a minus sign correspond
compression, and a plus sign corresponds to expansion.

The interactions of the defects in a growing epitax
layer can be described by a system of quasichemical r
tions, among which the principal reactions are

GaL�Gas , ~1!

Gai1VAs�GaAs , ~2!

SiL�Sis , ~3!

Sis1GaGa�SiGa1e1Gai , ~4!

Sis1VAs�SiAs1h, ~5!

SiGa1SiAs�~SiGa2SiAs!, ~6!

where the subscriptsL and s refer to the liquid and solid
phases,e is an electron,h is a hole, and the subscripti labels
an interstitial site.

Under the conditions of an arsenic deficiency and,
cordingly, the generation of excess vacancies in the ars
sublattice, the excess gallium and the dopant~Si! not only
form Gai and SiGa defects@Eq. ~4!#, but also tend to occupy
arsenic vacancies, creating GaAs @reaction~2!# and SiAs de-
fects@reaction~5!#, to ensure mechanical stability of the la
tice. According to reaction~2!, the concentration of anti
structure GaAs defects is directly proportional to th
concentration of interstitial gallium, i.e., if the cooling rate
the melt is held constant, an increase in the silicon conc
tration in the GaAs lattice should lead to an increase in
concentration of antistructure defects@reactions~4! and~2!#.

TABLE I. Structural characteristics of elements.

Element Atomic weight, X-ray Atomic volume
g/mol density, g/cm3 cm3

Ga 69.72 5.908 11.8
Ga in GaAs 2 4.65 15.0
As 74.92 5.77 12.98
As in GaAs 2 6.15 12.2
Si 28.08 2.332 12.04
a-Sn 118.7 5.77 20.5

TABLE II. Local changes in the atomic volume~increments! upon the in-
troduction of defects in GaAs~without allowance for relaxation of the lat
tice!.

Defect Increment Defect Increment
DV, cm3 DV, cm3

VGa 215.0 SiGa 22.96
VAs 212.2 SiAs 20.16
AsGa 22.8 SnGa 15.5
GaAs 12.8 SnAs 18.3
Gai 13.8
e
n

-
to

l
c-

-
ic

n-
e

Thus, it can be presumed that at small silicon concentrati
the excess gallium trapped by the growing layer and the
lium displaced by silicon from lattice sites occupy Gai inter-
stitial positions for the most part. The large positive incr
ment of this defect~Table II! specifies convex bending of th
structure toward the epitaxial layer~Fig. 1a!. As the Si con-
centration is increased, the excess Ga increasingly occu
antistructure GaAs positions, where the lattice strain pro
duced is smaller. The concentration of SiAs defects, whose
formation also diminishes the internal mechanical stresse
the lattice~Table II!, increases simultaneously. The decrea
in the magnitude of the local strain caused by the format
of SiGa defects is greater, the closer an antistructure GAs

defect and a SiAs acceptor atom are to the SiGa defect.4

Therefore, the antistructure GaAs defects and SiAs acceptors
should be located in the first coordination sphere near aGa

donor atom with a high probability. In other words, the ge
eral condition that the system tend to the energy minim
should be satisfied, i.e., defects with negative and posi
increments should be near one other and form an elastic
perlattice in the crystal.5 Instead of the single cluster for a
ideal crystal, viz., GaAs4Ga12, the structural clusters forme
in the GaAs lattice in this case can have different form
depending on the silicon concentration. For example, t
can be

Ga@VAsAs3#Ga12, ~7!

SiGa@VAsAs3#Ga12, ~8!

SiGa@VAsGaAsAs2#Ga12, ~9!

SiGa@VAsSiAsGaAsAs#Ga12, ~10!

SiGa@VAsSiAsGaAsAs#~SiGa!2Ga10, ~11!

SiGa@VAsSiAs~GaAs!2#~SiGa!3Ga9 . ~12!

Due to the large negative increments, which are equa
212.2 ~7!, 215.16 ~8!, 212.36 ~9!, 212.52 ~10!, 218.44
~11!, and 218.6 ~12!, respectively, these clusters create
compressive strain in the lattice, which partially compensa
for the expansion caused by interstitial gallium atoms.
can be seen from formulas~7!–~12!, these clusters contain
not only 2–5 silicon atoms, but also 11–13 gallium atom
with tetrahedral bonds, which are not characteristic of g
lium. Therefore, when the local strains are large, these c
ters become structurally unstable and can collapse with
formation of tiny precipitates of metallic gallium. Since th
atomic volume of gallium is significantly smaller in the m
tallic phase than in the GaAs lattice~Table I!, a collapsed
cluster absorbs several interstitial gallium atoms from
local environment. In this case the lattice strain can cha
sign from positive to negative. This process is shown sc
matically in Fig. 4 in the example of cluster~12! with six
interstitial gallium atoms positioned near it. Upon collaps
the total increment of the cluster under consideration,
gether with the interstitial gallium atoms, changes from14.2
in the initial state~I! to 11.2 in the final state~III ! in the case
of the absorption of four interstitial gallium atoms by th
metallic phase or to26.8 in the case of the absorption o
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FIG. 4. Scheme of the formation of precipitates in a GaAs~Si! lattice.
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three gallium atoms. As follows from the diagram, the c
lapse of clusters can also lead to the formation of silic
precipitates.

The phenomenon described apparently takes place
the entire range of silicon concentrations investigated, as
lows from the internal-friction spectra~Fig. 3! and the varia-
tion of the curvature of the epitaxial structures as a funct
of the silicon concentration and the cooling rate of the m
~Fig. 1a!. In fact, the gallium trapped during growth of th
epitaxial layer from the melt introduces interstitial defects
two types into the gallium arsenide lattice: pointlike Gai cen-
ters and tiny metallic precipitates of Ga. At high coolin
rates the quantity of gallium trapped by the lattice be
formed rises~Fig. 1g!. This reflects a general principle in th
evolution of systems away from thermodynamic equilibriu
The transition to the equilibrium state takes place throug
series of intermediate states, and the residence time o
system in each of them is proportional to the depth of
corresponding potential well, and it decreases with decre
ing depth of the well.6 In addition, for the same reason,
high cooling rates a larger quantity of silicon is trapped
vacancies in the arsenic sublattice@reaction~5!#, displacing
the formation of collapsed clusters toward larger silicon c
centrations in the melt.

Thus, a superstructure of local regions of expansion
interstitial defects and compression by collapsed clus
forms in the crystal lattice of the epitaxial layer. At certa
optimum silicon concentrations, at which there is no bend
of the epitaxial structure, these local regions mutually b
ance one another, reducing the gradients of internal mech
cal stresses in the structures to a minimum. This situatio
conducive to maximum relative perfection of the crys
structure of the epitaxial layers, i.e., the mechanicalQ factor
of the samples reaches its maximum at these silicon con
trations~Fig. 1c!. It is also reflected in the maximum value o
the microhardness~Fig. 1d! and the minimum dislocation
density~Fig. 1e!.

The features of the defect structure formed in the epit
ial layers also determine the properties of the LED’s fab
cated from them. At the optimum silicon concentrations
external quantum efficiencybex of the LED’s reaches a
maximum~Fig. 1f!, and the LED’s exhibit the slowest rate o
degradation of this parameter~Fig. 1h!. It is noteworthy that
the deep levels responsible for nonradiative recombinatio
LED’s ~the activation energyEt5Ev10.44 eV, and the trap
ping cross section for the majority charge carrie
s t510217 cm2 at 300 K! can belong to the SiGa2SiAs com-
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plex, whose concentration, like the concentration of de
levels, is proportional to the square of the silicon concen
tion in the melt~Fig. 1b!.

At silicon concentrations greater than 0.8% the struct
of the epitaxial layers deteriorates sharply: the mean dislo
tion density increases, the distribution of dislocations in
layers becomes significantly nonuniform, and they assem
in bunches with a density of 1072108 cm22. In addition,
impregnations of silicon precipitates appear~Fig. 4, stateIII !.
At the same time, the mechanical inequivalence of the bo
increases. The intensity of the band at 470 K in the intern
stress spectrum increases, i.e., the mechanicalQ factor of the
sample decreases~Fig. 1c!.

It would be natural to expect that the introduction of
impurity with a large atomic volume into the melt woul
lead to effective compensation of the mechanical stresse
the epitaxial layers. One example of such an impurity is
~see Table I!, and 4 wt % of it in the melt~according to a
calculation! should provide for compensation of the intern
mechanical stresses in structures grown at the maximum
con concentration, which is equal to 1.1 wt %. As the expe
mental results showed, when the concentration of tin
4 wt %, there is no bending of the epitaxial structures~Fig.
2a!, the amount of gallium trapped by the growing epitax
layer decreases by a factor of 2 or 3~Fig. 2c!, and the me-
chanical perfection of the structure increases sharply~Fig.
2b!. In addition, the layers contain no silicon precipitates, t
dislocation density decreases by two orders of magnitu
and the microhardness increases by 10%, on the aver
While the emission wavelength characteristic of a silic
concentration of 1.1 wt %~1 mm! is conserved, the externa
quantum efficiency of the LED’s increases by 20–100%, a
the degradation time increases by an order of magnitude

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation has shown that one of the main r
sons for the existence of an optimum doping level for obta
ing GaAs~Si! LED structures with the highest consum
characteristics is the compensation of the internal mechan
stresses in these structures.

This work was supported by the Federal Special-Purp
Program ‘‘Integration’’~Project No. 75!.
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Appearance of negative resistance in p 2n junction structures in a microwave field

D. A. Usanov, A. V. Skripal’, and N. V. Ugryumova
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The results of theoretical and experimental investigations of the appearance of negative
differential resistance inp2n junction diode structures in the presence of a high level of
microwave power are presented. The theoretical analysis of the influence of a high level of
microwave power on the form of the current-voltage characteristic of a diode takes into
account the variation of the constant component of the current flowing through thep2n structure
due to the heating of the free charge carriers and the rectifier effect. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02111-5#
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INTRODUCTION

Strong microwave fields have a significant effect on
current-transfer characteristics ofp2n junction structures.
For example, the stationary current-voltage characteris
~IVC’s! of diodes change significantly under the effect o
high level of microwave power due to the appearance o
considerable thermocurrent of hot charge carriers through
p2n junction.1

The comparison of the experimental data with the res
of calculations of IVC’s with allowance for the appearan
of a thermocurrent of hot charge carriers in ap2n junction
in Ref. 1 showed that the agreement is fairly good only
germanium p2n junctions. A generation-recombinatio
model of current transfer in the space-charge layer has b
used along with allowance for the thermocurrent of h
charge carriers to account for the ‘‘anomalously’’ large c
rents in silicon p2n junctions in a strong microwave
field.2–4

It has been shown in the presently known experimen
studies3,5 that the application of a strong microwave field c
also lead to qualitative alteration of the IVC’s ofp2n junc-
tion diodes. For example, the appearance of segments
negative differential resistance~NDR! on the IVC’s of short-
base siliconp2 i 2n diodes for the microwave range with
fairly perfect structure5 and on the IVC’s of siliconp2n
junction diodes with a large number of deep levels3 was
observed under the action of a high level of microwa
power. No theoretical description of this phenomenon w
presented.

In this paper we present the results of theoretical a
experimental investigations of the appearance of NDR on
current-voltage characteristics of microwave diode structu
based on siliconp2n junctions under the action of a hig
level of microwave power.

EXPERIMENT

The influence of a high level of microwave power on t
form of the stationary IVC’s of type 2A604 silicon micro
wave p2n junction diodes was investigated in the expe
ments.
1241063-7826/98/32(11)/3/$15.00
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A microwave diode was connected in parallel to a m
croband transmission line with a wave impedance of 59V
and a matched load. In contrast to the case considere
Refs. 3 and 4, here the electric-field vector of the microwa
field was oriented perpendicularly to the plane of thep2n
junction. A signal with a frequency of 1000 MHz was fe
through a controllable attenuator to the microwave dio
The microwave power level in the input signal was mo
tored by a power meter. To minimize the influence of t
thermal heating of the diode structure at forward bias vo
ages, the IVC’s were measured using an IVC plotter with
scanning frequency of 100 Hz.

Figure 1 shows the experimental IVC’s of a microwa
diode for various values of the input signal powerP0 ~curves
1–4!. As follows from the experimental results, when th
input power is increased to 150 mW, a region of NDR a
pears on the IVC’s of the diodes. The magnitude of the ND
increases with increasing input signal power in the range
values from 150 to 500 mW. When the input signal power
at the 500 mW level, the negative differential resistance
the descending portion of the IVC reaches a value
220 V, and low-frequency oscillations with a frequency
1002200 kHz appear in the power-supply circuit.

MODEL USED IN THE CALCULATION

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 was used to sim
late the behavior of a microwave diode connected in para
to a microband transmission line. The elements of
equivalent circuit simulate a semiconductor diode struct
in the form of a nonlinear resistanceR and a capacitanceC
connected in parallel. The diode body is simulated by
elementsLk andCk , and the microband line is simulated b
the input conductivityY0 in the junction plane of the diode

It was assumed that the resistance of the base laye
the diode structure does not depend on the value of the
rent and is considerably smaller than the nonlinear resista
R of the space-charge layer at bias voltagesV that are smaller
than the contact potential differenceVk . At V.Vk the value
of R was assumed to be constant and was defined
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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R5r l /S, wherer, l , andSare the resistivity, thickness, an
area of the base layer of the diode structure.

The nonlinear resistanceR was defined as the averag
resistance of thep2n junction for the first harmonic of the
microwave current:

R5
V;

I ;
, where I ;5AA21B2,

A5
2

TE0

T

I ~V!sin vt dt,

B5
2

TE0

T

I ~V!cosvt dt,

V5V01V;sin vt.

Here V0 and V; are the value of the constant voltag
and the amplitude of the variable voltage on the microwa
diode, I is the current flowing through the active resistan
R, andT52p/v is the period of the microwave oscillation

The passage of current through the diode was simula
using an expression for the current-voltage characteristic
tained with consideration of the generation-recombinat

FIG. 1. Experimental~1–4! and theoretical (18–48) current-voltage charac
teristicsI (Vd) of a microwave diode for various values of the input-sign
powerP0 , mW: 1, 18 — 0; 2, 28 — 150; 3, 38 — 350; 4, 48 — 500.

FIG. 2. Equivalent circuit of a microband transmission line with a para
microwave diode.
e

d
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n

processes in the space-charge layer, which are manifest
the nonideality coefficientn ~Ref. 2!, and the heating of the
free charge carriers:1

I 5
qDnnp0S

ADntn
H expF qVk

nkT0
S Tn2T0

Tn
D1

qV

nkTn
G21J

1
qDppn0S

ADptp
H expF qVk

nkT0
S Tp2T0

Tp
D1

qV

nkTp
G21J ,

whereDn , Dp , tn , tp , Tn , andTp are the electron and hol
diffusion coefficients, lifetimes, and temperatures, resp
tively, andT0 is the lattice temperature.

Since a signal from the low-frequency portion of th
microwave range~1000 MHz! was used in the experiments
the effects associated with the finite values of the energy
quasimomentum relaxation times of the free charge carr
could be disregarded in the calculations.6,7

The capacitance of the semiconductor structure (C) was
determined by the sum of the barrier (Cb) and diffuse (Cd)
capacitances:

C5Cb1Cd .

The barrier and diffuse capacitances were determined as
averages for the first harmonic of the microwave curr
using the relations8,9

Cb5SA ««0qnp

2~Vk2V!~n1p!
,

Cd't
dI

dV
,

wheren andp are the electron and hole concentrations in
n and p regions of thep2n junction, respectively;t is the
effective lifetime of the minority charge carriers, which
determined in short-base structures by the diffusion time
carriers through the base layer and the carrier recombina
rate at the contact;10 « is the relative dielectric constant;«0 is
the permittivity of free space;S is the area of the structure
andVk is the contact potential difference.

The current-voltage characteristic of the diode was c
culated with consideration of the rectifier effect using t
relation I c5*0

TI (V) dt. It was taken into account in the ca
culations that a constant low resistanceRl was connected in
series to the microwave diode in the power-supply circu
The current-voltage characteristicI (Vd) was determined
from the solution of the equation

Vd5V01I cRl .

The amplitude of the microwave voltageV; was deter-
mined from the value of the microwave powerP absorbed by
the diode from the relation

P5~V;!2/2R.

The microwave power absorbed was calculated using
expression11

P5P0~12uNu22uTu2!,

whereP0 is the microwave power impinging on the diod
N52Y/(2Y1Y0) is the reflectivity of the diode for the mi
crowave signal,T52Y0 /(Y12Y0) is the transmission coef

l
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1250 Semiconductors 32 (11), November 1998 Usanov et al.
ficient for the microwave signal, andY5 j vCk1@ j vkLk

1( j vC11/R)21#21 is the complex conductivity of the di
ode.

CALCULATION RESULTS

The calculations performed using the model describ
above showed that when a microwave signal is supplied
diode at negative and small positive bias voltages, a con
erable portion of the power is absorbed.

Current passes through thep2n junction due to the
heating of the charge carriers and the rectification effe
which creates a voltage drop across the series resistancRl

that displaces thep2n junction in the reverse direction. A
the forward biasVd is increased, the biasV0 on the diode
increases~Fig. 3, curve1!, while the voltage dropVl on the
series resistanceRl remains almost constant~Fig. 3, curve2!.

The current through the diode increases monotonic
in this range of bias voltages. Its value is determined by
injection current under the conditions of heating of the el
tron gas by the microwave field and by the amplitude of
rectified signal. We note that consideration of the heating
the charge carriers leads to a decrease in the additional
stant current component caused by the microwave signal
result of the decrease in the amplitude of the rectified sig

As the forward bias on the diodeV0 increases, the de
crease in the resistanceR of the diode and the increase in th
capacitanceC of the semiconductor structure produce a s
nificant increase in the reflected microwave signal~Fig. 4,
curves1! and decreases in the transmitted~Fig. 4, curves2!
and absorbed~Fig. 4, curves3! signals.

This leads to a decrease in the amplitude of the varia
voltage on the diode~Fig. 3, curves3!. Therefore, a decreas
in the rectified signal and, consequently, a decrease in
constant current flowing through thep2n junction are ob-
served as the fixed bias applied to the diode is increa
Thus, there is a region of negative differential resistan
~Fig. 1, curves28–48).

FIG. 3. Plots of the constant bias voltageV0 ~1! and Vl ~2! on thep2n
junction and the series resistance, respectively, as well as of the amp
of the variable voltageV; ~3! on the microwave diode, plotted as function
of the applied voltageVd .
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At large positive biases the value of the absorbed po
becomes insignificant, and the IVC of the diode takes
form which it has in the absence of a microwave signal.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown, therefore, that a theoretical explana
for the experimentally detected appearance of negative
ferential resistance on the IVC’s of diode structures un
the action of a high level of microwave power is possib
when the heating of the charge carriers and the rectifier ef
are taken into account.
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In memory of Yuli ¢ Ivanovich Ukhanov
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The renowned physicist and teacher Professor Y�
Ivanovich Ukhanov, who held the title of a Distinguishe
Man of Science and Technology of the Russian Federa
and a degree of Doctor of Physical and Mathematical S
ences, died on March 2, 1998.

A disciple of the ‘‘St. Petersburg School of Physics
founded by A. F. Ioffe, Yuli� Ukhanov devoted more than 4
years of his life to the service of science and higher edu
tion. His name is associated with the development of se
conductor optics. His research and the work of his stude
are widely known.

Yuli � Ivanovich Ukhanov was born on October 22, 19
to the family of a surveyor in the city of Krasny� Kholm. In
1942, after graduating high school, he started working a
mechanic and signal man at the Krasny� Kholm Railroad
Station of the Yaroslavl’ Railroad. In January 1943 he w
drafted into the Red Army. He began his army service a
private and was discharged in June 1946 as an officer.

In 1946 he enrolled in the department of physics a
mechanics of the Polytechnic Institute in Leningrad, fro
which he graduated with honors in 1952. In that year
started working in the Military-Engineering Academy
Communication, where he became chairman of the dep
ment of physics in 1959. He set up a scientific laboratory
1251063-7826/98/32(11)/2/$15.00
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which he performed research on the modulation of infra
radiation in germanium as a result of the injection of mino
ity carriers. He defended his Candidate’s dissertation on
subject in 1957. This work was carried out in close cont
with the semiconductor laboratories of the A. F. Ioffe Phy
cotechnical Institute.

Beginning in 1964, Yuli� Ukhanov was successively
lecturer, professor, chairman of the department of exp
mental physics, deputy rector for scientific work, and dean
the faculty of physics and mechanics of the Polytechnic
stitute. There he also ran a laboratory and guided exten
research on the magneto-optical properties of semicond
tors. When he still worked at the Academy of Communic
tion, he built the first system for investigating the Farad
effect in semiconductors in the Soviet Union. A scienti
seminar was regularly held in his laboratory in the Leningr
Polytechnic Institute under his tutelage. The research
carried out jointly with scientists from the semiconduct
laboratories of the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute a
the Institute of Semiconductors of the Academy of Scien
of the USSR.

Ukhanov’s most important work was his research on
band structure of semiconductor compounds by magn
optical methods. This work formed the basis of his docto
dissertation entitled ‘‘Experimental investigation of optic
and magneto-optical phenomena in semiconductors,’’ wh
he defended in 1966.

In the nineteen-seventies the department of experime
physics of the Leningrad Polytechnic Institute was tra
formed into a major scientific and methodical center un
the guidance of Yuli� Ivanovich Ukhanov. Two conference
were organized by the department: the All-Union Conferen
on the Physics of III–V Compounds and the All-Union Sym
posium on the Spectroscopy of Crystals Activated by Ions
Transition and Rare-Earth Metals. In 1975–1978 a n
course of general physics was developed in the departm
and the laboratory manual was updated. The labora
manual became one of the best in the Soviet Union,
which it was awarded a First-Class Certificate at the Exh
tion of Achievements in the National Economy of the USS
in 1979.

Along with his main activity, Yuli� Ukhanov performed
considerable scientific administrative work. He participat
in the organization, development, and coordination of s
ence and education in institutions of higher learning. As
member of several specialized councils of the Supreme C
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tification Commission, he actively participated in the traini
of highly qualified scientific personnel.

Yuli � Ukhanov was the author of more than 150 pu
lished papers and the monographsOptical Properties of
Semiconductors@in Russian# ~Nauka, Moscow, 1977! and
Magneto-optical Faraday and Voigt Effects as Applied
Semiconductors@in Russian# ~Naukova Dumka, Kiev, 1979!,
the latter being coauthored by F. F. Sizov. He was the au
of ten scientific textbooks. During the 16 years when
chaired the department, eight of his coworkers defended d
toral dissertations. He trained more than three decade
Candidates of Science.

Yuli � Ukhanov’s interests were not confined to scien
and teaching. A frequent visitor to art exhibitions in the He
mitage Museum in St. Petersburg and the Russian Muse
he himself was no stranger to artistic creativity. Both wo
and stone were transformed into works of art in his skil
hands.

Yuli � Ukhanov exemplified selfless and devoted serv
-

or
e
c-
of

e
-
m,

e

to the ideals of science and education until the end of his
Everyone who was associated with him saw in him a bea
of the finest traditions of the Russian intelligentsia, a w
teacher of young people, a kind and sensitive human be
and a faithful and reliable friend, who was always ready
provide assistance to anyone needing it. Although he h
high positions, Yuli� Ukhanov always had an unassumin
and accessible demeanor. He treated his colleagues
sympathy and respect. Yuli� Ukhanov remained such a com
mendable person until his final days. He will be remembe
as such by all who knew him.

Zh. I. Alferov, Yu. S. Vasil’ev, A. G. Zabrodsk�,
B. P. Zakharchenya, V. I. Ivanov-Omski�, I. P. Ipatova,

F. P. Kesamanly, and V. F. Mastero

Editorial Board of Fizika i Tekhnika Poluprovodniko

Translated by P. Shelnitz
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We have suffered a heavy loss. The outstanding ph
cist and member of the Moldovan Academy of Scienc
Serge� Ivanovich Radautsan, passed away unexpectedly
March 6, 1998.

Serge� Radautsan was born on June 17, 1926 in Kishin
and graduated from Kishinev State University in 1955.
studied at the Leningrad Physicotechnical Institute un
Prof. N. A. Goryunova. In 1958 Serge� Radautsan defende
his Candidate’s dissertation ‘‘Investigation of several so
solutions based on indium arsenide,’’ and in 1966 he
fended his doctoral dissertation ‘‘Investigation of diamon
like semiconductors.’’ In 1970 he was elected a correspo
ing member and in 1973 a full member of the Moldov
Academy of Sciences.

From 1959 Serge� Radautsan worked in the Institute o
Applied Physics of the Moldovan Academy of Science
where he set up a laboratory for semiconductor compou
He was the founder and first rector~1964–1973! of the Kish-
inev Polytechnic Institute, where he organized the Scienti
Research Laboratory of Microelectronics. In 1990–19
Serge� Radautsan was vice president of the Moldovan Ac
emy of Sciences and director of the Center for Semicond
tor Materials Science of the Moldovan Academy of Scienc

A member of the Moldovan Academy of Sciences a
1251063-7826/98/32(11)/2/$15.00
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the Romanian Academy of Sciences and a holder of hon
ary doctoral degrees from several universities, Ser�

Radautsan was also the founder of the foremost scien
school in the field of complex semiconductors. The team
scientists which he headed was awarded the State Priz
the USSR in 1983 for their work on the synthesis, investig
tion, and application of binary semiconductor materia
Serge� Radautsan was a member of the Bureau of the Sc
tific Council of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR f
Physicochemical Problems in Semiconductor Materials S
ence and chairman of the Scientific Council of the Moldov
Academy of Sciences for the Physics and Chemistry
Semiconductors. The five All-Union Conferences on Co
plex Semiconductors organized by Serge� Radautsan in
Kishinev were widely acknowledged forums for this field
science. For many years Serge� Radautsan was a member
the organizing committee of the International Conferen
on Multicomponent Compounds, and the 8th Internatio
Conference, which was held in Kishinev in 1990~and was
the only one held on the territory of the USSR!, attested to
the international recognition of the contribution o
Radautsan’s school to the science of complex semicond
tors.

The main area of Serge� Radautsan’s scientific activity
was the comprehensive investigation of the physicochem
and physical properties of binary and ternary semicondu
compounds and solid solutions based on them. Se�
Radautsan was the author of ten monographs and the s
tific editor of 25 collections of articles on this subjec
Among the most important scientific accomplishments
Serge� Radautsan and his closely knit team, the followi
can be singled out.

• Technologies for growing bulk crystals, films, an
multilayer structures based on InP and other binary co
pounds were developed, and the features of the energy b
structure and physical properties of these materials w
studied.

• New technologies for obtaining ternary II–IV–V sem
conductors were developed, thin films of these compou
were obtained, their optical spectra and the features of t
band structure were studied, exciton states were detected
phenomena of electrical switching and photoelectric mem
were discovered, and the influence of nonstoichiometric
fects and dopants on the electrical and magnetic propertie
these materials was studied.

• Schottky diodes,p2n junctions, and heterojunction
were fabricated on the basis of binary and ternary semic
ductors.
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Having been trained as a scientist at the A. F. Ioffe Le
ingrad Physicotechnical Institute, Serge� Radautsan honor
ably exemplified its best traditions during his life and alwa
maintained scientific and cordial ties with the Institute. H
wrote an excellent book entitledThe Wizard of Diamond-like
Semiconductors@in Russian# ~1987! about his mentor, Prof
Nina Aleksandrovna Goryunova.

Serge� Radautsan’s energy, determination, and skill
selecting the points for applying scientific effects, as well
his personal scientific achievements, promoted the deve
ment of semiconductor materials science in the USSR
great extent. His appearance at any scientific center or s
posium, either in Kiev or Minsk or in Strasbourg or Rom
instantly made him the focus of attention of colleagu
prompted fruitful discussions, and initiated joint scienti
projects.

For his many colleagues, students, and friends, work
with Serge� Radautsan was the highest form of human co
-

s
p-
a

m-
,
,

g
-

eration. His earnest good will and intelligence, const
readiness to help, and professional sophistication, as we
his vigor and creative genius, gave him a unique persona

There were many triumphant moments in his life, a
there were difficult times, which he endured with rare d
nity. Still, the respect and love of his associates and c
leagues were probably most important to him.

A benevolent and decent human being, talented scien
and brilliant administrator, Serge� Ivanovich Radautsan will
remain in the hearts of all who knew him.

Zh. I. Alferov, Yu. V. Gulyaev, L. M. Keldysh
F. A. Kuznetsov, A. M. Prokhorov, V. I. Perel

V. G. Veselago, A. G. Gurevich, V. D. Prochukha
K. G. Nikiforov, and V. I. Ivanov-Omski�

Editorial Board of Fizika i Tekhnika Poluprovodniko

Translated by P. Shelnitz
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Erratum: Radiation emitted by quantum-well InGaAs structures
I. Spontaneous emission spectra †Semiconductors 32, 423–427 „April 1998 …‡

P. G. Eliseev

Temporary Address: Center of High-Technology Materials, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, USA

I. V. Akimova

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Russia
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 1408~November 1998!

@S1063-7826~98!02411-9#

The correct figures for this article should read as follows:
he ect
FIG. 1. Relative spectral densityP of the radiation of an InGaAs quantum
well at 286 K. Pump currentI, mA: 1 — 1, 2 — 2, 3 — 5, 4 — 10,5 — 50,
6 — 100, 7 — 150, 8 — 200. The spectra 3 and 4 were obtained in t
direct-current regime.
1251063-7826/98/32(11)/1/$15.00
FIG. 2. Relative spectral densityP of the radiation of an InGaAs quantum
well at 4.2 K. Pump currentI, mA: 1 — 1, 2 — 2, 3 — 10, 4 — 20, 5 —
100, 6 — 150, 7 — 200. The spectra 1 and 4 were obtained in the dir
current regime.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Erratum: Study of GaN thin layers subjected to high-temperature rapid thermal
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The Editorial Board of ‘‘Fizika i Tekhnika Poluprovodnikov’’ informs of the correction that should be made in this ar
On page 1048, Section 2, the first sentence of the second paragraph, should read as follows:

‘‘RHTA was performed in a quartz reactor at a temperature of 1000 C for 30 s in a stream of N2 or Ar.’’
12561063-7826/98/32(11)/1/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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